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Sim 1 1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3 BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

4

------------------X
5 :

|In the Matter of: :
6 : Docket No. 50-289-SP

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY : (Restart Remand on
7 : Management)

(Three Mile Island Nuclea* :
8 Station, Unit No. 1) :

':
9 ------------------X

10 The Library Richards Hall
University Center

11 2986 North Second Street
*

Harrisburg. Pennsylvania 17110
12

,

Wednesday, January 9, 1985-

,

13-

The hearing in the above-entitled matter resumed,
14

pursuant to recess, at 9:04 a.m.
15

16 BEFORE:
.

17 JUEGE IVAN W. SMITH, Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

18 Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

19
l

JUDGE SHELDON J. WOLFE, Member
20 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

Nuclear-Regulatory Commission
21 Washington, D. C. 20555

(~h
\
'-'' 22 JUDGE GUSTAVE A. LINENBERGER, JR., Member

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
-23 -Nuclear Regulatory Commission

-Washington, D. C. 20555
24
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SusTraylor 1 APPEARANCES:.

2 On Behalf of the Licensee:

3 ERNEST BLAKE, ESQUIRE
O.

,

WILBERT WASHINGTON, II, ESQUIRE |
4 DEBORAH B. BAUSER, ESQUIRE

and
5 JOHN NASSIKAS, ESQUIRE

Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge
6 1800 M Street, N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20036
7

On Behalf of Three Mile Island Alert:
8

LYNNE BERNABEI, ESQUIRE
'9 Government Accountability Project

1555 Connecticut Avenue
10 Washington; D. C. 20009

II JOANNE DOROSHAW, ESQUIRE
The Christic Institute

12 1324 North Capitol Street
'

,
Washingt;on, D. C. .,20002 ,

LOUISE BRADFORD, pro se
Id 315 Peffer Street

~

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
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On Behalf of the NRC Staff:

16
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JACK R. GOLDBERG, ESQUIRE
I7 MARY E. WAGNER, ESQUIRE,

'
and

18 J. J. PERSENSKY
Office of the Executive Legal Director'-

I' Nuclear Regulatory Commissicn
; Washington, D. C. 20555

On Behalf of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania:.
21

0 - T O ^S Y. AU, ESou1RE
22 Bureau of-Regulatory Counsel

: THOMAS E. POLLOG
23 Bureau of Radiation Protection,
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1 ESE1EEEE
Witnesses Direct Cross Redirect Recross Board2

3 Samuel L. Newton )
hs Bruce P. Leonard )

4 Michael J. Ross )
(Resumed)

5
By Ms. Wagner 32,883

6 By Judge Linenberger 32,906
By Judge Wolfe 32,923

7 By Judge Smith 32,926
,

By Ms. Bauser 32,939

8 By Judge Smith 32,940
By Judge Linenberger 32,941

9 ,By Ms. Bauser 32,943

10 Richard Lentz )

11 By Mr. Blake 32,971
By Ms. Bernabei 12,980

12 By Mr. Goldberg 33,027
By Ms. Bernabei 33,030 -

13 -

.
~

Samuel L. Newton )14
Bruce P. Leonard )

15 Michael J. Ross )

(Resumed)
16

.By.Ms. Bauser 33,051

17

LAY-INS Follows Page:
18

19 Deposition of Richard Lentz, dtd Oct 15,
1984, pages 68 thru 71. 32,972

20

EXHIBITS21 ,

. , - ~,

V 22 Exhibit No. Identified Received

.23 TMIA Mailgram Exhibit No. 43 33,014
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25 Afternoon session commences on Page 32,971
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#1-1-Suet I P R O_ C_E_ E,D_ I_ N_ G_ S

2 (9:04 a.m.)

.( 3 JUDGE SMITH: Good orning. Is there any prelimi-

4 nary business?

5 (No response.)

6 You may inquire.

7 Whereupon, -

8 SAMUEL L. NEWTON,

9 BRUCE P. LEONARD

10 -and-

" MICHAEL J. ROSS

12 were recalled as witnesses by and on behalf of the Licensee,

O- -
.

.

13 Metropolitan Edison Company, and having previously been ' duly
. .

.

Id sworn, were further examined and testified as'follows:

15 CROSS EXAMINATION
t

I0 BY MS. WAGNER: (Continuing)

IIINDEXXXX Q Mr. Newton, on Page 68 of your filed testimony,

18 you talk in general terms about the schedule for INPO accredita-

I' tion.- Do you have any further specifics on the timing of

20 the accreditation process at this point?g

2I
/ A -(Witness Newton) Well, the only real specific
V]

22 thing I can add to that is that we received the INPO accredita-

23 tion report, second draft, which is dated November 26th, 1984.

24
. On the' draft, and the cover letter is signed out by INPO on

j

! 25 December 13th, 1984 and was received by our Licensing and

i

u
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#1-2-Suet 1 Regulatory Affairs Branch in Parsippany on December 17th.

2 To go on from that, we are in the process of pre-

^

3 paring our response. We expect to send our response some

4 time this month, and hopefully appear before the Accrediting

5 Board in either February or March.

6 Q I would like to inquire of the panel members into

7 their contacts with the OARP in a little more detail than

8 may have been covered earlier.

9 -Mr.-Leonard, I believe you have stated that you

10 made a presentation to the OARP, at least one. Could you

11 summarize the topics covered in your presentation for me,

12 please?

13 - A (Witness Leonard) Yes, ma'am. I made a presenta-

14 tion in August to the OARP Committee. That was not my first

15 contact with the committee, but I made a formal presentation

16 to the Committee in a question and answer type of format
,

17 in August, around August'12th or 13th, when they came as'

18 a whole to Three Mile Island.

:19 The presentation I gave covered the licensed

20 operators training programs, entry requirements, the program

21 content, the training process or the process of the program,

.O_ . 22 how we determine the content of the program, examinations in

>23 the' program.

24 There was questions about instructors, instructor
Aeressre noonm,Inc.

25 evaluations.

. _ _ _ . . _ . _ . . _ . ._. _ _ _ .__ .. _ _ _ .. _ _ _ . __ . _.
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#1-3-Suet 1 Q Could you clarify what you mean by instructor
i

2 evaluations? l

|

N 3 A There was questions from the Committee on the
.

4 evaluation process that we use for the instructors, and that

5 was covered during that presentation.

6 Examination security was covered. The examination

7 Process,-the development of examinations. It was an overview

8 of the licensed operator training function. I believe the

9 Presentation lasted about an hour and a half, maybe two

10 hours, and that was followed by questions by the OARP Committee.

11 In addition to that, you also asked if there was

12 any other contact I had with the OARP Committee. Their
P

~ V) .

13 initial visit to the Island in May, I believe it was'May 30th -

14 and 31st, in that time frame, I met with the. Committee, was

15 introduced to the Committee, after they had gone through some

16 preliminary business. I was introduced in the Conference

17 Room to the Committee.

18 And during the two days of -- to my recollection,
|

| 19 May 30th and 31st, I discussed items with the OARP Committee.
I
'

20 .I made myself available and indicated to them that due to my

. 21 familiarity with the programs and my availability that they
|:

- 22 should come to me if they had questions since my office was

23 closest to the Conference Room and I was more readily available

| 24 than the other personnel that they would need to contact, and
| m n.porari, rne.

i 25 I could direct them to the right direction if there were any

i
|

|
. . - - _ . - . . - - . - . - . _ . . . . . . . - . . _ . - . .- - - - .-. - .
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#1-4-Suet 1 questions that I couldn't answer.

2 0 In general, what were the subjects covered in that

(~)' 3 first meeting?
%

4 A To my recollection, in the first meetings in the

5 May time frame, we covered -- the Operations Plant Manual was

6 covered, how we used that; the development of learning objectives

7 was covered; Staff qualifications was covered; future plans

8 for Staff qualifications.

9 There was some discussions on the programs them-

10 selves, how we administered the programs. And that's all I

11 can remember in that first meeting that I had with them.

12 In addition to that, in the August and the May
(,

(-)
13- meetings I met with Committee members in the August -- c6r-

,

'

14 rection, in the October and November time frame. On October

15 lst, Mr. Kelley and Mr. Gardner came to Three Mile Island and

16 they observed training in the TMI Training Center on some

17 licensed operator requalification topics that were being

18 conducted at the time. They also observed some operation on

19 the basic principals trainer. I believe Mr. Gardner sat in

20 Ehe instructor development program S. hat was going on at the

21 time,m

kb
22 And they also conducted shift interviews, and as

' 23 questions arose they asked me questions regarding instructor

24 evaluations, performance evaluati'ons of instructors, qualifi-
Ass-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 cations, availability of licensed instructors for interviews
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1
~

#1-5-Suet j and availability of operators. Who was on shift and who

2 they had seen and not seen.
4

3 Following the October 1st and 2nd meetings at TMI
:O-

4 where they met with me and they also attended classes and

} 5 interviewed, Mr. Kelley and I went down to B&W to observe

6 simulator training in the replacement program. He and I left

7 the evening of October 2nd, I believe, and flew down to the

g B&W simulator and observed replacement training at the B&W

-9 simulator-and conversed about the simulator program and the

10 B&W program, the simulator program that we contract with B&W
J

11 for.
.

12 We also had a meeting of approximately three hours,

## 13 if I remember correctly, with Mr. Harry Heilmeierand Mr. Jim

14 Watson of B&W in which Mr. Kelley had an open forum with them

15 to ask any questions that he desired on their program of

[ :2 staff. qualifications, the interface with GPU training person-
, .

17 nel.

18 Q Could you identify further:who Mr. Hailmaier and

? ###. 19 Mr. Watson are, what their jobs are?

20 A' Mr. Hailmaieris the manager that's in charge of the
,
a

21 TMI training programs at B&W and Mr. Watson is his boss.

22 Again a week later I went down and the same type
,.

~

23 of-format occurred there'with Mr. Christianson. We went down
,

-24 one evening, observed some -- correction. The first evening

,. An>*eeman neoonm, Inc.
'

25 we didn't observe any training. He basically -- he and I

. , _ - - . _ _ _ . . . ._ _ . _ _ _ . - - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . . . _ . .. . _ . _ _ _ . - . _ - _ . _ _ __-
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,

#1-6-Suet 1 talked about the simulator training programs and our interface-

2 with B&W. The following morning, he observed classroom being

} 3 conducted by the instructors and additionally he monitored

4 some simulator training that was being conducted. |

|5 And one thing, also Mr. Kelley and Mr. Christianson

6 also interviewed operators and the senior reactor operator

7 that was assigned to the training program while they were down
.

8 there. Mr. Kelley I believe also observed some emergency

9 training that-was being conducted for Crystal River. I be-
,

10 lieve it was the Crystal River Plant at the time.

II Following that, other contacts with the OARP

12 Committee in October 23rd, the 22nd/23rd, time frame, I was

13 in Washington during a period when depositions were being
*

,

. .
;

; 14 taken. And I was made available to the OARP Committee. I

15 believe it was only two OARP Committee members there available.
,

16 They were doing depositions at the same time. Mr. Uhrig was '

| I7 one of them and I think Mr. Gardner was the other.

18 And during that time frame I answered questions *

I' that they had regarding the program, and any questions that
;
'

20 they had I was made available to answer questions for them.

21 And again in the November 26th, and the 27th, time,

: _O
- 22 frame I went to Washington to answer questions that they

23 'had regarding the programs. And I believe that most of the

Committee members were there at that time.
j - nose,= , Inc.

25 And to my recollection, with the exception of

_ __. _ . _ _ _ _.__ :_._.-_._ __-,,__.._.__._._.._ _ _.., _ __ ..-
-
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#1-7-Suet 1 numerous phone calls with each of the Committee members, ;4

I
2 that's my recollection of my contact with the OARP. i

3 Q Thank you. Would you say that you were the
1

4 person in charge of selecting who would be interviewed by

5 the OARP Committee? In other words, if they would ask to

6 interview operators or instructors, did their request

7 generally go through you?

8 A No, ma'am. I did not select the personnel that

9 they would interview. I indicated to them as to who was

10 on shift and who wasn't on shift, who was in training, wh'o
4

'

11 was'on relief week. And of the instructors who was available,4

12 who was not in the classroom for them to interview.

13 'So I did.not give them names of people they could
.

14 interview. I just indicated to them the people that were

15 available during the time frame they were there. And they

16 were let to interview anybody they desired.

f END #1 17

Mary flws 18
,

|u

.20

.21

'

22

;
i 23

24
' Ane reneren neoonen, sno.

25

l
|
. - ,, . . - . - ~ . . . . ~. ... - -_. . . . - - - . - , . - . , - - . - - . - . - - . - . - . - - - - -
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Sim 2-l' I Q Well then, would the process be as follows. You

2 would tell them who was generally available and then they

{} would make a specific request by name of someone they wanted3

4 to interview, is that what you are saying?

5 A No, ma'am. In answering your question, we would
.

6 go over the shift list of people that they had not interviewed

7 and if th'ere was somebody that they wanted to interview, they
8

wo,uld ask if he was on shift or not, or actually the question
,

9
was is he available today or is he on off-shift time, because

10 in some cases the personnel was on mid-shift and he wasn't
. 11

available and in some cases he was on mid-shift and coming
12

off of mid-shift and I would have to call over at 6:30.or

6 o' clock in 'the morning to make sure that'..the guy would stay
14 .

.over,.oriin the cases of instructors,.if.the guy was teaching,
,

15
I would tell them when he would be through teaching, you know,

16
fortthem.to go interview, I did not give-them a list of*

17
I just told them thiswho they could and couldn't interview.~ -~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~

18
gugfis:on;this shift or this guy will not be teaching during this

_ . .- . -. -

time frame and the,y had free access to anybody to interview.
20

Q Do you recall the committee asking to speak with
21

{}
any particular individuals who were not able to be made

available to them, not necessarily immediately. I mean you

23
'have already said that certain people were just unavailabid-

24

m n si.or ine. initially, but was there ever a situation where the committee
25

expressed an interest in speaking with someone and he wasn't'
.

t

w e- y , - = - , . . .- ,,._,--,,,-w,,+-.-- ,-~r-e,---.v,v+,.-,,v--,, m. , , , - , , , .,.,,-,,,,-..-,.we--v-..r-wr-.,-~,w.,,,, - , , , - e-~,,,- m.
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.Sim 2-2
1 available at all at any time in the two or three day period

2 they might have been there?

3 A No, ma'am, not to my recollection. There was'

(}
4 one case where they wanted to talk to the shif t supervisor

5 who was on mid-shift and I had to call over and ask him to

6 stay late to interview. And I think their attempt was to

7 try to interview each of the shift supervisors or every shift

8 supervisor and we made arrangements for them to interview

i 9 the shift supervisor.

10 But to my~ recollection, there was no one that

II they wanted to interview that they were unable to interview.
;

12 Q Do you recall whether the committee members ever'

'()'

13 asked to speak with Mr. Frederick? .

14 A Not.specifically, ma'am.- Mr. Frederick was

15 available in the training center and if they desired to talk

16 to him he was available.'

17 Q But.you don't' recall a specific request by the

18 committee to speak with him?
.

19 A No, ma'am, I do not.

20 Q Do you recall any request to speak with the

-
21 supervisor of. licensed operator. training?

:N. gg
A Yes, ma'am, I do, and at.the time that that

23 request was made Mr. Maag-was the supervisor of licensed
24

operator training and they did talk to Mr. Maag.4 p.s,e n , i,,,,

. 25
Q But in the time frame before the issuance of the

!

-.,. ,. ,_, , , , _-. _-.. _ ~ . . ..,......-,,r...._ ,#.-, , , . . _ , , , , , . , . . , , . ,...y- . , , , _ - . , , , ,,.
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Sim 2-3 |
1 June 12th report you don't recall any such request?

; 2 A No, ma'am, I do not.

3 Q Mr. Leonard, did you also make documents available

4 to the committee at their request on occasion?

5 A Yes, ma'am. In_their_ initial report documents

6 were_ requested by me from Mr. Newton and those were made

7 available. Follow-up additional requests were made for

8 exams, memos that I had, instructor evaluations, performance

9 evaluations --- -

10 Q You don't need to tell me everything made available

Il to them unless you want-to.

12 A There were numerous requests and those were made
,

~] 13 available to the OARP committee.

14 Q Fine. I was interested specifically in whether

15 you recall whether you recall that.you made available to the

16 committee GPU's self-evaluation report?

'17 A I'do. not:. recall personally giving the OARP

18 committee the self-evaluation report.

19 Q Do you.know whether any other one at GPU would

20 have made that available?

21 A My recollection is that Mr. Newton may have given,,_s

U 22 it to them for their initial report. I believe it was made

23 available to them.

24 Q Mr. Newton?
Ame-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 A. (Witness Newton) I don't remember giving it

, . _ _ _ . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ , _ .- ._ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .-
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Sim 2-4 to them directly because, as I have said before I think oni

2 at least one occasion when they were at Three Mile Island

3 I was at Reserve training. I think when they met ine~

(_)S
4 Parsippany I talked with Dr. Coe about making it available

5 because he had a copy of it in his office, and I don't know

6 anything further than that.

7 Q I take it then that none of the panel members

8 recalls any discussions with committee members on the subject
9 of the self-evaluation report; is that correct or not?

10 A (Witness Leonard) No, ma'am, I do not recall

II discussions on the self-evaluation report. I am not sure

12 that that was issued or available at the time of their i,nitial,,

L ')' ~. -
'

'
13 report.

.

14 Q Or in any of your contacts with the committee

15 members?

I6 A (Witness Newton) I remember one specific occasion

17 and:it was in the Octcher/ November time frame when the
18 committee was at the island where we were discussing with
19 Dr. Einel the progress of the job analysis that we were

20 doing of our.. programs in association with the accreditation

21(~) process, And I specifically at that time distributed to the
;_j

22 people who were in the room the copies of the particular

23 section of.the selfrevaluation report which spoke to that.

24
That is the one thing I do specifically remember.

Ass. Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
O Mr. Ross, I guess I would like to ask you

I
'

___
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Sim 2-5
1 questions similar to those I asked Mr. Leonard, at least

2 some similar questions.
.

3 Could you briefly summarize your contacts with

4 the OARP either as a committee or committee members?

5 A (Witness Ross) Yes, ma'am. My recollection is

6 that I did give the committee a detailed plant tour of some

7 length, probably at least three or four hours, and I did

8 spend some time with them in our conference room at least

9 one morning.

10 Additionally, I had some interface with them.,

II At one time I can remember with Mr. Toole where we sat

12 down with them and underwent questions and answers. They
/ '

. (/ 13 had questions on. staffing, examination. administration.as

14 we say it, our staffing levels, our training commitement

15 howewe did business at the simulator, scenario writing,

16 that type of thing. And we were answering questions from

17 the operational line along those particular lines. .

18 Q Was that pretty much the extent of your contacts

t

i I9 with the committee?.
,

20 A Yes,.ma'am.L

'
.

21

(^3 Q Did_you discuss with the committee the subject
\_/ 22

of testing at the simulator?

; 23

I A My recollection is that we had some discussion
24

' " " * ' " " " ' ' " * - about it. Mainly they wanted to know what my particular
i 25 ,

i

!

I

- s
- - . - ~ . _ _ , _ . . . . _ , _ _ _ _ _ , . . _ . . , _ . . , ___,...___.,,..,_,__u,_._. . _ _ . , , _ , , _ , . . _ , _ _ . .
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Sim 2-6 part was, and I don't recall whether that was in the questionsj

in the sit-down or in the walk around we were giving them
2

in the control room.
3-

( |'''
Q Did you, Mr. Ross, play any part in making GUP

4

Personnel available to committee members for interviews?5

A Yes, ma'am, I did.
6

Q Could you summarize for me your involvement in
7

that?
8

A Yes, ma'am. In our discussions they indicated
9

an interest in interviewing personnel. At that point we
10

sat down and described to them who was available. On some
11

Particular days we had as many as half the people available,
12

,

,) and my recollection is they basically talked to everybody
13 .

.

that was there when they came through, and it wasn't like
34

we selected anybody. It was is "A" shift available and the
15

16
answer was yes. Well, will you send "A" shift over in some

time frame and we lined up the times and sent them over.
j7

Q Do you recall any. instances where they made
18

39 a request to interview a particular individual and that

individual was not made available to them.at any time?
20

cnd Sim A No, ma'am.
21

e fols

22

23

24
Aae-Federsi n ponen, inc.

25

.
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: 1 Q Mr. Newton, I know you were not involved

2 initially when the OARP Committee came to the Island, and

3 you have already testified at some length about your contacts'

4 with Dr. Kimel?

5 A (Witness Newton) Yes, ma'am.

6 Q Could you summarize any other contacts that you

7 may have had with Committee members?
,

,

8 A I think the only other direct contacts I had

-9 were-when.the Committee members were back at the Island in the

10 October-November time frame, already mentioned by Mr. Lenoard.

11 Certainly I saw them, told them that I was available if the
,

12 needed to talk to me. They made a specific request, and he

[ .

13' .has already described that, in the area of looking at both the' .

;. 14 instructor classroom evaluations and the most recent instructor

15 performance -- annual _ performance appraisals that were being
..

16 done right in that time frame.

17 I know I provided to them, along with.the instructor

18 performance appraisals, I.provided to them a copy of the rating

19 definitions that were used in determining which category an<

20 individual's performance fell into.
,

21 And I don' t recall 'anything other than that. Well,
n
U 22 the thing I just mentioned with discussing with the Committee

.23 . members, -Dr. --Kimel was the one who, I- am sure, was there, and

24 .perhaps -- well, Mr. Kelly was there and Dr. Gardner. Maybe
a p sere nasoners,inc.

25 the whole Committee, where we were discussing the progress

~
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1 on job task analysis. It was also during the Octo ber-November."

2 time frame.

3 Q Mr. Newton, did you play any part in making available
5

4 GPU employees for interviews?

'5 A No, ma'am, I didn't.

i
6 Q Thank you. I have a couple of questions on the

,

7 subject of performance reviews for control room operators.

8 My understanding based on the evidence so far is that there

op -are no formal ~ performance reviews of control room operators.

10 Is that -- does that fit with your prior testimony?

11 A (Witness Ross) It is. I guess this would be a

12 good opportunity to kind of qualify that a little more. When

[
' ' ' -13 any employee is promoted'to a new job, say a person enters a -

14 control room job, he undergoes formal evaluations that are

15 written for a time period.

16 Thattimeperiodisnormallhninetydays. After

i -

17 that, there are nc formal required evaluations. In fact, our
!

| 18 union contract almost prohibits it in some areas along those

19 lines.

20 We informally, as I said before, do in fact evaluate'

|

'. 21 them on some basis.

)
22 Q As I understand it, that is an oral evaluation that

|

| 23~ -is ' given : to the operator?

!-
| 24 A Yes, ma'am. There may be some sketchy notes taken,
m noo,w, inc.

| 25 but basically it is what he did good and what he did bad in the
!
! *
!

L
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1 last six months.

2 Q And is there any requirement to keep a written

3 record of those interviews?

4 A No.

5 Q Turning to page 29 of the testimony, I have a few

6 questions on the subject of training system development model,

7 known as the TSD Model.

8 Is GPU's TSD the same as IMPO's TSD?

9 .A (Witness-Leonard) Without having an exact copy of

10 the IMPO TSD in front of me, my opinion is that there are a lot

11 of similarities between the IMPO TSD and the GPU TSD. That
'

I2 the principles of development are the same.

O(e 13 Q Was*the GPU TSD derived from'the*IMPO TSD?
"

14 A My understanding, they were derived approximately

15 in the same time frame, so GPU's TSD model was not issued aft'r'e

16 the IMPO -- my recollection the TSD model was not developed after

!

| 17 IMPO formally published their TSD model. They were probably.

18 developed at the same time.

19 Q Well, how about -- were they developed in conjunction
|
'

20 with each other? What I am trying to determine is really the

21 source of GPU's TSD model?
,m

22 A (Witness Newton) Let me try to answer that a little' '

. 23 bit. First of all, I would like to offer that Dr. Knief was

24
i basically the author of our 'TSD model, and he will testify.
, Am Feneres neporari. Inc.

25 Secondly, we did submit our model to IMPO for their

|
r
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1 comments.and recommendations once we had written ours, and I

2 really don' t remember that they had much at all, if anything

() 3 to say, other than they thought it was good.

4 Their actual TSD manual with their model in it was ]

5 published after we had written ours.

6 Q I have some more questions on the TSD, and I am

7 willing to wait for Dr. Knief. I guess I would like to try

8 them out on you if you feel capable of answering them. Chiefly,

9 because I would like to have them in the record when our own

10 witnesses testify.

Il Mr. Newtone maybe you would be the one, and if you

12 can' t answer that is all right, we will wait for Dr. Kniof.7-

N-] .

13 Can you describe the ess.ential elements of the TSD that you have

ld used in your TSD?

15 A Well, I think I can take a stab at it. The --

16 basically the model itself starts with the analysis step, and

17 it discusses both the type of analysis, the job task analysis,

18 the needs analysis, to determine if there is a training need

19 at all. .

20 And by needs analysis I am discussing or referring

21 to mostly if there is a oroblem where training is proposed as,cs

(.)
22 one of the potential answersy then a needs analysis needs to

23 be done to determine if, in fact, the solution or one of the

24 solutions is training.
was-m n.porwn, inc.

25 You follow from the analytical portion into the

;
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I preparation or the preparatory stage from the standpoint of

2 Preparing your instructional materials, selecting the medium

3 of instruction, choosing the type of evaluation it.struments(a~')
4 that you would chcose, what type of instructor aids would be

5 necessary from the standpoint of audio-visual aids, whether

6 or not you are going to use the classroom, whether it should ,

7 be a part of on the job training, or part of training at the

8 simulator, or what have you.

9 You . follow the preparatory stage, obviously, in

10 the development of the instruction with the actual instruction,

11 which then,is followed.by evaluation and feedback, and I might

|2 add that really in the model the evaluation feedback really is
,_

( )'''
13' indicated to pertain to every step of the process along the

,

14 way.

15 Basically, the model is laid out to define and to

16 describe those areas, or those elements of training program
!

17 development.

18 0 You say that the TSD includes job task analysis.

19 Has job task analysis been completed for ROs and CRSs --

20 SROs, excuse me?
,

21 A (Witness Leonard) Yes, ma'am, for licensed,

7-
( )3_

22 operators the task analysis has been completed. The job

~23 analysis has been completed.

24 Q And the task analysis is underway?
, w edw m n o r m ,Inc.

! 25 A Yes, ma'am.
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.

1 Q Would you have any estimate as to when the task

2 analysis might be complete for the licensed operator position?

3 A Those will be completed prior to the next replacement()
4 class..

5 JUDGE LINENBERGER: Sorry, sir, but.I did not hear

6 the last part of your answer. Prior to what?

7 WITNESS LEONARD: The next replacement class, sir.

8 The next scheduled replacement class.

9 JUDGE LINENBERGER: Thank you.

|

10 BY MS. WAGNER: (Continuing)

11 Q I think, Mr. Newton, you said that the TSD included

12 feedback from on the job performance in the training program,

( )' . -

'''
13 is that correct?

.
.

14 A (Witness Newton) Yes, ma'am.-

End 3. 15
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#4-1-Suet 1 Q How is that achieved? Could you explain that?

2 A (Witness Newton) Well, reastically it's achieved

3 certainly as part of the evaluation which is done for the

4 operators in the replacement programs while they are at the

5 simulator. Typically, the on-the-job training is basically

8 geared towards ultimately having them function as operators,

7 and hopefully it's put together, the elements of the on-the-job

8 training are put together for them at the simulator when they

9 are actually operating the controls and things of that nature.
i

10 The other way that evaluations is done is by having

II instructors' perform spot checks of progress by going to the

12 plant,- taking a trainee, saying: I would like to see your

O_ - 13 OJT cards and see how you are doing. 'And looking at the'_

14
~

things that he has signed off and basically spot checking

13 those checkouts.

10 Some of the other ways that we do it, one of the

17 things that we do is periodically.give written examinations

18 during the OJT phase, where we have laid out a schedule for

I' the trainees and said, you know, such and such a date you will

20 have a written examination on Parts 1 through 4 of your on-the-

21w job training card. So there is a formal written evaluation

22-

done as well.

23 (Witness Leonard) Ma'am, in addition to that, *

24 'the feedback mechanism is reinforced by the evaluations that
, ,

25 are referenced.in the replacement, the requalification programs,
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#4-2-Suet 1 The feedback from the operators themselves and from manage-

'2 ment regarding the program content, the administration of

3 the programs, their evaluations of how the program was{}
\'4 administered to them.

e

5 The operator training review team, I alluded to

6 th t earlier, that that also uses a feedback mechanism. The

7 weekly . training meetings during requalification with the

8 shifts which are conducted normally on a weekly basis uses

u D 9 feedback mechanisms ~ for the training.s
< 74 .' wr 10 So shose are other feedback tools that we use to

,

\ ''
11 evaluate the program.

12 Q I believe, Mr. Newton, you mentioned feedback by
(~h 1<t), -' .''

13 trainees in on-the-job training. Is there also feedback by

- 14 graduates of the training progr,am?

15 Evaluations of job performance of the operators.y

Y'te u 16 once' they have been through the on-the-job training?

17 A (Witness Newton) Yes, ma'am, I think there is

18 'Jul a couple of different ways. First of all, for each of

19 the last several replacement classes there has been an SRO

20 from the Operations Department essentially assigned as a

c}e 21 monitor)for that. Especially when they are in the plant,s

( ) ;<

^

22 during OJT, but also that SRO is taking part in sitting in
,

n ->

? { -23 -on the classroom phases and so on, and he provides us with
{'%.,dlTs

24$, an evaluation along with the students themselves.
wwww neporws,Inc.

25 At the end of their program, the training coordinator
'

ik
,.
.

_m_.
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#4-3-Suet 1 from Unit 1, Mr. 'arbin, typicall gets together with the

#### 2 trainees and askt for their ideas, their thoughts, their

3 feelings about how well prepared they were, you know, at the
,

4 end of the program to, one, assume their responsibility and

5 certainly, two, to take their examinations.

6 As far as, say, some time frame beyond their

7 completion of the program, like six months or a year or

8 something like that, I feel we get that kind of evaluation

9 from'Mr. Ross, first of all. And second of all, we've gotten

10 that kind of evaluation from this operator training review

11 team that Mr. Leonard was talking about.

12 Q Mr. Leonard, or other panel members, could you

( -)' 13 describe the purpose of the control room mockup? Would you.

14 be the appropriate person to describe that for me?'

15 A (Witness Leonard) Yes, ma'am. The control room

16 mockup is a Styrofoam construction that is contained in the

17 TMI Training Center. The panel size and the locations of

18 the main control panels are laid out the same as in the

19 control room.
,

20 It 's exactly as we have with the exception of

21 some auxiliary panels at the back of the control room. The~s
N._)

22 tops of the control room mockup have blown up photographs of

'23 the controls in the control room, so that if you walk up to

24 a certain panel the indicators, the controls, the dials,
A=-Fenres Reponm, inc.

25 the labels are the same as you would get in the control room.

._ . -_ - _ _ __ -- _ _ - - _ _ . _ . - . - - _. _ _ _ - .
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#4-4-Suet 1 That provides us with a very valuable tool in

2 conducting walk-through, examinations in the mockups for -- on

'

3 specific procedures for replacement programs. That's not to i

4 say we do our walk-through at program completion. If the |

5 student is having problems with a specific procedure or

6 controls for a certain system, we can walk him through the

7 mockup to explain certain locations to him, to examine him

8 on the actions per procedures, find out if he knows where to

9 go, where to look for indications, where the alarm is going

10 to come in.

; 11 We use it as a lecture area for systems and pro-
|

'

12 cedures lectures so that the instructor is afforded the
'

.

'' 13 opportunity to point out the controls for a certain system,*

14 to point out the indications and the alarms for certain

15 systems. It has proven very useful in doing the ATP training,

16 the abnormal transient procedure training, in that as we

17 walk through those procedures and explain the steps we can

18 take an operator up and walk through the steps as where he

19 is going to go and what he is going to do in each step of

20 the procedure so he is familiar with the locations and what

21 . controls he has to use and what indications he has to use.

22 So in that facet of training, it has proven to be

23 useful. We-used it with the last replacement class, and

24 their reception of the training was very positive. They
Ase Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 thought it was a good atmosphere to do training in. And, you

.. . . - ._....____ _ _ _. _ _ . _ . _ _ , ._.__._._._ _ . _ _ ..-,. _ _ _ . -_ _-
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#4-5-Suet 1 know,' actually being in a control room setting where the
,

2 control panel is right there allowed them an opportunity to

3 look at it during breaks, in addition to that to use it as{}
j 4 a study area. If they had questions that they had to find

5 out if an indication was in a place,. they could go look at

6 the control panel themselves and to see if it was there.

'

7 MS. WAGNER: Thank you. I have no further

8 questions.

9 BOARD EXAMINATION

10 BY JUDGE LINENBERGER:

INDEXXX 11 Q Gentlemen, at some time during the various sessions

12 of questions addressed to you there'was mention made of --
,

'('- ) .

13 and I'm not sure I recall the exact terminology, but a question
. ..

14 bank or an exam bank that could be used as a source of ques-

15 tions to be used for examinations.
,

16 I'm curious about who is, or wherein' lies the,

17 responsibility for ensuring that the questions in this bank*

18 don't get crosswise of any recent changes or modifications
.

19 that might have been made to the plant.

20 Can any of you gentlemen help me understand that
.

.

21 a littl better?

. )
22 A~ (Witness Leonard) Yes, sir, I would like to

23 address that.

24 The exam bank is used -- is a building tool for
A e esse,es nesons,,Inc.

25 the instructors to construct exams. The exam review process,

-.. - . , ..-_. .-. - . - - - . - - .- - - .. , _ .,... .. - .. ...,- , -.
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#4-6-Suet 1 which is undertaken, constructing either a quiz or a

2 comprehensive examination the instructor can use the exam

p 3 bank to come up with some questions for his examination.
%J

4 When he takes that exam question out of that exam bank, he

5 is required -- and it's part of his responsibility -- to

6 ensure that the material in that question is correct, that

7 the answer is correct, and in fact that the question is

8 correct.

9 That review, since the material that he is examin-

10 ing on, he has a lesson plan in which to reference that to,

II he is responsible for checking the technical. content as well

12 as the formating of the question, et cetera.
,TI
k ,f

13 The second review'that is conducted on those
-

14 examinations is also a technical review, and that reviewer

15 also does a review to make sure that it is up-to-date with

16 the plant and with the technical data that's in the plant.

I7 If we are giving a question, or asking a question,

18
|

that is on a specific system or on a specific procedure, and
!

I9 that lesson was taught either during the replacement program

20 or requalification program, the instructor,. prior to giving

21 that lesson, is required to update it with the plant as far,m
( )

22 as the procedures references, technical references, any

23 changes that have been made to the operations plant manual,

24 any changes that have been issued by operations, procedural
! Acs-Federal Repo,ters, Inc.

25 changes, and other things which might change the lesson plan
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#4-7-Suet 1 ~ content.

2 So, in addition to using the OPM and the other

Q 3 things I mentioned, the lesson plan prior to going into the

;- 4 classroom is technically sound before it goes into the class-
|

5 room.

6 Q What ensures that the instructor or the reviewer

7 has up-to-date information about the system in order to.

8 critique the extractions from the exam bank?

'9 A The methods that we use to make sure that the

10 technical information that he is getting is correct is that

II with the Operations Plant Manual, that is a control document.
:

12 It is like a procedure. Those are reviewed on a periodic

O_
13 basis and any changes that are required have to be entered

14 'into the Operations Plant Manual by the owner of that section

15 of the Manual. So, with the Operations Plant Manual, the

16 fact that it.is a control. document and required updates have
'

17 to be made, that ensures that the Operations Plant Manual is

18 kept up-to-date.

|- The responsibility of the instructor is to researchI'

20 'the material before presenting it to the classroom ensures,

21q that the technical information that he is using in evaluating
V2

22 .that exam question is up-to-date.
t

23 (Witness Newton) Sir, there is at least two other

24 things'in my experience that could also fall under that pur-
m neew=., inc.

25 view. First of all, the licensed instructors stand two shifts

l
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#4-8-Suet I a month in the plant in order to maintain proficiency. Second4

i

2 of all, any modification that comes into the plant in addi' tion,

3 usually before we get it into our formal training program

4 _and change it into our -- as it changes to our lesson plans

5 .and things, Mr. Ross'has an engineering staff which typically

6 writes up a short summary, handout type thing, up which he

7 sends out to all of his crews. And the shift supervisors

8 are required to brief their crews.

9 The Training Department, I get a copy of that and

!
10 I route it to Mr. Leonard, and we have a required reading

II' file for our instructors as well. And then a copy of thati

12 also gets into the. lesson plan folder to be used in revising
i*v 13 the lesson plan the next time it's taught.

Id Q - I would g~ather from what you have said here, and

15 some comments in the testimony, that the OPM is a fairly

16 important document.
~

17 Would one of you gentlemen describe for me just

18 what its purpose is and how it is used? I understand your

I' references to it.here with respect to the exam bank, but

20 from the point of' view of plant operation what's the function

2I of the OPM?
O- . 22 A The idea behind the creation of the Manual was

23 mostly to assimilate in one place the myriad of reference

24
material which pertains to those things that an operator needs

ase.p.esem neoe,wr., Inc.

to know to do his job. Right now, the Manual is about I think

- _ _ _ _
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#4-9-Suet 1 nine volumes, mostly systems. There are a couple of volumes

2 of fundamentals. And some of the fundamental sections are

-

3 not published yet, mostly because we've saved them for last
i

4 because we had other ready reference material for that.
,

5 We have taken pains to make sure that we do not

6 include specific system operating procedures or overall

7 Procedures such as the plant heatup or startup in the Manual,

8 because the Manual'is not designed to be used in the actual

9 operation ~of the plant. That's what the procedures are for,
,

10 and they are a separate entity.

11 The idea really was to create, if you will, a sole<

, .

12 source reference document because in addition to giving the

13 operators the opportunitp to have something like that it '

14 really helps the instructors from the standpoint of prepara-

15 tion, because one of the things that I observed over the

16 first couple of years that I was involved in the training was

17 -that we would give a. lecture on a system, say, the makeup
,

18 and purification system, and the instructor would prepare a
,

'
19 lesson plan and he would prepare a handout, and he would have

20 all the copies made up of that handout and he would do that
.

21 one year, and the next year he would make up the same number

-

22 of copies again and so on and so forth.

-23 Now, with the Manual we can reference right in

24 the weekly schedule, you know, bring section, chapter, whatever,
A m reseres mesen m ,inc.

25 of the Operations Plant Manual with you to class, this is what

.
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44-10-Suet 1 we are teaching from. It saves a continuous xeroxing and

2 various logistics problems, if you will, for the instructor. |

Q So that's really the purpose of it. It's both3

4 a' teaching aid and a study guide and study aid; it's not

5 an operational aid.

6 Q All right. That's interesting to know, because

7 I've seen plant manuals that were, as far as I was concerned,

8 weren't used as operations guides and were almost a guarantee,

9 that the plant would be mismanaged in some way or mishandled.

10 But you indicated that -- well, first off, one

II additional point here. Does the Plant Manual contain the

12 tech specs for the plant?

O ^

13 A There are references to the specific technical-

Id specifications. For example, in the section or chapter on
;

15 a given system then the tech specs which are. applicable to

16 that system are typically included in that section.

' I7 I would like to add, when you talk'ed about -- when

18 Mr. Leonard was talking about updating and the fact that the

D document is a control document, each of the sections has an

20 owner. And for all the systems, the owner of that section is

21 the same individual who is the procedure owner for the

22 -operation of that system.

23
Q Very good. Well, then I would infer from what you

have said that this nine volume monster is not something that
~

, ,

25 control room operators regularly refer to on an hour-by-hour

|
<-
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44-11-Suet 1 or minute-by-minute basis to do their job, but rather that

2 there is something which, from what you have said, I would

- 3 label a procedures manual that -- the existence of which I

4 am postulating.

5 Is there such a thing, a procedures manual?.

6 A -(Witness Ross) Yes, sir. It's not actually

.7 called a procedures manual but the content is the same.

8 We have our administrative procedures disctinct, operating

9 procedures distinct, surveillance procedures, that the

10 plant is operated by and not the training manual itself.

END #4 II
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|

1

~ _Sim 5-1 1 Q Now how big is that document, what.is its purpose

2 and I think I know the answer to that, and how it is used

3

(]) in day-to-day operations?

4 Excuse me. As a backdrop here let me say I

5*

realize you gentlemen are concentrating on training, but
I to the extent that operators may need access to documentation

.

7 in getting their. job done training has to prepare them
8 obviously for a knowledge about what documentation exists

' and how they are supposed to use it.

10 So unless you or Ms. Bauser tells me otherwise,
"

,

Icthink it appropriate to find out how you accommodate
t

12 your training and your operations by virtue of this
.

.

*

c 13
; procedures manual. -

14
'

.,

A (Witness Newton) First of all, I would like'

15

to point out that in the on-the-job training phases of the-
16

r'eplacement programs for each of the tasks which is a part
17

or:a11cof a procedure, the appropriate procedure is referenced -

-18
right in the qualification card, and then I will let

'

19

Mr. Ross talk about how the procedures themselves are
20

utilized.
21

A (Witness .Ross) Let me first answer your question'|(J
22 .

by.saying.that our procedures are broken down into a
23

different series, We have security procedures, health
i 24

L A * * esses n e wi m ,Inc. physics procedures, system operating procedures and they
' 25

are further broken down into. instrumentation type
.

- . - - . , . _ _ , . - - - - -,_,,.-+y, ,,,%y- ,g ,y--,,ww,,~ ,,,,,-,,,, .-r, ,p_,y,y,y ,my.wy,,,,w ,r,..m-,,,-..% ,pyys.--_,,,w._--r. r e,
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Sim 5-2
1 operating procedures, equipment operating procedures and.

2 then overall controlling operating procedures.

.
3 Additionally, there are surveillance procedures

4 and even NDT type procedures. There are a lot of procedures

5 and they number'into the hundreds.

6 In the case of emergency procedures, they number

7 around a total-of 50 or 55 emergency procedures. They rest

8 in three categories, ATOG procedures, which are abnormal

9 transient operating guide ?.ine procedures, emergency

10 procedures and abnormal procedures.

Il Now how does the operator use this, and I guess

12 I did Jnean to say, there..are. admin procedures, but there

O
13 are, sir. There are some 28 or 30 admin type procedures.- -

14
"

I guess in the way they are used, in one of our

15 admin procedures, not only do we tell a person what format

16 he should use for writing that' procedure, but we tell them
~

17 basically how to use it.

18 We give him guidelines of.what procedures must

l' be signed off. step by step every: time he uses.it,_and we
.

20 tell him whht latitude ~he has to do evolutions without an

21 actual procedure in his hand.

O.
' To give you an idea of what that really is, a22

- 23 repetitive type operation that is not difficult and he does

24 often,-he will not have to sign off.
As.-eens,m naso,w , Inc.

25; An example, he would add water to the makeup

i
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' Sim 5 -3 i tank and he probably does that once or twice a day. He would

2 just log in the log added water to the maxeup tank, 250

3 gallons or whatever it is he added and he wouldn't have

4 to sign it off.
,

5 But what he would be required to sign off, for

6 instance, is a plant heat-up procedure. He would sign every

7 step off on his way up. indicating he had completed that

! 8 Particular step.

9 Q Does the instruction program really integrate.

10 this procedure or compilation of procedures into the training

11 in.a way that gives the operators a meaningful appreciation

12 of its usefulness? I am just a little interested;in the

\ -13 Possible problem.that procedure manuals can be things that

! 14 you try to shun if possible.

15 I bought.something recently that came in a big

16 carton and on the outside it said when all else fails read
'

17 instructions. And so I approached it in my. normal way'

is of ignorning the instructions and all else didn't fail and

19 it was all right. But I would think that might not be an

20 appropriate way to approach the operation of a nuclear plant.

'

21 Now what about the procedures themselves and

Qb 22 what about the training program assures that your procedures

23 are not something that are turned to in desperation when
,

|

24 all else fails, but indeed are an integral part of the
m neooners, ene.

25 operator's approach to plant life? j

-.. . _ _ . - . . . _ - _ . - . - - . - - - , - . . . - . - - . - - . - - - - . - _ - .
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Sim 5-4 A Let me attempt to answer your question, sir, byj

first saying that every procedure we have in fact has again2

3 an owner concept, and the purpose of that is to ensure^

. .O'
that the procedure is kept current and is not cumbersome,4

{. 5 as you alluded to, and they don't use it. We do want them
,

4 to use the procedures.
, ,

I '

on a specified basis we have a
, 7 Additionally, _
i

.

requirement to review all procedures and update them. So
! 8
o ,

9 .it'is an ongoing thing.,

10
{, During our simulator periods we try our procedures
,

u

| II on the simulator and make corrections based on our actual
,

| 12 field experience.
:

,

'O --

.13 Additi*onally, any changes that we come across

i - 14' in the field are fed back through the procedure. owner or

15 through the-front office ensuring that changes are made.
-

16 LSo we have an effort underway to keep them current.

17 Now one thing that does is it gives the operators

18 faith that their procedures do work and we do want them
.

I' to use them.
_

- 20 Secondly., I would address training. Now we do
s .

21 not want that operator.to be awed'by all;of these procedures.
O 22 in an area-of training.- ;

23 'Anybody that enters the Operations Department,
j. .

t 24 .no matter.what level, undergoes an initial training program
- neswere, sne.

25 of some sort. Included in that.of course is all the
i

*
. , . _ . , . - . _ ~ . . ..___.,_,..,__,,,,,_n..._.,__.____,__.__.,____.____-...
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Sim 5-5 1 the administrative procedures. !

I

2 So, first of all, he knows what is required by

3 our admin procedures.

4 Additionally, in the training program the

5 operators are taught how to use the procedures and what

6 the admin procedures tell them to do.and what the guidelines

7 are on procedure use.

8 As I alluded to bgfore, you have to have it in

<9 your-hand and you have'tx) sign it off. So it is very

10 distinct. Can I start a fan.without having a procedure in

11 my hand? We give them some . examples in that training

12 program.

O. 13 Additionally, our policy is clear in ourJ

14 administrative procedures, particularly AP-1029, which is

15 basically the_vice president?.s procedure,.and he says this

16 is how we are going to do buriness. Our policy _is we will

.

adhere to procedures and that is quite clear, and that17
t >
,

.

|~ 18 is reiterated to them on an ongoing basis.
!

19 So.if I could just summarize. Yes, we do train,

,

20 them and we try to ensure they use them by making them

_ .
accurate and ensuring that they have the ability to get out21

22 ' of there things , that don 't belong, that they don!t. have
''

- 23 some administrative program they can't live with by having.

d

24 a procedure on their concept.when we do train them on_it
m noonere, inc.

25 and keep them current.

.
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Sim 5-6 A (Witness Newton) I would like to add one thing,

1

and that is as part of the evaluation that the operators
2

have at the simulator that Mr. Ross himself conducts, one

[D 3

of the things on his evaluation check list is use of procedures.'~'

4

So they are evaluated on that as well as being trained to5

use them.6

(Witness Leonard) Sir, those procedures used
7

at the B&W simulator, are.our:. copies..of. procedures down
8

there, and those are the control copies of operating procedure.s
9

10 at B&W.

11 Q Now I can envision situations in which a choice

12 might have to be made and presumably this choice would be
"

(~lk/ made prior to the construction of the training program.-
-

13
.

.

But what I am probing after is the mix of14

15 reliance on technical knowledge and judgment of operators

16 versus reliance on procedures. I can envisage a plant of

17 some: sort, maybe not a nuclear plant, I don't know, in

18 which you bring a man in off the street with no knowledge,

19 technical knowledge of the make-up of that plant and say

20 look,'these procedures are all you need to know. You

21 familiarize yourself with them and you get into an emergency

22 situation, you look under the emergency situation section'

23 of the procedures. If you are running normally, you look

i 24 into the normal operation part of the procedures. Don't

Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 make judgments, don't make decisions. Go by the book.
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Sim 5-7 I Now to what extent are you threading your way

i 2 through those two extremes here and what is the basic

3Q philosophy of the company and of your training effort

4 between those two extremes?

| 5 A' (Witness Ross) I will start and I hope to get

6 some help from my colleagues.

"

7 I guess that we required adherence to procedures.

8 We don't require verbatim, which means you do no more or

9 'doono'.less than procedures, and we tell them that. We>

-10 expect you to follow the procedures, but you don't have to

t.

II do exactly what it says and do no more and no less.

12 We do take some credit for the technical knowledge

'O-
'

13 og the individual and that is why we are so insistent on-

Id building a platform;for every operator.

15 In.ther. training program,.that fine line is

e
l' in fact taught to them. Additionally,'our procedures

17 address the fact that if you end up in a situation where
_ - . . . . . - -

-- '-

i 18 the procedures'doesn't' cover and you are clearly outside .
- - -- ..-.--. - - .. - - - - -

I' of your procedures what you are required to do, we have on

20 ' shift a shift technical' adviser who has extensive training

21 in engineering basics.- At this point you are supposed to;;O:
22 go to him for guidance, and additionally your shift: super-
23 visor is to step..in at that point and make a judgment with'

,

24'

the STA cn what should be done.
Ass Federal Reportses, Inc.

25 We don't want to leave the crew out there on
I

_ _ - _ . _ . . _ . _ . . _ . , _ . _ . _ - . _ . -.. _ _ . , _ . - _ . - . , _ .
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Sm -8 I shift with a helplessness thinking they must follow the

2 procedure totally. Yet, we want them to follow the procedure,

('~j' 3 and I agree it is a fine line, and that has been our approach

4 to.it.

5 Now we practice this at the simulator. One of

6 the reasons we send the shift technical advisers with our

7 crews is just that. We get them to where sometimes you are

8 just not totally covered by the procedures and there is

9 some emphasis do I do this first or do that, and they have

10
a discussion and they come up with a total approach that

11

is acceptable to both.

12

(~/3
Additionally, in the case of a valid emergency

'

w
13

_
as we man our. duty section stations, they have available

14
follow this concept besides the shift technical adviser

15
the resources from our Babcock and Wilcox people, the

' 16
NRC staff-if need be and the tech function staff. So we

17
basically tend to push it up when you get.outside, but have

18
some tools on shift to handle it immediately.

19

0 With respect to the simulator training is any

20
attempt made to create situations at the simulator that

217s() might be outside the literal guidance of the procedures

22
so that you.can indeed observe how well the technical

23
adviser / supervisor / operator team works in handling something

24
i A=-F d rm n.pon.n, inc. like this?

25
A We don't go to the simulator phase with a
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Sim 5-9 specific drill guide that says you must go outside the

procedures, but we do allow events to continue live. If
2

an inappropriate action is taken, we allow it to continue,,r') 3
V

and those inappropriate actions do sometimes happen and do
4

take you outside of the procedure. I can't ever remember
5

a time that we have been able to sit up and read a procedure
6

and go right down a check list and follow ever single step
7

verbatim. We have never had that.
8

So we do in fact see that at the simulator,
9

10 althought we don't physically impose it, and we do look for

11 that. One of the things that is on our check list is

12 interface with the shift technical adviser and the way the
p

,

crew acts and conducts themselves when co'nfronted withi'
13

14 a problem that is clearly not' black and white in their

15 procedures.

16 Q What happens if an operator, and I am not talking

j7 about at the simulator now, but in the actual plant control

18
room, is confronted with a situation and thinks he under-

19 stands the proper judgment to make with respect to accommo-

20 dating to that situation, but the technical adviser or the

21 shift supervisor is convinced that that operator has

'

22 exercised ~or made the wrong judgment by virtue of the actions

23 he has taken?.

24 Now what is the procedure for intervening or
Ace-Federal Reportets, Inc.

25 overriding a plant operator when somebody above him questions
t

|
|
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m 0
1 the judgment or wisdom of his actions, and to what extent

2 does the operator know ahead of time that there is such
;

- 3 an intervention potentially hanging over his head?

4 A (Witness Ross) Okay. The operator is fully

5 aware that he is responsible for his actions.. In our

6 training program and.in our admin procedures we talk about

7 it.

8 We al'o leave the ultimate judgment with the's

9 shift supervisor who receives advice from his shift techical

'

10 adviser. So it is clear that he may intervene at any time

II and change what has been done.
,

12 Additionally, he may, and we certainly hope it

O.-
-

13 is With good judgment, go one step.beyond the procedure,
,

14 and that is as I just discussed, to take action that he

15 considers to be prudent and take him outside his existing

16 procedures.
P

17 So it is clear that he can override them. He

18 is charged, and one.of the thing that is in his charter is

19 just that. We specifically tell him he is charged with
,

20 ~ the overall safety of the plant.

. .21 Q So the technical adviser is just that, anO
a~i

22 adviser in a staff position having no line authority over

23 the operators;"is'that correct? -

24 A That is correct, sir, although we'would like
As>senew noenm,Inc.

25 to think there would never be a. confrontation in that
..
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Sim 5-11
particular area.

y

JUDGE LINENBERGER: Sure.
2

Thank you, gentlemen. I believe that is all I
3

have for now. -

4

BOARD E M INATION
5

BY JUDGE WOLFE:
6'

INDEXXXXX Q I take it the operations plant manual and the
7

perating manual, operating procedures manual obviously
8

.are two. entirely separate documents; isn't that correct?9

10 A (Witness Ross) That is correct, sir. In fact,

13 I wouldn't call the procedures a manual. I would call them

12 a group of procedures.

I
'd 13 Q Eow each. time the operating plant manual is

'

changed, are.the ' operating procedures changed as well, or34

15 the group _of procedures?.cIs there any interrelationship?

16 A There is an-interreationship. Usually it is

j7 the other way around. Usually if we have something happen

18 to the system, say we have a change put.in, part of that
f

19 change institution is, first of all, an acknowledgement

20 from us as the operating staff that we are going to allow
_ _ . . - - --

-- -- -

l- the change to go.in. Regardless of what. engineering was21
#')(d

; 22 done, the last signature is ours. And once we acknowledge'

>

23 that, they take charge of that system and when they try

i, 24 to turn bacP to ust'part of the check list that we have

| m n poren, Inc.

25 by our admin procedures is we go through and correct the'

.- - - .. - .. - -- - _ _ - - - - . - - - - - - ._ _
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1 appropriate documents, that being the operations manual,

2 the procedures.
,

' /'; 3 But normally the procedure changes insitutes a
V

4 manual change.
,

5 Q All right. I don't want to get into the mechanics

6 of how you proceed to effect revisions to the operations

7 manual group of documents or however you call them. But

8 I would like to have some assurance that this is not left

~9 to, for example,-a clerk in a distant portion of your plant

10 or corporate office that the responsibility rests upon to

11 make such a revision, particularly where emergency

s2 procedures are concerned.

' 13 Can y'ou tell me, and I say.without going through-

14 all'the steps of this, what is the ultimate check to assure

15 that onenof these revisions does not slip through the crack?

16 A Okay. Using your words, ultimate check, I guess

17 I would say the ultimate check is that the procedure owner

18 and the manual owner are the same person. That would be
,

19 the first thing.

20 We do, when we have any kind of a change to the
__.- . . . .

-

21 plan, undergo a check list that requires us to initiate
O"

22 changes to both. So there is some reasonable assuranae

23 that it'will-get through the change because we must sign,

24 in' fact, I must sign that I have initiatied those changes
Wouleral Reporters, Inc.

25 to the manuals, and if I am going to accept this system

.. .-- - - - - - -, - - . _ - - -. _- --_ ._-_ -- - _-
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Sim 5-13 without the changes actually being physically in the field |j

in ur hands, I have got to say why that is okay.
2

So I feel that there is a system that does that,
3

( '}
and the ultimate system I guess is the use of the operators

4

using the manual themselves. Our goal is to make them
5

6 use it ongoing in training and if they see an error in it,

7 they will certainly point it out as do the instructors who

8 are preparing for their lectures that they give from that

9
cnd Sim manual.
Joe fols jo

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21
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22

23

24

mn neoanen. Inc.
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1 A (Witness Leonard) Sir, in addition to that, there

2 -is a periodic review of the operations plant manual. Inputs

(]) 3 are solicited from three sources, the input is solicited from

4 operations department, training, and technical functions.

5 Technical functions, they review the initial
.

6 issuance of the operations plant manual. In addition to that,

y they are involved in the periodic review of each section of

8 the manual, and many changes -- when they review the content

9 of the manual, if there is any changes they feel, fin your

10 words, may have slipped through the cracks, they comment on it

11 and forward it for the periodic review of the manual.

12 So, that is the second check. In addition to the

L() -
'

13 responsibilities assigned to the procedure owner,'Mr. Ross'
t

14 signature on the section change and also a training signature

( 15 on each change in the operations plant manual.

|

| 16 JUDGE WOLFE: All right.
;

|XXX'INDEX 17 BOARD EXAMINATION -

|
|

18 BY JUDGE SMITH:

| 19 Q I have a few questions on the simulator and the

20 possible changes in the procedures, and how those are reflected

21 to training.n
V'

22 First, with respect. to .16e replica simulator,

23 Singer-Link simulator, can you tell me more about who and how

24 there has been technical input from GPU and particularly you,
I m noonen, one.

25 and your staff, Mr. Ross, into the criteria, acceptance criteria,
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1 for that machine?

2 A (Witness Newton) First of all, I would like to give |

/'T. 3 you a brief description of how the project itself works. 'A he
V

4 project is managed by a Project Manager from technical functions .

5 Our technical functions division in Parsippany.

6 That individual is basiclly the liaison or the main

7 liaison between Singer-Link and GPU. He was charged and is

8 charged with the responsibilities of providing the data requested

9 by Singer-Link.

10 Much of that data came from the plant engineering

11 staff. Some from the plant operations staff. Some from the

12 technical functions group in Parsippany. The various systems
(~^,
kJ

13 engineers, systems analysis fo.lks in Parsippany.

14 The test procedures themselves, the module test

15 procedures, the operations department is involved in the review

16 of those. They are involved in the review of the ac:eptance

l'7 tests for the systems. In the actual review of the procedures,

18 we haven't gotten into the actual testing yet.

19 The list of malfunctions which we want to be able

20 to conduct on the simulator, we had input from operations on

21 that., Specifically, both Mr..Ross and Mr. Shipran, his
7_.

)
'

22 principal engineer, have worked with Mr. Boltz who is also a~'

23 licensed SRO, and is very heavily involved in the review of all

24 the documents.
Ass-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 And as Mr. Ross points out, we have two of the CROs
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1 from the operations department who are temporarily assigned

2 into our simulator group, and are also involved in the review of
'

A. 3 these document's.
U

4 Q Tell me how you selected those? Sometimes when you

3 have to select a staff member to work for somebody else, you

.

6 don't usually like to give up people you depend upon real
.

7 heavily.

. 3 A (Witness Ross) I can assure you that wasn't the
;

i

! 9 case -in this particular instance, sir. These individuals were
i

i 10 selected based on we feel they will finally fill those positions

11 on a permanent supervisory basis.
4

| .

12 So, these were deserving individuals who had an
'

, .

: 13 interest and a desiz'e to advance themsdives, and had , go.od *

| -

14 performance while in the operations department, and we were

15 recommending basically for a promotion. So, both these.

16 individuals, I hope, in the near future will become supervisors
I
! 17 under Mr. Boltz'in that department.

18 A (Witness Newton) I would like to add that my

19 . understanding of the process was basically that when we asked

20 for help from operations, Mr. Ross solicited from among his
i

21 people first of all a list of those who were interested, and

.O'

22 made that list available both to Mr. Irrizarry and Mr. Boltz,

23 who interviewed the people who were interested, and then went

| 24 back with the specific request that we would like to have
m noners, Inc.

25 these people, and they are the ones that were made available,

|
'

. ~ . . . . . . . - - _ . . _ , - _ , . _ _ , , _ . . _ . _ . _ _ . . . - , , _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ , - _ _ _ . . _ . _ . . _ . . _ . _ . . . . . _ . _ _ _ _
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1 in fact.

2 A (Witness Ross) I was just going to say, both those

3 people, when we said yes, they could be made available, we

4 also certified they were promotable.

5 Q . Could you elaborate a little bit more on your

6 testimony .in which you explain how this replica simulator

7 as a first principle's simulator, would do things that your

8 basic principles would not, in that it does not have to be

9 programmed-for particular-events?

10 A (Witness Newton) I am trying to find the referen ce

11 page, sir.

| 12 Q So am I.

I(')' 13 A I know that I tal'ked about that. Oh, her'e it is.'' '

..

14 Q It is toward the end.

'15 A I am on page~59 of the testimony. The premise

16 behind the development of:the simulator software is such that

17 the modeling code is based upon series and systems of equations

18 which will take the data available to it and compute the other

i 19 values. -

20 What I mean by predictive rather than programmed, is

21 that it really doesn't matter what the source of the input is

'i'

22 from the standpoint of whether or not this machine has ever
' '

-23 seen that particular set of data before.

24 So, in other words, we don't have --
Ass-Federal Reporters. Inc.

25 Q Or combination -- that particular combination of

.- . - - - - . - . . -. _. . .. - - .. - -
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1 data.

2 A Yes, sir; yes, sir. We don't have to say that

() 3 we can't run a loss of coolant accident of a specific size

4 because that wasn't built into the program, for example. Where

5 there is not a two-inch loss of coolant accident as part of a

6 programmed evolution that goes all the way through.

7 The code is such that we can introduce a number of

8 variables.into the data base to basically have happen what we

9 desire to have happen rather than to have ahead of time thought

10 of everything that we could possibly want to create and make

'I happen. -

12 Q Now, this machine I understand is down in Silver,_

~13 Springs?
,

14 A Yes, sir.

15 Q Have you been down there, Mr. Ross?
~

16 A (Witness Ross) No, sir, I'have not been down there.

17 We are scheduled to start sending supervisory personnel in the

18 very near future. We are at the poir t where they are going to

19 need our assistance very shortly.
,

20 Q The replica simulators required as a training device,

21 one of the things we did not discuss during our earlier hearingcs
,

22 and is not covered in your testimony as far as I'can see, is

23 will the machine be useful in developing procedures, as compared

24 to training.
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 I mean, that is -- let us say -- well, I also want
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1 to get into what extent and how you monitor operating experience

2 throughout the' industry, but let's say for example, that you
t

f~') 3 learn that there is a transient at another plant, and as a
m

4 consequence you have to both modify your operating procedures
.

5 or at least consider that and incorporate the modification

6 in your training program.

7 Would the replica simulator be useful to you in
,

8 experimenting on modified procedures before you implement

9 them'in the real plant?
,

10 A TWitness Newton) Yes,. sir, absolutely. 'And that

11 is the:whole basis for the predictive hature, the first

f, 12 / principle nature of the machine, for just that type of'

,_

( l- - '
-

.

'''
13 situation. An unanticipated ' transient..

,Q So it is more than a training dev' ice?14 >

'<a is A Yes, sir, I think so. We have built in the

16 capability of not only for our basic principles trainer, but

17' for the replica simulator for cur tech functions people in
(- s

18 Parsippany to< have a remote ' station where they can interface

19 '.?ith the software. Just -- with the software model on line
.

20 .while we are using it for training, they can get into the

' ..
21 software without it affecting our training at all, and run

)

J 22 some different type evolutions or.whatever, just to see that
s

23 nature of response.

24 Q How about its use in transient analysis, in a real
' !Am-Federal Reporters, Inc. ,

25 trtnsient? Let's take for example the accident. Would that
p'+a
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|

1
have been useful in evaluating and diagnosing that accident?

2 A Yes, sir. And I think -- I wasn't involved right

3 at that time, but what my second hand knowledge says, and what
(]}

4 I remember, is that few, if any, of the industry's simulators

5 at that time were capable of reproducing it, the TMI-2-

6 transient.

7 Q. But this one would be?

8 A Yes, sir. And one of the other capabilities that

9 is built into ~the sof tware, we haven't yet gotten the hardware

10 in place, is to actually take the simulator and have it feed

11 data from the simulator rather than the plant, into our

12 emergency response facilities, like out at the EOF where we
O]-\-

13 were yesterday, to feed the computer that 'is out there such

14 that we could man the EOF and have the simulator be providing

15 the data that would otherwise be plant data.
.

16 Such that if you were in the moddle of something,

17 you could program the simulator', or basically put the simulator

i 18 into the same kind of condition, and take it a step further,

!
19 try an action out that maybe you don't want to try yet in the

I. 20 plant to see how it would respond.

21 Q I don't suppose there will be any one particular
,3

| 5-)
22 day that this thing is on line and fully functioning, but when

.

! 23 do you believe that it will actually become useful in -- I

! 24 ' don't know how to quantify it -- but in any appreciable amount
' Ase-Feseres neooriere. anc.

25 over to the Island?
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1 A Sir, the schedule as it is right now, is that the

2 factory acceptance test is scheduled to start in mid-July.

() 3 That is about a three month evolution, and after

4 which the machine has to be broke'n down, crated up, and of;

5 course shipped up and installed at the Island, or at the

4 training center.

7 Once it is all put back together, there is about

8 another two month on site acceptance test program which is

9 designed basically to make sure that nothing happened to it

10 during the shipping process.

'l It is really after that -- the actual delivery

- 12 date on site is in December -- schedule for December of 1985,

f-) . .

N *

13 such that we'would be.into the onsite acceptance testing in

14 the January-February time frame, and we would hope to start

15 using it in our training program. The way the requalification

16 program is ' set up, we would expect to start using it then in

17 April-May-June time frame, probably the second quarter of

18 ' 8 6 .-

19 Q Has B&W made a contribution to the design?
|

20 A They have been involved both with the -- with some

(-) of the design work from the standpoint of providing data. Some21

t,

22 of the data has come from them.

| 23 But as far as actually reviewing all or some or
|

|
24 any of the models and things, I really don't know the answer

t m n==w., Inc.

25 to that.

!'
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'

1 Q One of the lessons learned from the task force

2 -- developed by the task force, from the accident, was a

(]) 3 requirement that utilities have a group of people that monitor

4 their own experience and the operating experience of the
|

5 industry as a whole.

6 And that requirement was one of the conditions that

7 we imposed, this Board imposed, in our personnel decision,

e our management decision.

9 I am interested now as to how it actually works

10 in training. I mean,' how it- has been set up and how

11 information gathered from that group, and they are in

12 Parsippany, and how it finds its way from analyzing an LER ,

~O '

13 or a series'of"them, identifying a need for a modification,

14 or at least a consideration of a modification, through to

?

15 training on that modification, and if you have any, give

' 16 us an example of an industry event.

l
17 I don' t expect you have had any in your own plant

18 because you have been shut down, but an industry event that

1

19 you believe has-been germain to your operations.- That has
i

20 been identified by this group, and imposed and trained.

21 A Yes, sir. First' of all, as you said, the group --
(_)g-rs,

|
22 there is a branch of the technical functions group, the

~

|

| 23 . plan analysis 'section, which looks at the LERs from other

24 sources as well as some that we generate, and they make the
AeFeserm neinmers, Inc.

25 recommendations in addition to those which effect modifications,

|

, - - _ , _ - . , , .
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i or in which they are recommending that we look at the plant --

2 that the plant looks at making ; modifications. There are

3 numerous ones that they send to us where no modification is
{~)

4 involved, where for example, something was caused by

5 improper communications, or a faulty valve line up, or things

6 of that nature.

7 They will provide those to us with the recommendation

8 typically of this is an example of, and this is why we think

9 it would be helpful in operator training, and we recommend

10 you takes a look at that.

11 That comes to me. I review those items. Typically

12 make a comment or so on those that I feel are appropriate.

13 Sometimes I disagree with t' hem. I can't see any relevance to
.

.

14 what we are doing.

15 But I typically then send them on to Mr. Leonard.

16 His administrative assistant keeps a formal log of everything

17 we get. They, technical functions themselves, keep the same

18 kind of log. There is a response sheet which we have to send

19 back to them. There is a due date assigned, et cetera, ,

,

20 et cetera.

21 Q That is an essential requirement. You have to
,,

)
''

22 acknowledge and respond?

23 A Yes, ste. Sometimes rather than include it right

24 in the formal traning program, maybe it is just an example that
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 we would like the operator to read, so we send it to Mr. Ross

.
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1 and say we recommend you put this in the operators required

2 reading folder.

3 A typical example of an industry event which got(}
4 covered in the training program -- and what we basically do

5 is during requalification training, we set aside an hour

6 and a half or two during every six weeks cycle, where we

7 cover those that have come in since the last time we did it.

8 One that I remember recently was the generator

9 explosion out at Rancho'Seco. That came into us from

10 several different sources, believe me. Not only our tech

11 functions group, but from the -- the NRC had an information

12 notice. The B&W owners group had something come out, and
_

( '') -
.

'"
13 so on. .

14 Q How about IMPO? Would you discuss their imput

15 into this?

16 A Yes, sir. IMPO puts out their significant

17 operating experience reports, and in fact, they tab them as

18 being red tabbed, yellow tabbed, or green tabbed as far as

19 recommenations for -- not recommendations -- but as far as

20 what they feel the timeliness of response should be. Red

21 being the most urgent, and yellow being more urgent, and
,-

~

22 green being routine.

23 Those also come to us from technical functions.

24 They come also in from training. We typically see two or
A=-F.e-m n.oonm. inc.

25 three copies of those things. We keep a log of those in the

,
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1 training department. We must respond to them. IMPO evaluates

2 us on how we have responded to their SOERs. In addition to

3 the SOERs, there is the good practices that they put out that
~ )

4 they see at other plants, where they make recommendations to

5 operations for good operating practices, and things which

6 Mr. Ross gets.

7 Have I answered your question?

8 Qi. Yes, certainly.

End 6. '9,
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47-1-Suet 1 Q Mr. Ross, with respect to operator attitudes, I've

2 expressed my concern and we've touched partly upon the potential '

|

3 adverse effect on operator attitudes arising from this very

4 proceeding.

5 Is there any effort or any procedure by which the

6 various decisions and rulings of the presiding officers and

7 Boards are explained to the operators and the reasons for them

8 so some of the legal considerations which might raise questions

9 in their minds are explained?,

10 A (Witness Ross) Yes, sir, there is. I don't think

II we have a formal written procedure..

12 Q Of course, we don't have that many decisions we

13
'

hope to require a formal periodic written procedure.

I4 But I just wondered to what extent is there an

15 effort to give a broader perspective to the operators in an

16 area which they may not -- where they have a -- t, heir viewpoint
I7 of this procedure may be from a vantage point where they see

Ib only a small part of it. And I'm concerned and wondering if

I'
there is any c.ffort to give them a broader perspective as to

20 legal requirements and administrative procedure requirements

21 and to answer their questions and address their concerns.

22 A Yes, sir, there is. Mr. Hukill himself, he is

23 very' involved'with this~ type of item. He, himself, will sit

2
down with the operators in groups when a significant event, ,

25
happens, a major reversal of our policies, or something like

_ _ _ _-_ _ _ . . . _ . _ - . _ _ _ . _ _ _ .. _ ._
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#7-2-Suet 1 that that would come up in a hearing, he will sit down and

2 explain the reasoning, explain our plans, give then a chance

3 3 to vocalize. In fact, in some cases, give them a chance to
(V

4 blow some steam off.

5 So we do make a very intense effort to do that.

6 In addition, the management interface we explain different

7 things that have gone on, and periodically we bring in people

8 who update us on the hearings, our own communication folks, *

9 what have you.

10 We think we try hard to do that, and we think it's

11 working. We have retained in the Operations rank our people

12 for years and years now. We still have the same staff. We
p

,
'\- 13 haven 't lost an oper"ator in years. So we think it is working.

14 One of the concerns, of course, is you take a

15 highly qualified person and because you are not keeping him

16 updated or let him know what the Company is trying to do, he

17 becomes disenchanted with our ability to do anything and he

18 leaves us and goes to greener pastures. So I think our record

19 of retaining people is one thing that speaks well of that.
1

1

20 REDIRECT EXAMINATION |

|

21 BY MS. BAUSER:

DEXXX 22 Q Mr. Ross', do you have in front of you the UCS

23 exhibits? Th!.s compilation.

|
24 A (Witness Ross) No, ma'am. |

AmfWwd Rgonws, Inc
,

25 JUDGE SMITH: This would be a good time for a morning
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1

.97-3-Suet' 1 break and you can get the exhibit and get prepared.

2 (Whereupon, a recess is had at 10:43 a.m., to

3 reconvene at 10:56 a.m., this same day.)
i \

4 JUDGE SMITH: Ms. Bauser, I overlooked a question

5 I had of the panel. Do you mind if I complete it?

'

6 BOARD EXAMINATION

7 BY JUDGE SMITH:

INDEXX '8 Q Could you tell us something about the validation

~9 program and process for the Singer-Link replica?

10 A (Witness Newton) Yes, sir. As I said, the
:

11 acceptance test program which essentially is the validation

12 process, first of all the test director for that program is

13 Mr. Boltz, who is a licensed SRO. We will flave Operations
-

-.

14 personnel there.as well.

15 But even more importantly I think, there are a
,

16 lot of engineering-studies which have been done with the

17 various codes and so on, and the nodels will be tested to that

18 and not just tested-to the perception or the-feel of, gee, I.

19 think this is the way the plant responds. One of the things
,

20 that we have observed while we were going through the building

21 of the basic principal simulator at EAI, of course, we observed

22 some other utilities being involved with testing their replica

. 23 simulators, and one of the problems that we have seen in-

24 acceptance test programs is, you go through a test with an
Am PederW Repormes, Inc.

'

25 -individual operator and he points out some discrepancies or

.
-
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97-4-Suet 1 things in which he feels the simulator has not responded the

2 way the plant would, and the vendor goes off and makes those

3 changes basically the way that the operator described. And,

f

4 lo and behold, when they come to run the test again it's a

5 different operator and he sees something different, or he

6 disagrees with the way the plant responds.

And furthermore, for a lot of the malfunctions we
7

8 would hope that they have not seen them. So it would be

9 -difficult, if not impossible, for experience and feel to be

10 the best or only method of validating the models.

11 Furthermore, I would add -- you asked a question
.

12 earlier as far as B&W involvement, and I would like to add
. .

13 that I forgot at the time that one of the things that should"
' ' *

.
.

14 help the validation process, of course, is the accuracy of

15 the initial construction. And before we put the specifica-

16 tion for the replica simulator out for bid, Bsw reviewed the

17 specification which we wrote and made contributions and

suggestions and comments and so on as'far-as the specification18

19 itself is concerned.

- 20 JUDGE SMITH: All right.

21 BOARD EXAMINATION
,O

-22 BY JUDGE LINENBERGER:

INDEXX -23 -Q With your indulgence again, Ms. Bauser, following

along just a moment the line of thought that Judge Smith'24
A * pesere naso ,is, ,Inc.

25 was probing, I think that you gentlemen have brought out a
,

,9

v - , - , , , - , ~ .-,.,,,,-,_,.---,.-,,n,,.n_. ,,.,,.,.w.,,.,,-.~,.,-n,,,.yn,-,.--.,,,, nee,, ,,.,_ - - , n, _,n..-.-
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#7-5-Suet 1 most important point here about the usefulness of the simulator

2 for matters other than strictly training.

3 Sophisticated computers, however, offer a great

4 danger to people, or they can, in the sense of discouraging

5 thinking. And I can envisage a situation in which an engineer-

6 ing staff will say to themselves, well: Gee,.we really don't

7 need to understand this very much if a hundred..and seventeen

8 mice find their way into some condensor tubes. We don't need

9 to know what that is -- we don't need to be able to analyze

10 what that's going to do. We will just go to the replica

Il simulator.and it will tell us.

12 Well, maybe it will and maybe it won't. Now,

O 13 there~is an aspe$t of validation that I think is -- there is
Id an aspect of validation I think that is involved there. There

15 is also an aspect of how -- to what extent your engineering
,

16 staff might get lazy because that machine is there to bail

17 the Company out, or the operations out, on almost any kind of

18 problem that you can feed to it.

~II Now, practically speaking, as you envisage your

20 approach to life with that replica simulator, do you see that

21 kind of a problem lurking on the horizon; and, if so, what

O
22 are you doing about it?

023 -A (Witness Newton) I'm not real sure how to answer

24 that, because none of us are really in that arena. I would
Aeneeseres nepo,mes. Inc.

25 think that the engineering staff you are talking about is that

I
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47-6-Suet 1 staff which resides in Parsippany, and which as I mentioned
l

2 will have the opportunity to remotely interface with the
{
|

3 simulator and so on.
_

.

4 I will say that I know of no plans or procedures

5 in effect, or thought of, to basically change the way we

6 are doing. business. I haven't been privy to any discussions

7 with those individuals regarding that type of thing. But I

8 do agree that they are anticipating with some eagerness the

9 ability or the availability of both the basic principal

10 simulator and the replica simulator as'a tool to help them do

11 analyses but not to make the decisions for them.

12 I've never heard them say that.
.

A - .13 JUDGE LINENBERGER: Okay. Fine. Thanks.

14 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

15 BY'MS. BAUSER: (Continuing)

INDEXX 16 Q Mr. Ross, there are four UCS documents, Exhibits

17 Number 17.through 20, which deal with Mr. H and the Company's

18 decision to return to Mr. H money that he had lost as a
~

i 19 result of being suspended from licensed duties for several

20 weeks.

21 Are you familiar with that incident?

[)
'

' 22 A (Witness Ross) Yes, ma'am, I am.

23 -Q Do you know why the money was returned to Mr. H?

24 A Yes, ma'am. Mr. H, as you indicated, was suspended
m nes wi m ,Inc.

25 for two weeks without pay in response to a recommendation from

- _ _ . - .- .. --. .-. . . . . . - - . . - - . . . . - . . , . _ , - . - . . . . . . _ - - . _ - . - .
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#7-7-Suet 1 the ASLB. Subsequent to that, in June, in our June initiative,

2 Mr. H was removed from licensed duties. He was transferred

3 to another part of the Company outside of Unit 1 at TMI.-

4 Our management at that time felt that he had been

5 punished twice, and at that point they felt that was unjust

6 and they decided to return his money to him.

7 Of course, the removal from licensed duties at

8 this, time still stands.

9 Q Mr. Ross, I would like to ask your opinion about

10 an individual, Mr. Ronald Maag, who was recently assigned

11 as the new supervisor of licensed operatcr training at TMI.

12 Are you familiar with Mr. Maag's ability on

" '
13 shift?

.

14 A Yes, ma'am, I am familiar with Mr. Maag's ability.

15 Q Could you tell me whether you - .could you describe

16 for me how Mr. Maag performed while he was working for you?

17 A Yes, ma'am. He performed admirably. Mr. Maag-

-18 has been a good shift foreman, has demonstrated in the field

19 the knowledge and the ability not only to supervise people ]

20 but do well in training. He has also demonstrated the ;

1
21 knowledge to convey thoughts to people effectively. 1

() 22 I think his strong suit is effectiveness. He is
1

23 .a very effective person ~in whatever he does.

24 Q Does he --
Am Feneres nose,sers, Inc.

25 A We, as operators, as a group endorsed Mr. Maag for

|

_.~..__m. _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ _ . . . _ _ .
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97-8-Suet 1 his outcoming position. In fact, we recommended him. We
1

2 thought he would be a good asset to the Training Department. |

#7 3
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Aco-Fetforel Reporters, Inc.
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Sim 8-1 O Are you familiar with Mr. Maag's Nuclear Navy;

background?
2

A I am very familiar. I hired Mr. Maag in the
3

O
4 company. At that time our hiring conditions were very

stringent.and Mr. Maag met all of them. He was an
5

6 accomplished Navy nuke with an associate degree. He was

7 qualified as a watch supervisor.

8 Additionally, he was a proven prototype instructor.

9 'He just had an excellent background and his track record

10 to date on whatever he,has done has been excellent.
.

II Q Mr. Leonard, I would like to ask.you about

12 Mr. Maag's record when he was in training..in the Training
bv 13 Department as a licensed operator. He still is I assume.

14 a licensed operator?

15 (Witness Leonard) Yes, ma'am, he is. Reflecting

I6 on Mr. Maag's performance in both his reactor operator and

17 .his senior reactor operator programs, his performance as

18 a reactor operator in the replacement program was above

I9 He was at the head of his class. He went to hisaverage.

20 first licensing exam and passed it. He was selected or

21 promoted..by Mr. Ross last year to a shift foreman I
,

[>)
'

' 22 remember of,a replacement group which went through in 1983

23 and completed in the_ spring of 1984.
; s_ _

24 His progress in the OJT program and his progress
| m noone,,, Inc.
' 25

in examination grades in exams that were administered were
i

)

\
__ __ __ -_ _ . _ - . _ - . - _ . _ _ - . . _ . -_ _-._ . _- _._
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I

1 exemplary. He was at the top of his class. He also in j~Sim 8-2

2 is licensing exam passed all areas of the written exam,

. 3 h'eopassed the oral exam, walk-around and also passed the
t

4 operational'the first time.i.

5 Q Mr. Ross, there have been a number of questions
t

6 asked by UCS about Mr. Frederick and his training record
7

and his ability to serve in the position of supervisor of
'

8 licensed operator training which he formerly served in'

9
before Mr. Magg. I would like to ask you opinion about

,

10
something.

11
Do you believe that Mr. Frederick or any individual'

12
in the position of supervisor of licented operator training

- 13
should,know more than the trainees in . hat program, thet

14
students in that program about all aspects of the program?

15
A (Witness Ross) No, ma'am, I do not. I feel

16
whether he _.be an instructor or whoever, must be more

17-
knowledgeable in the area that he is teaching. If he is

18
teaching, for instance, control rod drives, I would expect

19
him to know more about the control rod drive system at

20
that particular moment than anybody in the class, but

1
21 I wohadn't expect him to know more about-the operation ofs

'k_) 22
'

TMI Unit 1 than anybody in the class.

,23
Q Mr. Hukill denied the final certification of.

L 24
m nepo,ws, ine. Mr. Frederick'in July of this year to go up for the SRO

25

: license again, and in that document he makes a statement

. _ . - _ . _ . ~ . . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ . , - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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Sim 8-3 i about the knowledge level required of Mr. Frederick.

2 Do you think that Mr. Hukill shares the view

3 that you just expressed about the knowledge level required
{~ }

4 of an individual supervisor?

5 MR. JORDAN: I object. The document will speak

6 for itself as to what it states. There is no foundation-

y for the question of whether Mr. Ross can testify to.the

8 question of whether Hukill shares a view or not.

9 MS.cBAUSER: I would be glad to lay a foundation.
.

10 I think the problem I have is the document does not speak

11 for itself. The document says what it says, but what it

12 means is a different question and I think I am entitled

13 to probe that, assuming Mr. Ross has talked to Mr. Hukill

14 about this.

15 JUDGE SMITH: Well, yes. If you.can establish

16 that Mr. Ross has a basis for such an opinion, I don't think

17 counsel would object. . . . .

i

18 BY MS. BAUSER:

19 Q Mr. Ross, have you talked to Mr. Hukill about

| 20 his. views on certifying or not certifying Mr. Frederick

!

L 21 this year?
i' A
. t.

| '! 22 A (Witness Ross) Yes, ma'am, I have.
|

23 Q Do you know.whether in the document that I have

24 just referred to, the memo attached to the certification
. Am F.esre neponen, inc.

25 statement, whether Mr. Hukill intended that Mr. Frederick

|

. . .- . - _ - _. -. . .- .- - .
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have a knowledge level superior to the students in all areasSim 8-4 i

2 required to obtain a license, an SRO license?

O ' ne definite 1r in =v o9 nion e=d i= my ai cu io=-1i

4 with him does not have that opinion. He expects that person

5 to have the same level as any other candidate being processed

6 for an exam and not specifically more knowledge in all areas.

7 Q Let me ask you something. Do you think that it

8 is possible for an individual who is assigned full time to

9 the Training Department to have a superior knowledge level

10 in all areas required for an SRO license?

II A No, I definitely do not. I feel some portions

12 of the plant operation naturally tend for the operators to,3

O '

13 be more experienced and more knowledgeable in those areas.

Id Would one such area be administrative procedures?Q

15 JUDGE SMITH: Which way?

I0 BY MS. BAUSER:

I7 Q Would one area in which people in the plant

18 would tend to be more familiar than people in the training

I' facility be administrative procedures?

A (Witness Ross) As they pertain to operations,20

21 yes, ma'am, the execution of shift administration, yes.n
),

a
Q I would like to turn now to TMIA Exhibit 3,22

23
and I will provide you gentlemen with a~ copy.

24
A=-F=hrW Rarers, Inc. (Pause.)

25
Mr. Newton, have you had an opportunity to look
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8* ~

l at this document since it was introduced here by TMIA?

2 A (Witness Newton) Yes, ma'am, I have.

3 0 Could you explain what in your view the information{}
4 contained in these exhibits represents, including the time

5 frame and the subject matter covered and what, if any,

6 response the Training Department had to the information

7 reflected in these documents?

8 A Yes, ma'am. There are basically seven of them

9 whi'ch are related to heat transfer, thermo dynamic fluid
.

10 flow, basically that subject matter area, and I think it

II is 3-C, 3-D, 3-G, 3-H, 3-I, 3-J and 3-L.

12 Of those seven documents, when I was reviewing
,s

U 13 them I noticed that five of them were from the same crew

Id for the same week in October of 1980. We taught, as I

15 remember, that particular six-week cycle we taught basically

16 a half day of reactor theory and a half day of heat transfer

17 and fluid flow each day of the week, with perhaps one or

18 two other subjects thrown in.

| 19 I think in the case or in the first place, I

|
20 should say, our learning experience from that was that we

21 shouldn't do it that way because typically what we would
!_ O

U'
22 like to do and what the operators have found more palatable

.23 to them than a solid week of theory as far as requalifica-
|

! 24 tion traying is concerned is to intersperse various subject
| . w .sws n o ,w,,inc.

25 matter into that requalification week such that it would

'

-- - i . _--_.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _._ _ . . . . . _ . _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ . .
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better to have say, for example, four hours of reactor
.Sim 8-6 i

theory in each of the six-week cycles rather than do it all2

s

5 3
in one week type thing.

s

I think that is part of the comments, or a
4

reflection on part of the comments.
5

The second piece is that particular crew, we
6

did have some problems with that crew with at least one of
7

,

the individuals, operators added to not towards training,
8

but.several other things which I know Mr. Ross had discussed
-9

with them on a couple of occasions.
10

,

'll The other observation with specific regard to

12 heat transfer, and I think we mentioned this earlier and

'
-

-
- 13 I think Dr. Long mentioned it,.is that the instructor, we

'

! 14 had'some problems with that particular instructor not just
-

' n'the heat transfer areas, but-in some others in that we15 i

16 struggling especially with heat transfer in that time frame

17 aof coming up'with just what-is appropriate. .

18 The heat transfer issue really came to the fore-

19 front in.tte aftermath of the. Unit 2 accident. In . . .at

20 Mr. Denton's letter to all operating reactors in March of

'21 1980,:/and?.that letter was ultimately incorporated into

. (
L 22 NUREG 737, was where for the first time he said we are going

-23 ~to-- ~zyou must do-training in this area..and this area will

24 be reflected in operator examinations and revise your
Ass Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 programs tc include this and submit them to the Commission

4

_
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81" ~

and so on.j

This I think,.as I remember, was one of our
2

3 first attempts. The weekly quizes showed that we hadn't

4 really hit the mark. In fact, we went ahead then in

1preparation, as part of the preparation of preparing the5

Operators for the restart examination. There were two
6

week review sessions held with each crew and we basically
7

redid the heat transfer presentation utilizing a different
8

instructor. Juni, in. fact, we used one of the STA's who
9

10 was a mechanical engineer, Mr. Lengyl.

11 The training went better. It was put together

12 better and I think it more appropriately addressed the

*

subject matter. -

'13 -

14 One of the things that I think it reflects is
~

15 to me a human nature aspect which is a resistance to change,

16 and I' don't think that -- we initially had some difficulty

r

17 in saying or in showing the operators how did the materiall

18 that we were presenting relate to their job in the control

19 room, you know, how does all this theory tie in for me,
L

-20 esp.ecially in the heat transfer or fluid flow.
T'

21 The reactor theory was something they had been
c es

'~ 22 exposed to from day one, and so that has never really been

.23 a problem.

24 When we made-this change and all of the sudden

|_ m n.ponen,inc.
L 25 we had this big focus on heat transfer it was a problem.

|
|'

. - . _ __ ___ -_- ,__ _._.,___--.___,.-..... _ _ _______ _._._. . . , _ . . _-
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Sim 8-8 The other observations I would like to makej

2 with regard to some of the rest of the exhibits -- I

3 would incidentally like to point out that 3-F, which is the

one on radio communications, and 3-K, which is the lessons
4

5
learned, were also that same crew.

6 3-M and 3-E were from the same crew, and although

I can't tell a date because the bottom of the cover page7

of 3-M is illegible, the stamped in date up at the top8

9 underneath the lines training program administrative form

10 is the same for both of those documents and that would

11 indicate that they were entered by one of our clerical

12 staff into the records at the same time and typically that

1O- _

would lead me-tofbelieve that the sheets were from relati.vely
.

~ .

13
,

. __q,.

14 the same time frame.

15 They were reviewed in the late 1980 time frame.

16 So I suspect, or I think they were done in the fall of '80.

| 17 Both of them indicate that ---

18 Q Which two are you referring to, Mr. Newton,
t

I9(; _I..am sorry?,

20 A 3-E and 3-M. Both of them have some of.thei.
!
I 21 same wording. '3-E says some personnel-refused to answer
uO

g

22 some' questions but general knowledge was fair. 3-M says
.

'23 ,ome personnel refused to answer the questions or did not
-

24 know the answer, but general knowledge was good.
As sesore neo nm,inc.

25 I think I' remember some earlier. discussion as
:
|

u v
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Sim 8-9
1 to whether or not there was an equation between did not

2 know the answer or refused to answer the question, and
|

3{} it appears to me that in 3-M the instructor is making that

4 equation, or he is not really making a determination as

~

5 to khich it is, but whether that it could be either or both.

6 That leaves us with 3-A and 3-B which were

7 basically half-hour sessions each done on the same day,

~

8 and in fact done together by the same instructor, and that

9 was done in June of '1980, June 6th to be exact.

10 I really don't have any additional observations

11 of those other than to say that for a group, this entire

12 group of evaluations, all but one, which is 3-F, the radio
,

/~3V 13 communications, all but one were done by three different

14 contractors. The fact that they were contractors I think

15 is significant, not necessarily because that automatically

16 implies that they are bad instructors or one thing or the
.

17 other, but we,have had in the past difficulties routinely

~

18 integrating contracted instructors into the training program,
!
i 19 especially for licensed operators.
|

20 If those contractors did not have previous

21

(} operating experience at.TMI or at a B&W plant, the operators

22
have resisted, and I think with some degree of justifica-

. - . . - - . . . ,
-

fion~, ths us'd iof individuals''in those kinds of training
,

24|
i - n.po,wr . ine. programs where plant specific knowledge and experience would
'

25
be). helpful to them in reating their message to the operators -

i - +^ -. u . .s .<
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Sim 9-10
1 That is why, for example, right now the two

2 contractors that we are utilizing in operating training

~

3 are ex-TMI-1 senior reactor operator licensed individuals
(a')

4 and there have been no problem with the acceptance, or from

5 the acceptance standpoint on the part of the operators.

6 The other observation which pertains to the

y evaluations in general, and I should mention, by the way,
,

8 that 3-F was done by an individual named Mr. Don Barry

9 who was not an instructor assigned to the Training Department,

10 and I don't even remember where he was assigned, but he

11 was the subject matter expert, if you will, on radio

12 communications.
,

''')'! .

13 And that was done, it looks to me from my copy,

14 on 10/16 1980. My thoughts on that were that a p'ossibility
15 anyhow exists that the operators may have had some problems
16

seeing the relevance of what we were doing at that particular
~

17 time in providing training on radio communications when one

18 of our goals and thrusts at the time was to be preparing

19
them for the restart examination and obviously the area

20 of radio communications is not one which they would have

'

expected to be examined on as part of their relicensing
~~;

22
examination.

Gnd Sim 23
Joe fois

24
wedere neponen, Inc.

25

|
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1 And finally, I would like to make the observation

2 that with the exception of Forms 3-M, 3-E, and 3-K, all of

3 the sessions indicated by these exhibits included not only

-hr-
4 Unit 1 operators:;-- not only Unit 1 licensed operators, but

5 also No. 2 licensed operators, and auxiliary operators from

6 both groups.

7 That was something which we definitely did do

8 something about, especially from the standpoint of the

9 auxiliary operators.. We -- I think we determined. earlier

10 on that the policy of having such a wide background of

11 experience, or of technical qualification in the requalification

12 training program, could tend to detract from the program,

f~).>

j (_/ , 13 especially when' you got int 6 the area of heat transfer and
,

la reactor theory. Frankly, there are some auxiliary operators

15 that don't see, or see little if any application of that to

16 their daily job, and we had problenm with their attitude and

17 in fact, really with them paying attention in class, and it

18 became a disruption.

19 And one of the things that we did specifically

| 20 to address that was to create a separate -- was to separate

21 the requalification program for licensed operators and
!

k~l auxiliary operators, such that we could focus more on the plant22

i

23 nuts and bolts, I guess, specifically for the auxiliary'

24 operators, specially in the area -- specially when we were
w eseres neporers.Inc.

25 going off in the area of theory for the licensed operators.

E
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i That doesn't mean that we never combine them.

2 Again, because there are some times when you are teaching

!
-

3 a specific system where you want both groups togethef, and

4 we still have the provisions to be able to do that.

5 But generally, we did address some attitude

6 problems which surfaced during that time frame by the creation
.

7 of the separate auxiliary operator requalification program,

8 and also basically by separating out the Unit 1 and Unit 2

-9 ' training. program for . licensed operators.

10 Q Mr. Leonard, after receiving these exhibits, did

!

11 you go back and look at the other documents of this nature

.

-12 that were produced in the same time frame, and if so, can you

.(3 13 descr'ibe what you found? *'
,

~14 A (Witness Leonard) Yes, ma'am I did. After receiving
.

15 the documents that were presented by TMIA, I reviewed the
,

16 training attendance forms from a period August.1980 to

| 17 December 1980. The attendance. forms that we pulled out of the

18 records in support of the hearings.

19 During'that period, I reviewed approximately a

20 hundred and thirty documents, a hundred and thirty attendance

21 sheets in dhat time frame. .Of those attendance sheets --

.O-.

22 those were in exclusion of these documents which were provided^

223 ..by_TMIA.
,

24 Of those documents I . reviewed, approximately 25
m noorwn ene.

25 percent covered the area of theory,.25 percent covered the
.

sN
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1 - area of heat transfer, and the other fifty percent of the

2 documents covered the topics such as procedure review,
i
'

:
-

3 electrical theory, electrical switch gear, industrial experience
'

4 review, and plant systems in general.

5 My concern ~in receiving these documents and .

6 reviewing them was that there may have been a generic problem-'

y - with-the shifts, a genetic problem -- they continued to surface

8' through these comments on the operator attitudes which were

' '

9 provided-as-an addeadum to the attendance sheets.
L

: .

10 of the documents that I reviewed, there was -- of
,

11 the hundred and thirty documents I reviewed, there were
,

12 around five other attendance sheets which-I perceived as

13 having a. comment on operator' attitudes; or bad operator
.

. .

14 attitudes.

15 Those were intermixed. They were not periodic,

16 or pertained to a certain shift.
p

17 In view of that, the review that I did of those
,

i - 18 documents during that time frame, it was 'my opinion that
L

19 these documents reflected a small time period and did not:

20 . reflect the generic problems that had.been occurring in the

F. 21 training as Mr. Newton and Don referred to.

l . h" - 22 Q UCS has introduced a number of exhibits concerning'

|

.-23 . the performance. record of..a Mr. Walnh. Mr. Walsh in currently
| -

|- 24 a reactor operator at TMI-1, is that'right, Mr. Ross?
| Ass 4eserm neoonen, Inc.

25 -A- - (W1.tness Ross) That is correct, ma'am.
|
;

|
L

'" T- ''W 'rY$ $ 9emer n-TrfFwom e erg- y y*pm--->9- g 9 p e r+.m.pg>-w--vi ., p,,,w,v._,,,g.,,4,ym. ..p,p,yy..._ ,,
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1 MS. BAUSER: Judge Smith, I am handing out a

2 document which I do not need to identify as an exhibit,

3 but because the witnesses would be talking from it, I thought

4 you would want to see what it is.

5 BY MS. BAUSER: (Continuing)

6 Q Mr. Leonard, are you familiar with Mr. Walsh's

7 current training record?

8 A (Witness Leonard) Yes, ma'am, I am. The

9 documents'which you provided are cover sheets from exams from

10 Mr. Walsh's requalification program during Cycle 84. His

11 performance in Cycle 84 on weekly written examinations is
,

12 -- has been very good. His average is around a 92 percentile
~

- .

\ 13 for the Cycle 84 examination.
*

.

14 In addition to that, Mr. Walsh, when he completed

15 his replacement program for TMI in 1983, went on to pass

16 his licensing. exam the first time.- Since that time, he has :

17 sati sfactorily - comp 3 ete'd the requalification program.
,

18 Q Do vou consider the approximately -- I think you

~

19 said~-- ninety-two average essentially the success of Mr.

20 Walsh.in the program right now to be consistent with his

21
.

.

performance since he has passed the NRC license exam?
- (. f

22 A Yes, ma'am. During the 1983 or Cycle 10's training'~

,

23 in that^ time frame, his average during the weekly exam grades

24
. .

was above average.
As -F-*ew n sen.e.. Inc.

25 His exact' percentile -- I think it was around the

-
- -. . _. . . . . . ._ . . . - - . .-
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1 90 percentile for Cycle 1983. ,

2 Since his licensing,he has performed well' in the

3 requalification program, and has completed the required"

4 exam.

5 1 Do you have any reason to believe that based on

6 his earlier failures during the training examination process

7 that he should not have been allowed to continue in the

8 program?

9 A No, ma'am I do not, as reflected by his exam

10 grades shown on these cover sheets. His exam grades during

11 the previous year has indicated his performance on the --

12 in the requalification program has been satisfactory, and
,

'

Jk 13 there is no ' indication that -his failures during the replacement-

14 program were indicative of future performance.
~

15 MS. BAUSER: Judge Smith, I am providing a

16 comparable set of documents to the parties that relate to Mr.

'

17 Moore.

18 BY MS. BAUSER: (Continuing)

19 Q Mr. Ross, is Mr. Moore currently a control raom

20 operator at TMI-l?

21 A (Witness Ross,) Yes, ma'am. He is a licensed
/%

('^) 22 control room operator.

'23 0 -Mr. Leonard, are you familiar with Mr. Moore's

24 ' training record -- current training record?
Am-raseres neoori e., Inc.

25 A (Witness Leonard) Yes, ma'am, I am. Mr. Moore

_ _. - . - - _ __ . _ _ _ . . ~ . - _ .
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1 presently presently is entolled in the licensed operator

2 requalification program, as is all licensed operators.

3 -3 In February 1983, Mr. Moore went to his first

s./
4 licensing examination. After completing the initial replacement

*

5 program for reactor operators at TMI, he passed that licensing

.6 examination in all areas, and he was, therefore, licensed.

7 Since that time he has participated both in the

8 Cycle 10 requalification program, and the Cycle 84 requalifi-

-9 . cation program, and has e'xhibited good performance, as

10 indicated by the cover sheet which you gave me. Cover sheet

11 of the exam administered during this year, weekly examinations.

12 His average, in this case, just a rough approximation,

'

13 is around 9.0 percent.
' '

14 And that is pretty much in line with his performance

15 .for the past year, Cycle 83.

16 Q Mr. Leonard, I will ask you the same question I

17 asked about Mr. Walsh. Do you, based on this performance,

le do you believe that Mr. Moore should have been removed from the

19 ' program st the time that he was having difficulty in passing

20 some of the examinations?
,

21 A No, I do not. As indicated before, Mr. Moore

h'~ . 22 successfully completed the programs which were laid out for

23 .him. -He was. certified to take the licensing exam. His-

24 performance in the requalification program in both the written
Asa.mes n.porwes, inc.

25 examinations and the other examinations adr4aistered as part
.

p'g y 'e T'"* **- 85C" ~^ P" * *w''f * - - " ' *'r 6 * "*"*'T**T""r''C''*W-' %---W "r**Pe V +"*-'"~1P4'*** 8'
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1 of the program, indicate that our judgment was not incorrect.

'

2 Q Mr. Ross, do you agree or disagree with Mr. Leonard's

3 judgment about continuing Mr. Moore and Mr. Walsh in the

4 training program?

5 A (Witness Ross) I agree that we should have

6 continued, and to date I have no reason to doubt that that

7 was a good decision.

8 Q Mr. Ross, I would like to ask you a specific

9 question about,Mr. Moore. I believe=in response to some,

10 questions by Mr. Jordan, you were asked to describe why you

11 thought'Mr. Moore had difficulty on some of his examinations,

12 and you talked about him reading white instead of black, I
. '~

13 think was th'e analogy that you drew.
*

~

' ' o you have any question about'Mr. Moore's abilityD14

- 15 to follow-directions while serving in the control room as a
.

.

16 reactor operator?
>

17 A, No, ma'am, absolutely not. '

18 Q Is there any question about Mr. Moore's attitude,

19 or his willingness to follow directions?
[

20 A Absolutely none.

21 Q 'Do you have any explanation as to why you think --, -

|

22 let me ask you this first: Do you consider Mr. Moore to be'

| 3

23 a competent-operator?L g

24 A Yes, ma'am, I do.
I Aswessess noorers, Inc,

25 Q Do you have an explanation _as to why.you think Mr.

|-

4
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1 Moore had difficulty with the examination process, but your

2 experience is you do not have difficulty with him following

3 directions in the control room?

4 A I think Mr. Moore is a very intelligent individual,

5 and reads into the questions a lot more than is, and sometimes

6 goes off on tangents while answering a question that he

y shouldn't go, but he does possess the knowledge needed to do

8 that. He follows instructions quite well.

9 Q Mr. Leonard, a-number of the UCS exhibits concern

10 the training record of Mr. Keith Olive. First of all, let me

11 ask you, Mr. Ross, is Mr. Olive currently a licensed control

12 room operator at TMI-l?

[)
. . ~13 A He isl a licensed senior reactor . operator, performing*- -

' --
.

14 shift foreman duties at TMI-1,

15 Q Yes. Excuse me. Mr. Leonard, I would like to

16 trace.through the training department's approach to the
i

17 . weaknesses identified in Mr. Olive's training record.

18 First of all, could you tell me -- am I correct
,

i

19 that in March of this year, Mr. Olive passed the requalification

20 exam, the SRO requalification exam, written exam, with an

..
21 88 percent.overall, but failed the oral exam, is that

f
'

22 correct?''

.23 A (Witness Leonard) Yes, ma'am, that is correct.'

24 88.1. I think, somewhere in there.
' Ass-Federal Haporters, Inc.

25 Q What was the response of the training department

- , - . .- . . . . . , - - .. - - . .
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1

i

i to his failure of the oral exam?

2 A In accordance with the requalification procedure,

3 Mr. Olive, as a result of his failure of the oral examination,

4 was immediately removed from licensed operator duties.

5 That phone call was made to Mr. Ross, and he

6 was immediately removed from licensed duties.

7 In order to provide for the requirements in the

8 requalification program, Mr. Olive's oral exam summary sheet

9 was reviewed in detail in order to develop an upgrade program

10 for his first reexam.

H The oral exam which had been conducted by an

_
12 operations supervisor had documented on it weaknesses which

,

'J 13 Mr. Olive had shown during his oral examination, and those

Id weaknesses were researched to determine what Mr. Olive

15 had to look at in order to upgrade through his oral. The

16 comments in the oral exam summary sheet provided us with a

17 basis by which we could develop an upgrade program.

18 An upgrade progrgn was ~ developed by an

I' instructor in the training department, and was a self-study

20 program.which destalled those specific topics .which Mr. Olive

21 had been weak in in those areas. Those reference materials,_,

() 22''

which he could go to to look at to upgrade.

23 In most cases, with initial failures, with orals

24 and with written exams, it is-my approach to use more of a
we noonen inc.

25 self-study program to provide the operator with some guidance

-
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1 on where to look to give him directions on reference material

2 and areas which he needs to upgrade prior to his next exam,

3 and that approach was taken with Mr. Olive.(}
4 He followed the self-study program. A reexamination

5 was scheduled at a later date, and a Board was reconvened

6 for his reexamination. As a result of the second -- correction

7 -- the first reexamination which was conducted in the April

8 time frame I believe, Mr. Olive failed that Board, and the

9- oral exam results were reviewed, and as a result of that

10 failure, a more detailed and structured program was developed

11 for Mr. Olive.

12 That program consisted of requalification training
.,

-
. .

13 lectures. It consisted of checkouts on shift *from senior'

14 reactor operators. It consisted of practice oral examinations..

15 It consisted of attendance at emergency director training,

16 and it consisted of a final oral Board, which he had to pass.

17 The final oral board was scheduled for July. My

18 recollection is that Mr. Olive completed his program in the

19 June time frame, and was able to go up for his reexamination

20 in June.

h1 Mr. Ross placed Mr. Olive under strict orders to

[ '

complete the program, and he had somebody personally overseeing' ' ' '
22

23 Mr. Olive's program, in addition to personnel from training

'

24 ' monitoring the program.
Ase-Federes neoormes, Inc.

25 Mr. Olive, in his second reexam, passed the exam and
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3 was returned to licensed duties.

2 Mr. Ross and I discussed the results of the

3 examination and felt that his overall knowledge was satisfactory{} .

4 That he had the knowledge required to perform licensed duties,

5 and Mr. Ross expressed some concerns about some areas --

6 specific areas that were addressed on the Board, and that

y we felt Mr. Olive displayed during the requalification, that

8 'would require some further upgrading.

9 ~ And 'as a result of -that, additional upgrade program

10 was developed which would take about a six months period, which

11 included checkouts on systems, procedures, based on a careful

12, approach to an upgrade program,rather than a quick shot

O 13 progrsm. -

END 9.. 14

=SueTffols.
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22
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~23

24
m Resorw s,Inc.

25"
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#10-1-Suet 1 Q And am I correct that Mr. Olive at that point
,

|

2 would be participating in the regular requalification program
i

n 3 and then in addition to that would have an individualizedv
4 training program that he was responsible to complete?

5 Is that correct?

6 A (Witness Leonard) Yes, ma'am. In addition to

7 his shift foreman duties and in addition to attendance at

8 the'requalification program and completing the requalification

9 exam requirements, he was required to complet<i the upgrade

10 program.

II (A document is distributed to the Board members

12 and all parties.)
( ) . -

.

' '' 13 Q Mr. Leonard, I would like to provide to you a
-

-

Id copy of documents and ask you to identify them and please

15 read into the record what I believe will be -- well, first

16 let me ask you to identify the document.

| 17 (The witness is looking at the document.)

18 A Yes, ma'am. These are examination cover sheets

l9 for the Cycle '84 weekly examinations which are conducted

20 as part of the requalification program. Each of these cover

21
7- sheets is for Mr. Olive and covers each of the weekly training

~J ,2
cycles conducted during 1984..

23 Q Could you identify what his grade was on each

#
of those weekly tests, please?

| Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 A Commencing with Cycle '84-1, his grade was ninety-six
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#10-2-Suet 1 point seven; Cycle '84-2, it appears to be eighty-six point

2 seven; Cycle '84-3, ninety-five point four nine; Cycle '84-4,

3 ninety-seven point five; Cycle '84-5, eighty-nine point nine;

4 Cycle '84-6, ninety-one point eight.

5 These grades indicate that Mr. Olive has attacked
..

6 his requalification program and the upgrade program with

7 vigor, in my opinion.

8 Q Mr. Ross, do you have any qualms about continuing

9 Mr. Olive on -- as a member of your Operations Department,

10 given the prob 1 cms he had in training and in successfully
Il passing some of the examinations given by the Training Depart-

12 ment?

b)' 13 A (Witne&s Ross) No, ma'am. He is performing very
,

Id well on his' additional training program at this time.also.

15 So, it gives us more assurance that he will come to, what we

16 call, up to snuff.

17 .Q Mr. Ross, do you have any explanation as to why

18 you believe Mr. Olive had problems in the training program

19 that he doesn't seem to be exhibiting today?

20 A Mr. Olive through that time period, or shortly in

21 that area, besides being off-shift and not being exactly up to,,

(~)
22 what I would call the level the shift foreman is from being

23 in the control room everyday, he was undergoing and had been

24 undergoing for some time some personal problems as they relate
m neueron, Inc.

25 to family, it had to do with separation and child support.
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410-3-Suet 1 Q Mr. Leonard, UCS has asked you a number of questions

2 about two of their exhibits, Exhibits 31 and 32 -- excuse me,

g 3 three of their exhibits, and Exhibit 35, which are the
(~JL

4 examinations, I believe reactor operator and senior reactor

5 operator examinations, given this past year. And also Exhibit

6 35 was a quiz, if you will, that UCS gave to you during your

7 deposition.

8 MS. BAUSER: Judge Smith, I think it would be easier

-9 if I'give them the UCS documents and I only have one copy,

10 so if you would give me a minute.

II JUDGE SMITH: Yes.

12 (Pause.)

n.\. 13 Would this be a logical point to break for

Id lunch?

15 MS. BAUSER: Yes.

10 JUDGE SMITH: Okay.

17 MR. BLAKE: Judge Smith, right after lunch, I would

18 anticipate that Mr. Lentz would go on as we discussed last
_

I9 week. And I would provide right now to the parties that

20 portion of Mr. Lentz's deposition which he will be sponsoring

21 as his testimony.,,

( )> 22 We had it previously identified as Licensee Exhibit

23 ,g,.but if nobody has it today I have additional copies, and I

24 will give them out now so people can take a look at them over.

A=-Federsi noonen. Inc.
25 the lunch hour.

__ . ._ .-_ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ . _ ._ - _ -_
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#1d-4-Suet 1 JUDGE SMITH: I expect that you will have sorae

2 recross on this panel?

: 3 MR. JORDAN: Yes, sir.

4 JUDGE SMITH: All right. We will return at

5 one.

6 (Whereupon, the hearing is recessed at 11:56 a.m..,

7 to reconvene at 1:05 p.m., this same day.)

8
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Assessem neporws, Inc.
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fl0-5-Suet 1 A_F_ T_ E_R,N O O N S E_ S_ S_ I_ O N

2 (1:05 p.m.)

3 JUDGE SMITH: Are you ready?O
4 MS. BERNABEI: Yes,~ sir.

5 JUDGE SMITH:~ All right. Mr. Lentz, would you

6 stand, please.4

7 (The witness, Richard Lentz, is sworn by Judge'

8 Smith.)
>

^ 9 -Whereupon,

10 RICHARD LENTZ

11 a witness called by and on behalf of the Licensee, Metropolitan

i 12 Edison Company, and who was duly sworn, was examined and
'

'

13 testified ~as follows:-
.

.

14 DIRECT EXAMINATION |

15 BY MR. BLAKE:

'- LINDEXX 16 -Q Mr. Lentz, please state your name?

'

17. A Richard Lentz.
'

18 Q And provide your address?

XXX 19 A 7826 Richland Road, Pulaski, New York.,

I 20 Q Mr. Lentz, do you have before you a document

21 that has as'its front page, a cover page from the transcript

'

22 of the deposition taken of you by Three Mile Island Alert on

123 : October 15th, 1984, and attached to that cover page four pages,

24 which I will represent to you are Pages 68 through 71 from
1

A penses neewer ,ine.

25 that deposition?.

_..--.....---.,-...--.-._._-_f
-
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#10-6-Suet -1 Do you have that document in front of you?

2 A Yes, I do.

3 Q Do you adopt those four pages, particularly portions

4 which have not been lined out, and you will note that they.

5 have been lined out at the beginning of the Page numbered 68

6 and at the end of the document at the bottom of what's

~

7 numbered Page 71, do you adopt the remainder of those

8 four pages as your testimony in this proceeding?

9 A Yes, I do. There is~a correction on Page 70 where

10 it says " Larry's" and it should be " Gary's."

II MR. BLAKE: Yes, sir. And I should note, Judge.

F
12 - Smith, that the copies provided to the court reporter have.

[ (~)
'

.
.

.

w 13 had this correction made'in them...
.

I4 Judge Smith, I ask that this document be physically-

15 incorporated into the record as though read. I have included,

16 the cover page, that I'm not asking Mr. Lentz to sponsor the

: 17 -cover. page, but I thought for purposes of clarity it would be

18 worthwhile to include that:in the record.

I. I' JUDGE SMITH: Do you object?

20 MS. BERNABEI: No, understanding that he is open

21 for cross-examination, I have no objection.

22 JUDGE SMITH: All right. The deposition is re-

.23 . ceived as'Mr. Lentz's' testimony. And it will be bound in

24 the transcript.,

Am-res es neswws, Inc.

25INDEXXXXX (The docurhent follows.)
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1 0 '?.c" '-'a r tPg t?
~

2 A ich was Friday night or Saturday morning.

{.a~}
3 Q And so i on the machine until then?
4 A Right, but at the s time I hear facts thdt Ivan-

5 Porter had everything pulled off that n1
.

6 Q What night?
.

7 h Pha "ight er the scrning of the 29th.
-

8 Q Now, is it your testimony that you did not see the -

9 pressure spike indicator on the . evening of March 28 when you
10 went into the Control Room?
11 A Right.

E Q You didn't see it? It wasn't pulled off for you?
* 13 A No.

14 .Q . Dr. Porter didn't pull it off?
'

15 A No.

16 Q You didn't get a xerox of it?

17 A No.

E Q And you saw it on Saturday or Sunday, right?
B A Yes.

,

20 Q Uow, at that time, you saw the actual recording that- -
21 was made, right, the wide range and narrow range recording?
22 You saw the actual recording? You didn't see the xerox copy?
23 A Yes.

'w/ 24 Q You saw the original?
'

,
,

25 A I sau the actual --
.

- GEIGER & LORIA REPORTING SERVICL INC 1000 MARKET ST H8G. PA 17108 HBG. 234 2109 PA l.800 222 Gift $ -
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1 Q You saw the_origa. al?
|

2 A Original. You're talking of reactor building pressure
|

; ) 3 spike, right? |

4 Q Right.

5 A I think +.here was only pressure and temperature on
6 that thing. I don't know.

7 Q You saw the original of the reactor buliding pressure
8 spike, the original recording? c

9 A Yes, sometime Friday or Saturday.

10 Q Friday or Saturday?

11 A Yes, late Friday or early Saturday sometime.

12 O Nou, at the time you saw it, when did it appear to have

13 been taken off, just shortly before you saw it?

Mhrecollectionofthoseeventsleadinguptoeven*w 14 A

15 looking at that was that we had been plotting out further

16 pressure and temperature, primary system pressure and tempera-
17 ture, and --

18 0 'No , !!r. Lentz. I'm talking about you actually seeing

19 the original reactor building pressure spike. I'm asking you

20 at the time you saw it, when had it been removed from the drum?- <

21 A I don't know.

22 Q It would have had to have been kept on the drum prior

23 to your viewing it? In other words, did it appear that it had

' 24 ben on there for some time prior to your vicuing it?

25 A That's my recollection.

*

- GEIGER & LORfA REPORTING SERVICE. INC.. 1000 M ARKET ST.HBG. PA 17101 HSG. 234 2109 PA 1800 222 G6Af a,
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1 Q ::ow, tchat i,s your~best recallection as to when it was
2 cut off or uhen it was taken from the drum? I'm talking about

f~') 3 when it was actually cut.
~J

4 A From what I understand, several of the people that

5 were with -- -

6 Q I o, I'm not asking you that. I'm asking you what you
7 saw. Okay. Did you see the pressure spike recorder on the

8 console? -

9 A *:o .

10 0 It had already been taken off?

11 A It had already been taken off.

E! Q Uhat I'm asking you is, where was it cut? Uhere was
' 13 the end cut?

.

14 A I don't know. In the portion --
,

.

Ui O What is your best memory of when i.t was cut off?

16 A I don't know.

17 Q Mas it on March 287-

E A I honestly don't know when it was cut off. It uas in

B a roll, and we were just interested in the portion that there is

20 the spike on it. And I don't remember how much paper was on -

21 before and after, where it was that had the spike on it. I do

22 remember I was in the start-up trailer uhere we had set up shop

__
23 analyzing data, and that was sometime Saturday that we had moved

i )
'' El over to the -- that we had moved Friday night from -- Friday ve-

,

i- ,.t y '
25 had set up in the little trailer outside of 12.rry's office, that

'

- GEIGER & LORIA REPORTING SERVICE. INC 1000 MARKET ST HBG. PA 17101 H8G. 234 2109 PA 1800 222 GLR 5 -
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1 Wednesday through Friday or so, and Saturday we had begun workir g
,

2 over in the start-up trailer.

/~') 3 Q Was it your understanding it was taken off thev

4 recorder sometime in this time period, Friday or Saturday?

That's what I recall, but the guys -- we had set up5 A

6 two shifts, and the guys that were on the night shift that were
7 analyzing data had discovered that there was an unexplainable
8 change in primary system pressure that they just couldn't c

9 understand.

10 Q This is Friday night; is that right?
11 A Yes, Friday night.

E. O Friday night. Okay. Now, at the time you reviewed
T D the recording, did it have any tape or other changes made to it,

14 or was it as it came out of the machine?
*

2 A I just recall seeing, you know, the roll of paper, *
16 two little rolls like, you know, a scroll or someting, just two
17 rolls of paper.

18 Q You can't recall any tape; is that right?
B A No.

20 0 Did ye" ree the ether er re"le" the other pr^"r"ra - c

21 '

22 A Uhich other
23 Q There were two pressure r ers.,

'
'- 34 A Pri. mary system pressure?

.

_

,

1
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#10-7-Suet 1 MR. BLAIT : I have no additional questions of Mr.

2 Lentz, and he is available for cross-e ' amination. But be.' ore

(') 3 making him available, I would like to make a couple of com-
v

4 ments. s. |

5 Mr. Lentz is familiar to TMIA. He has been discus-

6 . sed in this proceeding; he has been deposed by Three Mile

7 Island Alert; portions of his deposition, this very same

8 deposition, have been previously admitted and are part of a

9 now closed record.

10 He was, in fact, one of the GPU Service Company

II engineers who travelled from Parsippany to TMI on the first

12 day of the accident, March 28th. He wound up at the Observa-
( )

*

' '' -13
,

tion Center with others, including Mr. Broughton. That same

I4 evening, he gained ac' cess to the Island and gathered copies

15 of some printer output data which he took back to the observa-

16 tion Center to share with other engineers.

I7 In the following days he remained at TMI to gather

18 information and assist in assessing what happened. All of

I9 this is a matter of record.

20 Mr. Lentz is here today for one reason, to present

,
21

73 in person as his testimony just these four pages from his TMIA
1

-

22 deposition, which TMIA opposed admitting into evidence unless

23 he personally appeared.

#
Mr. Lentz no longer works for Licenseo. He has a

, As -Feswas neownws, Inc.

25 new job in Upstate New York, as his address indicates, and he
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#10-8-Suet 1 appears today at Licensee's request to sponsor a very narrow
f

2 piece of testimony. This testimony deals only with whether

3
; Mr. Lentz, the evening of March 28th, obtained a copy of the

i 4 ' building pressure recorder strip chart which recorded the

5 28 pounds spike.

6 JUDGE SMITH: There is a word in that last state-

7 ment I didn't hear. Whether on the evening of March 28th

8 he became the --

9 MR. BLAKE: Obtained.

10 JUDGE SMITH: Oh, obtained.
'

11 MR. BLAKE: Yes, sir, a copy of the building

12 pressure recorder strip chart which recorded the 28 pounds

0 13 spike.
4

Id The testimony today does not cover his other-

15 activities at TMI or how much other information he received,

16 what time frames it covered, or what recorders it came from.

'

17 Indeed, evidence on these other matters is found in other

18 portions of his deposition, excerpts of which have previously
I' been admitted into evidence as Licensee's Exhibit 2, with

20 TMIA's agreement.

21 His testimony is today limited to whether heg
(-) 22 copied the strip chart with the pressure spike. The Board

~23 has stated the record would remain open for this very narrow

2# subject matter.
Aeresores nopeners,Inc.

25 I intend to object to questions that exceed the

..- . . . - - - _ . - . , - , , _ - _ . . - - - - . , - - _ .- . - ,.- _ .-
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#10-9-Suet 1 limited scope.of the direct testimony. Mr. Lentz is available

2 for cross-examination.
,

3 MS. BERNABEI: If I could just address two points.(q_/;

4 It may not come up that there is a problem.
|

.

4

5 I think that there may be one or two occasions when

1

6 we do go beyond the scope of the narrow portion of the deposi-

7 tion presented, primarily for two reasons. One, I think Mr.
,

8 Lentz's credibility is in question. I think that we stated

'

9 that very clearly even in agreeing to the introduction of

10 portionc of his deposition. And I think that questions going

11 to his credibility are important to the Board.

12 And, two, there has been information abo >r one

13 point,:that is the alarm printout, which hak come into our '

;

14 possession after the close of discovery and after Mr. Lentz's

15 deposition. And I think that we should be allowed to examine

16 him on information that was not available at the time of his

17 deposition which goes to the weight to be given that portion

18 of the deposition already introduced into evidence before the,
,

19 Board.

20 It is very closely connected to this portion of

21 the deposition, and it may not come about that there are

k)
;''' 22 objections. But I think there are two grounds for going

23 -beyond the scope as strictly defined.

t 24 JUDGE' SMITH: I understand your first ground but
: neo rene,a| neoene,e, sne.

25 not the second. 'I didn't understand that one.

_ __ - _ - _ - _. _ , _. _ _ ,, _ .-. _ . ,_ , _ ,_ _ ._. _ _ _ _ --,_-...___ _
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!#10-10-SueTj MS. BERNABEI: Okay.

2 JUDGE SMITH: Would you try that one again?

3 MS.:BERNABEI: Yes. There was, I believe, as.

4 Licensee Exhibit 2 introduced a portion of Mr. Lentz's deposi-

5 tion having to do with his bringing a portion of the alarm

6 printout from the Unit 2 control room to the observation on

7 the evening of March 28th.

8 There is some controversy between the Licensee

9 and.TMIA as to.what portion that included. And there are

10 contradictions in Mr. Lentz's testimony as to whether any

11 portion of the alarm printout was brought to the Observation
.,

-12 Center.
,

'

13
,

Subsequent to Mr. Lentz's deposition we come into
"

14 Licensee has produced additional documents which I think

15 address that point, and I would like to address it with Mr.

16 Lentz on cross-examination. .

17 MR. BLAKE: I would contrast for the Board Ms.

It Bernabel's present statement with the statements from Ms.

19 Bernabei at the time that Mr. Lentz was last discussed, and I

20 quote: "Okay. Let me state first where we started off. We

21 agreed, and I don't think legally we had an obligation to do

O
(._/ 22 so, but we did agree to stipulate in a portion of Mr. Lentz's

23 -testimony on the alarm printout. That's Licensee Exhibit 2

24 and 3, and which is a much bigger portion than this, specifi-
m nos,em, las.

25 cally on the alarm printout. We did so because we felt we

- . - . - . . .- .. _ _ -- _ _ _ _ .-- _ .. _ -, . _ - _ _ ~ ~ . _ , _ . _ . __- _. ..- _ .__ _ _ _ ..._- -
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#10-11-Suet 1 "had an adequate opportunity to cross-examine him. And we

2 felt that his very answers would indicate the cross-examination,

3 the very answers he gave at different times would indicate the

4 credibility or lack of credibility of his testimony. When we

5 felt we had an adequate opportunity to cross-examine him at

6 his deposition on our point, on that particular point, we

7 agreed to stipulate it into evidence. And I think that shows

8 some flexibility, because legally I don't think we were obligat- -

9 ed to do so. On this particular point, I don't think we took

10 that opportunity..." now, we.are talking strip chart, "because

31 that was not what we were focusing on."

12 .I contrast that representation that they adequa.tely
7_s

13 had an opportunity to cross examine Mr. Lentz on alarm printer
'

14 and, in fact, that very exhibit which was allowed in with

15 today's statement.

16 MS. BERNABEI: Let me state then the piece of

17 evidence which has come into our possession which we didn't

18 have, and perhaps a little bit of the history.of how we --
|

19 JUDGE SMITH: Are you moving to reopen the record?

20 MS. BERNABEI: No. I'm moving to cross-examine

21 Mr. Lentz, who is here for the first time in this hearing,
/s

22 on something that we were not produced until way past the

23 end of discovery when we did not have an opportunity to

24 cross-examine him at his deposition.
I Ace-Federal Repo,ters, Inc.

25 It has been the practice, I remind the Board, for

.
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#10-12-Suet 1 all witnesses to go beyond, once they are here to testify,

2 to go beyond perhaps the narrow particular point that any

3 party wanted them to come testify about.

4 In any case, the document that I'm speaking about

5 is Mr. Abramovici's notes which, if'the Board remembers, was

6 produced only after a series of acrimonious correspondence

7 and which we felt should have been produced at a much earlier

8 time period. It was produced only after Mr. Abramovici himself

9 identified it in his deposition, and we insisted that it be

10 produced.

11 We would have questioned Mr. Lentz at his deposi-

12 tion if it had been produced as it should have been by the

.O)k- 13 Licensee..
*

-

END #10 Id

15Mary f1ws
.

i

| 17

18

19

20 ,

, 21

22

! 23

24
Amnesess Reseriors, Inc.

i 25

1
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JUDGE SMITH: You seem to be addressing the- ggg yy_y.

that we closed the record except for the very narrow purpose
2 ,

of him defending this deposition, or sponsoring it for
3.

; - -cro ss-examination . It seems like I am missing something.-

4

MS. BERNABEI: It goes to his credibility, one ---
5

.
JUDGE SMITH: All right, credibility, I understand

6
.

that.4

|- 7

MS. BERNABEI: And, again, it has to do with
8

the credibility of his current testimony, current meaning
9

his current deposition testimony as to whether or not he

brought an alarm printout, large sections of the alarm printou'

''

back form the Unit 2 control room to the observation center.'

12
'

JUDGE SMITH: I see. That is all related to
-(}

~~
credibility?

14

MS. BERNABEI: That is correct.*

- 15

JUDGE SMITH: I thought you had spoken to two
'

16,

distinct purposes, credibility and another purpose, but it

is all credibility.

Well, I don't know. Let's wait and see.

(Board conferring.)

Mr. Blake, apparently you understood her remarks;'

f() to be all related to credibility when she made them, and

i
.

I didn't understand at the time you were making it, but'

<23
4

your argument'was with respect to credibility she has already
" " " ' " had an opportunity to cross-examine him and that is reflected

25
1

,w,v,- ,,,,.,vg-. ,,w,,.,,e.ep..s,,,_,,,_,..,4 ,w-._,,__,_,_ , ,. ,, ,. ,,, _ ,, _ , , , , ,
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Sim 11-2
I

1 on the record.

2 MR. BLAKE: That is correct, and with her

ew 3 admission that that was an adequate opportunity.

(
4 MS. BERNABEI: I was speaking in that portion

of the transcript about the substance of -- that it was a5

6 Point we were focusing on that we took advantage of cross-

examining him on at the deposition. Obviously we cou dn't
7

8
. cross-examine him with regard to a document we didn't have^

Posession-of.because the licensee was withholding it.-9

That document later came into our possession
10'

11 and that is what we wish to cross-examine him on which we

12 think goes to his credibility.

"

l . 13 JUDGE SMITH: Well, we will make the ruling
'

*

14 in the context of the question:in the document.
, .

|

15 MS. BERNABEI: .Okay.

16 CROSS-EXAMINATION
,

| INDEX 17 BY MS. BERNABEI:
1

18 Q Mr. Lentz, you were informed of the tra'nsient
|

| 19 about 9:30 a.m.; is that correct?

20 MR..BLAKE:. Objection. I believe that to be*

21 outside the scope of the direct testimony.

D
22 MS. BERNABEI: Whether or not he xeroxed the'l ~

23 > strip chart and other analogue data on March 28th has to

24 do in part with what his assignment was and what he did
.

wr deres n pwar , ine. __

-

25 in the control room. It seems to me that is trying to get
,

4

. ,. ,-__,, _ - _ _ , ,__.c _ _ _ _ . . - . . .. - . _ ,_ , _ . . . . ..
,
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.

Sim 11-3 i to what his assignment was that day.

2 JUDGE SMITH: Are you. suggesting he Xeroxed the
i

3

-({} strip chart at 9:307!

4 MS. BERNABEI: No. He was given his assignment.
.

5 JUDGE SMITH: If you are going to try to
.

6 establish what his assignment was, go directly to that.
,

7 BY MS. BERNABEI:,

8 Q There was a meeting at approximaiely 10 or 11 a.m.
,

~9 on March 28th in which you were given an assignment for thate

10 day; is that correct, Mr. Lentz?

I'

A Yes, there was.

12 Q Okay. And that assignment was to go with
O 13 Mr. Brought 6n, your supervisor, to TMI to collect data; is

s

4 that correct? ,

15 g y,,,

]

16 Q And that data that you collected was to be
..

17 used to do a retran analysis of the accident or transient'

18 as it was then considered?
f

I' A In my mind I don't believe that that was the
'

20 initial scope of our trip down there for the first collection

21 of data.

=O
22 Q Let me refer you to what has been admitted as

23 TMIA Exhibit 8 and ask 1ou to identify this for us..

24
~ ""88*

Am+mem nowen, im. ,

MR. BLAKE: Ms. Bernabei, would you refresh

-

u -.-,-er..--7 ---w,.,___9,- y.,y, _,3.,,,.p- . ,y._,,,.fn, ,p.m,.i,.yp.w,--,, va'Peymgwwwe.,,w-w, ,-,ww,v.%ye, ,,wwww,_4,w..,gy, , , , ,- . - -
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Sim 11-4
1 my memory on what TMIA Exhibit 8 is?

2 MS. BERNABEI: Yes. Those are Mr. Lentz' notes

2 for a morning meeting on March 28th.

4 BY MS. BERNABEI:

5 Q Mr. Lentz, these are your notes, are they not,

6 of a morning meeting in Mountain Lakes on March 28th, 1979?

7 A Yes, they are.

8 Q Referring you to the first item on TMIA Exhibit

9 8, the first item has to do with an assignment to Gary

10 Broughton on that date; is that correct?

II A Yes, it is.

12 Q Okay. And that is to gather certain data and

A- 13 analyze th'at data, including a retran analysisi is that
Id correct?

15 A Yes, that is one of the items listed there.

I6 Q Now at the time this list was written up, it was
,

! I7 assumed that you would be working under Mr. Broughton's

18 supervision; is that correct?

II A- Yes.

20 Q So your assignments to the extent they are listed

21 would be listed under Mr. Broughton's assignments; is that

O
- 22 correct? It would be subsumed into Mr. Broughton's

23 assignments?
,

.

24 A Under his direction.
A -7 sere nes=,wr , inc.

25
Q What I am saying is where Mr..Broughton's name

- -- , __ __ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . . , _ . _._ _
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Sim 11-5
1 appears in this list of assignments, it would be your assign-

2 ment as well, would it not', under his supervision?

3 A At Mr. Broughton's discretion.

4 Q. Now on March 28th in fact you did assist

5 Mr. Broughton in gathering data and making an analysis; is

| 6 that correct?

7 A Would you repeat that?

8 Q Yes. On March 28th in fact you did assist

9 Mr. Broughton in his assignment, item one in your notes,

10 to gather data and make an analaysis?

II A Yes.

12 Q Now there are certain abbreviations which appear

'
*

13 after " data gathered," the first item; is that correct?-

Id A Yes.

15 Q And if you could translate that for us. One

16 is SEM; is th'at correct, the first item in that list?

I7 A Yes.

18 Q That would be the sequence of events monitor;

I9 is that correct?

20 A Yes, I believe that is what it stands for.

21 Q If I am correct, this list of abbreviations or

22 items which follows " data gathered'.' are the kinds of-hard'

23 data you were to gather at TMI on March 28th?
24 A It is part of the staff that we were to gather

Ass-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 for the two or three days that we planned on spending down

_. _. - . _ . _ _ -. ._ _ _ _ - , _ . - _ _ _ _ .
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Sim 11-6
1 there.

2 Q And you were to start on March 28th?

3 A Yes,

4 Q And it could be characterized as hard data?

5 A Yes.

6 Q The first is the sequence of events monitor, and

7 the PTR would be the post-trip monitor; is that correct?

A I have been at so many plants where there are
8

9 so many different letters meaning so many different things

10 that right now I would not want to say what it stands for.

11 Q Do you remember identifying it as such at your

12 deposition?

'

13 A Yes, at my deposition I may have sai.d that that'

14 is what it is.

15 Q And RT, would that be reactimeter data?

16 A That is my best guess right now, if that is

17 what you say it is.

18 O And ICS would be instrument control recorder

19 charts?

20 A I believe the recorders that were set up in the

21 cable spreading room that were more or less semi-permanently
b\' 22 hooked up to the integrated control system recording

23 parameters that were used while tuning the integrated control

24 system,
wesere nonerun,ine.

25 Q Now the sequence of events monitor and post-trip
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Sim 11-7 3 monitor, that' was. data that was relayed from the computer in

the con rol room; is that correct?

() . , MR. BLAKE: Objection. I see that as totally

4
outside the scope of this man's direct testimony today. I

5 wohldaalso note for the Board's information that what we are
6 doing is tracking essentially along as I look at it in an
7 abbreviated way, we are up now to about page 18 or 19 of

; Mr. Lentz'-deposition. What he sponsored today were pages
:

9
68 to 71.

10 ,

MS. BERNABEI: It has to do with where Mr. Lentz
i

'
11 f

was in the control room when he was gathering data on the

12
evening of March 28th.-~() - -' .n

MR. BLAKE: Welf, then ask him that question.'

14 .

I don't think I have to do that.MS. BERNABEI:
f

15
g' JUDGE SMITH: I think you should go straight to

16 i
it. I doh,'t understand what you are trying to accomplish.

'17
You can go directly to the point you.are trying to make

|
18

without exceeding the scope.

19
-

MS. BERNABEI: I don't think this is exceeding

20 .

the scope.''

21
JUDGE SMITH: Well, it exceeds anything I can

L ('}'- 22
read in these four pages.

23
MS. BERNABEI: Well, for the record we should

24

, m ne,==,.. ine. state that we don't believe Mr. Lentz' testimony is credible,

! 25

l and what we are trying to establish.is that he was in the

|
_ . .

;
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1 control room xeroxing data in the very place ---,

2 MR. BLAKE: I stipulate that he was in the
*

o
. 3 control room gathering data.

4 MS. BERNABEI: Excuse me, Mr. Blake, that he was

5 in the control room xeroxing data in the very place where

0 there is other testimony that the strip chart was xeroxed

7 in the same period of time. We think where he was in the

8 control room is relevant, and what other data he ---

9 JUDGE SMITH: Well, ask those questions. We are

not precluding you from asking those questions. I don't

11
understand the previous question to relate to that. In fact,

12

(~d
.I don't remember the previous question.Y

' 13 -
-

MS. BERNABEI: It has to do with his assignments,
' ,14

what kind of data he was sent down to collect and what kind
15

of data he did in fact collect.-

16

t Well, I will move on'.
17

BY MS. BERNABEI:
18

i Q What time did you go in the control' room.after
i 19

you after you arrived at the observation center on March 28th?
20

A I could not fix a time. All I know is it was
21

|]' dark. -
'

22 -

-Q Do you' remember testifying previously that it
''

23

was some short time before the reactor coolant pump was
24 '

W Re. lac- started on the evening of March 28th?
25

A Yes.
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1 Q If I represent that that was about 7:20 p.m.,4

2
does that sound approximately correct to you, a short time

h before 7:20?

4
A I don't know what time the reactor coolant pump

5
was started.

- Q Is it fair to say that you did not begin collection

7
of data until after evolution had taken place; is that

8
correct?

9
A Physically there was nothing stopping me other

10
than the fact that because of the activity going on in the

11

control room I did not ask anybody to record any data.

12

73 0 Isn't it true that you previously testified
*

.\-) 13
*

.
, .

to the NRC that you did not begin collecting data until

14
after the reactor coolant pump had started?

15
A Yes, I believe I did.

14

| Q Now at that time you were collecting data from
| 17
i the computer printout in the control room; is that correct?

18
A When you say printout, yes, but in my mind that

19 .

is too all encompassing of a definition, you know, for the

20
word " printout."

21

(~N Q Well, you were standing at the computer in the
k- 22

control 1 room reviewing the data, is that correct, at least

23
forna portion of the time?

24
Amesesres neos,we, sne. A No, other than to glance at it and look at it

25 *

and see that it was several hours behind time.

__
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1 Q Didn't you previously testify in your deposition

,

!

2 that in fact all the data you collected that day was from i

3 the computer in the control room?
,

4 A Yes.

5 Q . So, therefore, you were standing at the computer

;' s collecting data?'

7 A It had already been taken off of the computer
i

8 and was in a tray on the shift supervisor's desk in the
;
'

9 control room.
;

10 Q Where is the shift supervisor's office or desk

j- 11 in relationship to the computer?
,

12 A About the distance from my deck tio that desk

' '

| * 13 .over there.
*

14 Q To the panel's desk? ,

|
'

15 A Right, to where the Judges are sitting.

! 14 Q About 10 feet or so? ;

- 17 A Yes.

I 18 Q Didn't you testify at a previous time that

19 you took the data from behind the computer in the space

'

20 immediately behind the computer console?

'

21 A I took ---

22 Q No, Mr. Lentz, did you testify at a previous

23 time to the NRC-in June of 1979 that you took the data from

24 the area behind the computer?
asmeanne nesen m,i |

25 MR. BLAKE: Objection. This is precisely the ;
'

,

s
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i areanthat in my opening remarks I anticipated that we might

2 get into. I call out for-the Board's information that this

e 3 is the very area of Mr. Lentz' deposition which was previously

4 admitted into evidence and is now a part of the closed record.

5 We are on page 52 of Mr. Lentz' deposition now and it is a
/

6 Part of Licensee Exhibit 2.

7 MS. BERNABEI: We are trying to establish where

8 Mr. Lentz was situated during the period of time, the very

' lengthy period of time he was in the control room.

MR. BLAKE: Well, I have heard nothing ---

11
MS. BERNABEI: Excuse me, Mr. Blake, ---

JUDGE SMITH: In all of the time? .

13 MS. BERNABEI: buring part of the time he was
,

.

d
there.

JUDGE SMITH: And toward what end?

MS. BERNABEI: To establish that he both looked

II
; at and copied the strip chart having to-do with the reacter
,

I8
building pressure.

19>

| ,MR. BLAKE: We are talking computers. We are

20
talking about the location of computer printout information.

21

} MS. BERNABEI: I don't think I have to proffer

the whole case. We are talking about ---
23

!
MR. BLAKE: We haven't mentioned strip chart.

, 24
Assfederal Reporwes. Inc.

MS. BERNABEI: --- we are going to begin to talk25
:

L
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,

where this is ---;

JUDGE SMITH: Well, you are going to have to
2'

,- 3
pr ffer enough to establish relevancy or otherwise I just

,

V
don't see the relevance of it.4

5 MS. BERNABEI: I am trying to establish where

6
Mr. Lentz was in the control room on the evening of March

7
28th. Our point is that he either directed or himself xeroxed

8
the reactor building strip recording on that evening.

'9
JUDGE SMITH: All right. Your position is that

10
he xeroxed that portion of the strip chart showing the

11

pressure spike ---*

12
MS. BERNABEI: That is correct.0, ,

'

JUDGE SMITH: --- on a xerox machine located.

14 .

in the control room when?

15
MS. BERNABEI: On the evening of March 28th.

16
JUDGE SMITH: And you don't know when during the

17
evening, but sometime?

18

MS. BERNABEI: Either during the period he

was in the -- during the late evening of March 28th when

he was in the Unit 2 control room.
21m

(,) JUDGE SMITH: And now you are trying to establish

that he took computer printout data or paper from a place

ther than the supervisor's desk?
24

""' '{ MS. BERNABEI We are trying to establish where

.
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Sin 11-13
1 he physically was in the control room, that is correct.

2 JUDGE SMITH: Are you trying to show that he

3 had opportunity?
(}

4 MS. BERNABEI: That is correct.

5 JUDGE SMITH: Opportunity?

i MS. BERNABEI: That is correct.

7 JUDGE SMITH: And showing that he had opportunity

3 somehow is going to support your position that he did in

'9 ~ fact do it?

10 MS. BERNABEI: It will be a part of proving that.

11 JUDGE SMITH: Well, can it be stipulated perhaps

12 that he had an opportunity to xerox, I mean a physical'

13 opportunity? Can that be stipulated to?

14 Could you have xeroxed, duplicated a strip chart

15 if you had chosen to do so on the evening of March 28th?

16 THE WITNESS: If I had chosen to do so.

~

17 JUDGE SMITH: All right. So we don't have to

18 go through that then, do we.

19 MS. BERNABEI: Okay.

20 BY MS. BERNABEI:

- 21 Q And did you in fact review from where you were

22 collecting data in the control room the reactor building

23 wide' range and narrow range recorder?

24 A Up until the chart was shown to me ---
As>*eeuw neuermee,sne.

25 Q No , Mr . Lentz . My question is on the evening
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Sim 11-14 of March 28th when you were in the control room collectingi

2 data did you review the wide range and narrow range pressure

f 'S 3 recorder for the reactor building?-

U
4 A No.

5 Q Did you look at it?

6 A No.

7 Q Didn't you testify in your deposition, and

8 I will refer you to your deposition at page 79, you were

9 standing about eight feet from the reactor coolant system

10 and the reactor building pressure recorders and reviewed

11 it?

12 A Now back up. Which pressure recorder are you

'

13 talking about, reactor building pressure or reactor coolantx-
.

14 pressure?

15 Q Reactor building pressure.

16 A No. At my deposition I was talking about reactor

17 ccolant pressure. Yes, I did.look at those.

18 Q Is it true that the reactor coolant pressure only

19 .has one range, that is it does not have a narrow range?

20 A No. The reactor coolant pressure has wide

, _ 21 range and narrow range.

>
'

22 0 Where is the reactor coolant pressure located

23 in the control room?

24 A On the sloping portion of the control console.
wesww neponen, Inc.

25 Q And where is the reactor building pressure located?
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Sim 11-15 i A I have no idea.'

2 Q You don't know?

3 A I do not know. As I was going to say earlier ---

4 Q No, Mr. Lentz, please. There is no pending
o

| 5 question.
,

6 I would like to refer you to Licensee Exhibit 1.
4

(Pause.)7

'

Mr. Lentz, I would like do refer you to .the portion
8

9 . of_the console where there is a mark " reactor building pressure

30 recorder." That would indicate the reactor building pressure
!

! 11 recorder is also on the sloping portion of the console; is

12 that correct?

*

13 A Yes, it does.- -'

"

14 Q And that would indicate it was next to or near

15 the reactor coolant system pressure, would it not?-

16 A I don't know. It may be. As I remember, the

17 reactor coolant pressure is on the nuclear control portion
1

(v 18 console.
l'

'

19 Q Didn't you state in your deposition that it was
,

20 in fact on the left-hand side, that left-hand console?

21 A I.was talking about reactor coolant pressure

22 because I thought that is what you were talking about was

; 23 reactor coolant pressure.

24 Q And isn't.it true the reactor buidling pressure
: m nesww., ins.

25 recorder is on that very same panel?
.

4

,.--n---. ,.r..~,----. ..-v. -e. , , - - , , , _ , , ,-.,-.e,..-n..,_,,,..-m_,n_,a~_,,,7n- ,,,_.c,,,,_,,,-m..n,, _n..,..-w ,,. _.~n .
-..v
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A If that is where you show it that it is, thenSim 11-16 j

that is where it is.2

3 Q And you did view a pressure recorder on the evening"

when you were collecting data in the control room; is that4

5 correct?

A Yes, N viewed a pressure recorder.
6

7 Q You also viewed on the secondary side the steam

generator pressure recorders, did you not?
8

A .Yes, I. looked at those.9

10cnd Sim
Joe fois

11

12

*

13.
.

. .

14 -

15

16

17

18

19
.

20

21

22

23

24
Aehmere mes==s, Inc.

25
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1 Q The purpose for reviewing the pressure recorders,

2 both on the primary and secondary side, was to see if the

3 plant was stable, is that correct?
[}

4 A Yes.

5 Q During the time you were collecting data, you did

6 not go into the relay room, is that correct, downstairs?

7 A No, I did not.

8 Q So you stayed for the entire time you were in Unit 2

9 in'the control ~ room, is that correct?

10 A No. I went back into the instrument shop.

11 Q To xerox copies of the data you were collecting?

12 A No. To talk to some of the instrument technicians

O'
.

'
*

13 while I was killing time for them tq ,get through starting the

14 coolant pump. .

15 Q Okay. After the coolant pump was started and you

le began collecting data, you spent the majority of your time in

17 the control room, is that fair to say?

18 A Yes.

19 Q Where is the xerox machine in relation to the

20 computer in the control room?

21 A It is on the outside wall, opposite the computer.

'~
22 Q So it would be behind both consoles, essentially?

-23 Behind both the low- and the -tall console?

24 A It is behind the electric plant control console.
w esws nos.,mri,w.

25 On the outside wall. That is where it was.
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1 0 okay. other than collecting data at or near the

2 computer, or the shift supervisor's desk, and walking to the

<~x 3 xerox machAne, did you travel anywhere else in the control
( )v

4 room, or outside the control room?

5 A To the side door there around the instrument shop.

6 Q No. After the reactor coolant pump was started.

7 After you began your data collection.
,

8 A I attempted my best to stay behind the operators

9 -- control operators desk area there where they had the desks

10 and the phones, other than when I was at the computer.

11 I did not go between the area of the desk console

12 that was in the center, and the control consoles.
n

f I .

1> 13 0 And that is for the entire period after thq reactor

14 coo'lant pump was started until you left the Unit 2 control

15 room?

16 A To the best of my knowledge, other than maybe some

17 rare exception for the entire time that I was in there.

18 Q It is fair to say you left the control room at or

19 about 11:00 p.m., is that correct?

20 A I don't know when I left.

21 Q Have you testified a previous time that it was at

22 or near 11:00 p.m?

23 A That is the best time I can come up with, working

24 backwards.
hwere neoorem. ene.

25 Q So, if we state -- if I tell you it was about 7:20

|
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1 p.m. when the reactor coolant pump was started, there is a

2 record of that, that would be approximately three and a half

() 3 hours you were in the control room collecting data, is that

4 correct? From 7:30 p.m. until about 11:00 pm?

5 A That is what it sounds like, but that is too much

,6 time.

7 Q Now, your testimony is today that you did not see

8 or xerox during that period of time a copy of the reactor

9 building pressure chart, is that correct?

10 A Yes, that is correct.

H Q Now, it is fair to say that one of your responsi-

12 bilities on March 28th was to ensure that analog data, or
,,

i ) .

' ' '
13 data such as strip recorders, was preserved and maintained,

14 is that correct?

15 A That was not my responsibility.

16 Q And you so testified to the NRC on June 1, 1979?

17 A Can you repeat that?

18 Q Yes. Did you testify that in fact it was your

19 responsibility and assignment that day, March 28, 1979, to

20 ensure that analog data was preserved?

21 A That was an assignment assigned to me a day or two~\

22 after the accident.

23 Q I would like to refer you to page 14 of Joint

24 Mailgram Exhibit 47, your June 1st 1979 interview with the
Ase-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 NRC.
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i Specifically, a question by Mr. Fazanio which'

2 begins on Line 10. Mr. Fazanio says on Line 10: The first

3 day of activity, presumably March 28th, was mainly to make
{}

4 contact, to assure that you had copies of information of both

5 analog and digital, and particular the digital data.

6 Lentz, your answer: Right.

7 Doesn't that indicate that on the first day that

8 one of your responsibilities was to preserve the analog and

9 digital data.

I
10 A In my mind, what he was asking there is to gather

il analog and digital data to analyze the accident. Not to save

12 it for posterity, or to assure that it was going to be kept

13 f6rever, buh the analog data in my mind is the integrated
.

14 control system recorders that were down in the relay room,

15 and the digital data is the reactimeter data, and the post

! 16 strip reviews and so on off of the computer.
|

17 Q Isn't it true that the analog data is also the

18 strip chart recording?

19 A That is a form of analog data, but that is not the

20 analog data that I had in mind when I said yes to that

21 question.

O 22 Q Let me refer you to your answer on page 14 in

23 prior time. Doesn't this indicate that your responsibility

24 was to ensure that that data was maintained? Starting on
,

Aas Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 Line 1: I was just collecting data, and I did this for the

_ _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ , . - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _
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1 first three days. That was my responsibility, to gather the

2 data to ensure that the tape from the ractimeter, which is
J

3 basically a sort of transient type monitor that is connected
b''s

4 to some analog points, that this tape got saved, and that

5 we got a printout of this tape so we could use it in aiding

6 our analysis of the problem, and ensuring that these analog
t

7 recording charts and so on all got saved, and that nobody walked

a off with them.

9 A Yes, that is correct.

10 Q Didn't that indicate that that was your responsi-

11 bility for the -- during the first days of the accident.

12 A But it was not given to me the first day.

{'Nss/ 13 Q It was your re'sponsibility during the first three
-

. .-.

14 days --

15 * A That --

16 Q Mr. Lentz, your testimony is, is it not, that it

17 was your responsibility for the first three days to keep this

18 analog data?

19 A When you keep the text of the first three days asi

20 the first three days, yes.

- 21 Q Did you ever given any instructions to anyone,

.O 22 including -- excuse me?

23 JUDGE SMITH: What was his answer now?

24 MS. BERNABEI: I think his answer is as is stated
| Ase-Federal Recoriers, Inc.

25 in his testimony, it was his responsibility.
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j JUDGE SMITH: It was his responsibility for the

2 first three days to preserve the data, or is it his responsi-

3 bility to preserve the data for the first three days?

4 MS. BERNABEI: His assignment in the first three

5 days was to preserve the data for the future.

6 JUDGE SMITH: Will you thoroughly explain your view

7 of what your responsibility was? You see what my confusion

g is? The difference between preserving the data produced during

9 the first three days, as compared.to.the. duration of your

10 responsibility.

11 WITNESS LENTZ: The day after the accident, which

12 is the second day, I was given the responsibility of collecting

~

13 and ensuring that all that. data was gathered together.

14 By about the third day, it was assigned - about ,

15 the third.or the fourth day, it was assigned to someone else,

16 and I can't remember his name right now, but when the volumes

17 of'it got so big that you could no longer put it in just a

18 little file cabinet, and we saw we were going to have to start-

19 recording and cataloguing.it rather than just keeping it in a

L20 little file folder, this responsibility sas given over to

21 someone else, and I was just limited -to responsibility of

22 finding out what caused the accident.-

.

23- . JUDGE SMITH: The-question is much more narrower

24 than that. In your depostiion you allude to three days. And
- nesseure, w.

25 I don't know if you meant by the three days in your deposition
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y that you had the responsibility of collecting the data showing

2 conditions for the first three days, or rather your responsi-

3 bility is ' measured by the duration of three days.

4 It began on the first day, your responsibility,

j 5 and continued through the third day.

6 For example, you could hava, perhaps, been assigned

7 on the second day to gather the data for the first day.

WITNESS LENTZ: I don't know. That is what I am8

9 trying to ..say. I just don't understand hearings and things
<

10 like this. The three days, I am trying to say, was the first

11 three days of the accident is what I am saying in that sentence.,

12 When you look at the first three days as a block, that is what

() I did for the first three days, but I was*not told to go downja

.

14 there and start collecting this stuff until the Monday -- not

15 Monday -- the morning of the 29th.

16 Normally, it is 'the plant''s responsibility to gather

17 all this data, to collect it up, and to make the post review -

13 and the report to the NRC . It is not, and was not, GPU

19 Service's responsibility to make that report at that time.

20 It was the Licensee, and Med Ed was the licensee at that time.

21 And -- but then when we saw we had so much data

22 and so much stuff to take care of, I was given this added

23 . responsibility, or task, whatever you want to call it, to gather

;

24 up this stuff, to get ahold of the people that had the reactimeter-
me noone,inc.

25 and make sure it did not write over itself, and destroy date.

. _ _ _ . _ - - - _ _ _ _ .-..__. , _ ._._. _ _ .__.. __._ _ _ _
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i that occurred during the accident.

2 JUDGE SMITH: Ms. Bernabei?

3 BY MS. BERNABEI: (Continuing)

4 Q Wasn't it your assignment on the morning, extending

5 into the evening of March 28th, to collect available hard

6 data to do a transient analysis?

7 A Yes, that is what I was down there to get, was

8 data to evaluate for transient analysis.

9 Q .,And you did, in fact, obtain data on the evening of

10 March 28th to do that analysis?

11 A Yes, I did obtain some data, i

.

12 Q And isn'.t it true, at least as you testified on

- 13 June 1,1979, that another part of your respodsibility at *

14 that time was to ensure that analog and digital data was

15 Preserved for the future for analysisz?

16 A For that time period. I don't know how to make

17 it clearer. But if you look at that as a time period of three

13 days yes, that was one of my responsibilities during that

19 time period.

20 Q Okay. And that began also on March 28th?

21 A No, it did not.

22 Q Isn't that what you said in your testimony on

23 June lat?

24 A That is not what -- to the letter of the law --
Ae-Feesre neoenen, anc.

25 I meant when I said that.

_
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i Q Did you direct anyone to, in fact, preserve analog

2 data such as strip chart recordings of the reactor building

3 pressure chart?

4 A No, I did not.

5 Q Did Mr. Porter, the Chief Instrument Engineer,

6 preserve such data, including the reactor building pressure

7 spike?

8 A I have heard from other people that Mr. Porter

9 . instructed-people to save all. recording traces, recorders

10 off all the recorders in the control room, at some date after

il the accident.

12 Q And he, in fact, asked that these pressure charts
n.

k_) la or pressure recordings, among other analog rebordings, be
*

-

-

14 xerox'ed and preserved, is that correct?

15 A I do not know.

16 Q Did you testify on June 1st 1979, that Mr. Porter,

17 on the morning of March 29th, ordered the xerox copies of

18 analog data be preserved and xeroxed?

19 A I don't know.

20 Q I would like to refer you to what is Joint Mailgram

21 Exhibit 47, pages 9 through 10. I will read this for the

Ok' 22 Board and the parties.

23 Your answer on Line 20, page 9: I am fairly sure

24 that all of the data, at least the data during the significant
Ass-Feuforel Reporters, Inc.

25 portion of the event, from the time of the trip until about the

_
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1 collant pump was restarted, was taken off the following day,

2 which would be the 29th, some time in the morning.

3 Now, I kind of get to it by hearsay or whatever.{}
4 My recollection that it was Ivan Porter that directed to have

5 just this portion of the data taken off, and this was all put

6 in manila envelopes, in your standard inter-company routine

7 envelopes. And once I found this data had been taken off, I

8 got xerox copies of that, hoping that that would also help,

9 because we had discovered that due to a problem on the

10 computer there was a portion of the data that was missing from

11 the alarm summary review typer.

12 Now, this would indicate, would it not, that you

13 told the NRC on June 1st 1979, that Ivan Porter had taken o'ff .
.

14 analog data for the part of the accident from 4:00 a.m. until

15 about 7:20 p.m. , and he had done this on the morning of March

16 29th?

17 A I --

18 Q That is what this would indicate?

19 A I said for the significant portion of the trip.

20 I don't know what time frame or portion that Ivan Porter had

21 taken off. I know it was for a significant portion of the
/3
U

22 trip.

23 Q It says: From the time of the trip until the time

24 the reactor coolant pump was started; is that right?
Ass-F*si Reporters, Inc.

25 A That is what I said.

. .-. . _ _ _-. .- - - , . - .-_ .. . --
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1 Q Okay. That would be 4:00 a.m. until about 7:20 p.m?

2 A Right.

3 0 Okay. And you said he did this on the morning of
)

4 March 29th, is that correct?

5 A Right.

6 Q And you said that some time after that you got

7 xerox copies of what he had collected because you needed it

8 because of holds in the alarm summary review printer?

9 A Yes. And I think that that paper there says that

10 what ; it 'is saying then was what was relayed to me by someone

11 else that Ivan Porter collected that portion and so on.
,

12 Q It would indicate, would it not, that Mr. Porter
'(')

i 13 on the morning.of March 29th took and collected analog data,

14 including the reactor building pressure spike recorder?

15 A I guess he did.

16 Q Your testimony is you did not see the initial

17 strip recorder for the pressure spike until some time on

18 Saturday or Sunday, is that correct, Mar.ch 31st?

19 A To the best of my recollection.

20 Q And at the time you first saw it, you saw the

21 original, not a xerox copy, of the strip recording. Is that
,_,

)
'

22 your testimony today?

23 A Yes. I am fairly certain it was the original.

24 It was rolled up in a coil.
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 0 At the time you saw it, it was not attached to

)
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the console or the drum, is that correct?;

A No, it was not attached to the console, the drum,
2

3 or anything else.

()4

!

4 Q During this period of time from March 28th through

5
April 1st, that is the ' Sunday when you say you first saw the

pressure spike --6

MR. BLAKE: I am sorry, what is the reference to
7

Sunday?
8

i MS. BERNABEI: Sunday, April 1st, when he said he
,9

first saw the original of the pressure spike,
10

ii MR. BLAKE: Where is that in the testimony?

MS. BERNABEI: Mr. Lentz can correct me. He just
12

() said*it was Saturday or Sunday. , ..13

'

MR. BLAKE: Saturday or Sunday. I believe thatj4

is what he said.15

'

16 MS. BERNABEI: Yes.

37 MR. BLAKE: That is correct.

BY MS. BERNABEI: (Continuing)
18

.

19 Q Through that period of time, from March 28th through

20 April 1st, you were working closely with Mr. Broughton and the

21
other GPU Service Corporation engineers, were you not, on

n) analyzing and collecting information about the accident?\m 22

MR. BLAKE: Objection. What is the relevance of-23

24 that to the direct testimony that he sponsored here today?
w remese neoor ms,Inc.

25 MS. BERNABEI: It goes to his credibility.
.

End 12.'

Suet fois.
. - - . . . . . - , . . . . . . , - . - . _ . - . - - - . - . - _ . . . _ _ - . . - . _ . - .
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#13-1-Suet 1 MS. BERNABEI: It goes to his credibility.
)

2 MR. BLAKE: Whether or not he was working with Mr.,

Q 3 Broughton over those couple of days?
,

4 MS. BERNABEI: Yes, and when Mr. Broughton first

5 saw this.

6 JUDGE SMITH: I didn't hear -- -

*

.

7 MR. BLAKE: I'm at a loss --

I 8 MS. BERNABEI: And when Mr. Broughton first saw

9 the pressure spike.

10 MR. BLAKE: I sure don't see it on its face.

II JUDGE SMITH: Would you say it again, please?

12 MS. BERNABEI Yes. It is important to establish

O
.

13 when he worked with Mr. Broughton and when Mr. Broughton first

Id saw the pressure spike and others with whom he worked closely.

15 JUDGE SMITH: Yeah, I don't know. I don't under-

16
,

stand how it's relevant --
t

I7 MS. BERNABEI If everyone else --

18 JUDGE SMITH: -- to his. credibility.

II MS. BERNABEI: If everyone else on the site saw

20 it on Thursday or Friday and this man didn't see it until

21 Sunday, I don't think that his testimony is very credible,

22 given he was one of the top technical people involved in

23 analyzing this accident.

24 MR. BLAKE: That might be true, but neither of those
Ass Fessrs: Aeoereer , ine.

25 factual assertions is correct, that everybody on the site saw
.
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#13-2-Suet 1 it on Wednesday or Thursday --

2 MS. BERNABEI: I didn't say that.

3 MR. BLAKE: -- and this man didn't see it until

4 Sunday.

5 MS. BERNABEI: I said Thursday or Friday.

6 MR. BLAKE: Thursday or Friday. I will give you

7 the same, and this man's testimony --

8 MS. BERNABEI: There is lots of testimony of people

'9 seeing it at the Thursday afternoon meeting. And I think I

10 am entitled to probe that.

II I don't want to argue with Mr. Blake.

12 JUDGE SMITH: You are saying that on Thursday
(^) .

,

! 13 afternoon, the record demonstrates that many people saw the.

- 14 strip chart?

15 MS. BERNABEI: That's correct.

10 JUDGE SMITH: And, therefore, his testimony that

I7 he did not see it, as'I understand it, until either Saturday
18 or Sunday is not credible?

19 MS. BERNABEI: Right.

20 JUDGE SMITH: Well, if the testimony already in

21' the record establishes that why can't you simply argue that?-s
L]'

22 ~ Because I think we are entitled toMS. BERNABEI:

23 show his relationship to the other people who saw it at an

24
earlier time. And that it's unlikely that these people all

A -F.ewei n.ponm. inc.

25
saw it or who testified they had seen it earlier that this man
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#13-3-Suet 1 who was working closely with them did not.

2 JUDGE SMITH: Well, why don't you simply put it

( ') 3 to him that way?
v

4 MS. BERNABEI: That's what I attempted to do.

5 BY MS. BERNABEI: (Continuing)

5 -Q Did you work with Mr. Broughton closely in the
,

7 days following March 28th at the site on analyzing this

8 accident or transient?*

9 A I worked more or less independently with Dick

10 Brill and --

11 Q No. I asked you about Mr. Broughton.

12 A -- Gary --
! \
''

13 Q Did you work closely with Gary Broughton in the
.

14 days - '

15 A No.

16 MS. BERNABEI: Okay. I would just like to note

|
-

17 that that's not what the record shows, and I think given

| 18 the little colloquoy that Mr. Blake and the Board has gone
|

| 19 through Mr. Lentz clearly knows where the cross-examination

20 is going.

21 BY MS. BERNABEI: (Continuing),r')

L)
22 Q Did you work at all under Mr. Broughton's super-

23 vision ~during that period of time?

; 24 A Yes, I worked underneath his supervision,
i Ace F.deres n.portm, Inc.

25 Q Okay. And did you work with him on -- in some of

_
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~

fl3-4-Suet 1 the same activities in terms of analyzing the accident on
i

2 March 29th?,

3 A On March 29th, him and someone else set up two

'

4 shifts --

5 Q No. I'm saying did you, Mr. Lentz --

6 A -- not analyzing data but controlling the plant.

7 Q Did you work with him on March 29th?

8 A On March 29th, I spent most of that day cataloguing

9 and filing data and not doing very much analysis at all until

10 late in the evening.

11 Q Okay. Did you work with him late in the evening?
,

12 A I did not work with Gary Broughton late in the

-

13 evening on that data. *

14 Q Isn't it true you spoke to him on March 29th about

15 the data you were collecting?

16 A Yes, I spoke to him about the data I was collect-
,

17 ing.

18 Q How about March 30th, did you work with or under

.19 Mr. Broughton's supervision in terms of analyzing the accident?

20 A Yes.

21 Q March 31st, did you work with or under Mr.

O
22 Broughton's supervision?

23 A -Yes.

24 Q There has been testimony that Mr. Broughton saw
Aes.censres nepware,inc.

25 the pressure spike recorder on the afternoon of March 29th and
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#13-5-Suet 1 showed it to site personnel, including George Kunder. Did

he discuss it with you?
2

A No, he didn't. 1
3

Q Did he show you a copy of the strip chart recorder
4

n March 29th?
5

A- No, he didn't.
6

Q Did you work with James Moore, another GPU Service
7

Corporation engineer who came to the site with you on March
8

29th, 28th?
9

i

A Yes, he was one of the ones that 'was there in
10

ij another portion of the trailer away from where we were working

'

12 and analyzing the data.

O'
13 Q Okay. And did you speak to him on March 29th? .

14 A Yes, I spoke to him.

15 Q Now, he has testified, and others have testified,

g that he saw and analyzed the pressure spike on the evening

17 of March 29th.

18 Did he show it to you or speak to you about it on

19 Thursday?

20 ,A I don't believe so.

21 Q' Did you see or speak to William Lowe on March,-

22 the 29th?

~23 A Yes, I believe so.

| 24 Q He was an outside consultant brought in to assist
m nepormes, Inc.

| 25 in providing technical assistance on March 29th; is that

!
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#13-6-Suet 1 correct?

2 A Yes.,

() 3 Q And you spoke to him on March 29th in the course

4 of your duties?

5 A Yes.

6 Q Did you speak to him on March 30th in the course

7 of your duties?

8 A Yes, more than likely.

9 Q And of Mr. Lowe, there is testimony, anaifzed and

10 viewed the pressure spike recording on the late evening and

11 early morning of March 30th.

12 Did he speak to y.ou or otherwise show it to you,_x

('') '
'13 on March 30th?

_,

14 A To the best of my recollection, no.

15 Q Mr. Crimmins -- do you know who Mr. Crimmins is,

16 Thomas Crimmins?

17 A I know the name, but I can't place him right now.

18 Q Okay. Do you know who George Kunder is?

19 A Yes.

20 Q There is testimony that Mr. Kunder saw and discus-

21,o sed the pressure spike recording on the afternoon of March
L)

22 29th.

23 Did he speak to you about the pressure spike or

24 show you the pressure spike recording on March 29th?
Ace Federal Reporters, Inc.

20 A Not to my knowledge, not to point it out to me.
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'913-7-Suet I Q Okay. How about March 30th?

2 A When you start getting to the 30th and the 31st,

O aoe to r
' xao 1ea e. e ia oa 11 or ene e-s

4 Q Okay. And the 31st, the same. You have no memory

5 of Mr. Kunder speaking to you about the pressure spike or the

8 pressure spike recording?

7 A It was later in the week that --

8 Q No. I'm asking you about a specific day, Thursday

9 or Friday. "

,

10 A No, I do not believe so.

" MS. BERNABEI: I would like to have something

12
- marked as an exhibit. I'm'not sure if we are following on

- -
.

13 to some of the training exhibits, or are they following

I# along the Dieckamp mailgram exhibit line.

15 JUDGE SMITH: No. We would have any_ exhibit

16
marked.in the sequence of the mailgram issue. And I don't

II have them. I haven't brought my exhibit list.

8
MS. BERNABEI: I think it's 43.

JUDGE SMITH: I don't know.

MS. BERNABEI: During Mr. Brill's testimony I

| believe the last exhibit that TMIA marked was 42. So, I -

believe this would be 43.

'23 (A document is distributed to the Board members
;- 24

and all the parties.)m ,_, %

25
I would propose that Mr. -- what has been

.

,---- -- , - , _ a v-
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#13-8-Suet i identified as Mr. Abramovici's notes for March 28th, 1979 be

2 marked as TMIA Exhibit 43.

(]} 3 (The document referred to

4 is marked as TMIA Mailgram

5
- Exhibit Number 43 for

INDEXXX 6 Identification.)

7 BY MS. BERNABEI: (Continuing)

8 Q Mr. Lentz, Mr. Abramovici was one of the group of'

9 'GPU Service' Corporation engineers who travelled to the TMI
,

10 site on March 28th; is that correct?

11 A Yes, he is.

12 Q And he, as others of you, was located in the

O
13 Observation Center during the evening of March 28th? -

14 A Yes. -

15 Q And he was located at the Observation during the
,

16 time you were there and after the time you returned to the'
~

,

17 Observation from the Unit 2 control room; is that correct?'

18 A Yes.
,

,

,

'19 Q I would like to refer you to the fifth page of

20 this exhibit. There are five -- excuse me, six pages which

21 follow, five of which are numbered 1 through 5. They appear

22 to be notes taken from some kind of hard data; is that correct?

23 In other words, the kind of data you were collect-

24 .ing in the Unit 2 control room?
AmFeseres nemoners,Inc.

.25 A Yes.

.

.....,,-ev. ~...., e .,am____
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#13-9-Suet I Q Now if I'm correct, this would appear to be taken

2 from an alarm printout; is that correct?

(] 3 MR. BLAKE: Objection. I don't know what this

4 document is.

5 MS. BERNABEI: This goes to --

6
. MR. BLAKE: I don't know what --

7 MS. BERNABEI: -- Mr. Lentz's credibility.

8 MR. BLAKE: Excuse me. Let me complete my argument

9 if I might.

10 I do not know what these pages are. Mine go 1, 2,

II 3, 4 and then start with 1'again. I don't know what time frame

12 they represent. I accept Ms. Bernabei's representation thatg
d *

-

- 13 .they'are Mr. Abramovici's notes, but frankly I don't even-

I4 recall that.

'

15 To now start asking about what they are and ask

16
this witness to speculate as to what they are, what they

i

I7 might represent, strikes me as particularly inappropriate,

18 not very probative, and I regard it as outside the scope of

I'
his direct.

O
MS. BERNABEI: These apparently are notes taken

21p) from data that Mr. Lentz brought back from the control room
\
v g

to the Observation Center. I think it indicates what he did

23
bring back to the Observation Center and as such goes to his

24
credibility, as to his testimony that has been admitted beforew, , g,

25
you. That is, whether or not he brought back the alarm printou .
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#13-10-Suet 1 JUDGE SMITH: She does not argue that this is within

2 the scope, only this is credibility.

(~)'s 3 And you are saying that these are Mr. Lentz's
\_

4 notes?

5 MS. BERNABEI: Mr. Abramovici's notes.

6 JUDGE SMITH: Now, how are you going to cross-

7 examine this witness on Abramovici's notes and bring into

8 question his credibility. How can you do that?

9 Are you going to get him to confess?

10 MS. BERNABEI: I don't think so.

11 (Laughter.)

12 Mr. Lentz's current testimony is that he doesn't
' '

i3 remember whether or not h'e brought the alarm printer back to''

14 the Observation Center from the Unit 2 control room. His

15 prior testimony, which we believe is more credible, is that

16 he brought back twelve hours including the period for the

17 pressure spike at 1:50 p.m. ,

18 We believe the alarm printer would indicate a

19 significant pressure spike, actuation of the sprays, and

20 gave the GPU Service Corporation people the information of

21 hydrogen burn which they subsequently relayed to Parsippany..s
( )

22 In any case, I think these notes corroborate the

23 ' fact'that Mr. Lentz brought back the alarm printer to the

24 Observation Center.
. Am-sedwar Reportm, Inc.

25 JUDGE SMITH: Well, assuming that they do, what are
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! #13-11-Suet 1 you going to accsmplish with Mr. Lentz by the notes? Refresh

2 his memory, perhaps? Or, what?

{} 3 MS. BERNABEI: Refresh his m.emory, that's correct.,

4 JUDGE SMITH: Is that what you are trying to do?

5 MS. BERNABEI: Refresh his memory and if not

6 impeach his testimony.
,

7 JUDGE SMITH: Well, I don't know how you are going'

8 to do the latter by this method.

9 This document is not in evidence?

10 MS. BERNABEI: Not yet, that's right.*

11 JUDGE SMITH: All right. Okay.

12 JUDGE WOLFE: And no one has identified these

13 notes either. Isn't that correct?
~

-
. . . -

.

14 MS. BERNABEI: Well --,

15 JUDGE WOLFE: Have they or' haven't they?

16
[

MS. BERNABEI: Mr. Abramovici -- they have been

|
! 17 produced to us by GPU as Mr. Abramovici's notes. At the

18 very beginning -- let me just sort of go back.

l' At the very beginning of these hearings, we talked
,

i

| 20 with the Licensee about whether or not it would be necessary
I

21m to bring in a large number of individuals to sponsor' notes

22
. of this type'. We were told that as long as they had produced
!

|
23 - them, some' individual who they knew, the notes or documents,

24 they would not claim that they were not authentic.
' Ase ressem noe,an, Inc.

Based on that, we did not move at that time to

,
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413-12-Suet 1 call a large number of witnesses to sponsor documents of this
i

2 sort. In the course of these hearings, what has happened is |

3 that the documents have been introduced for the portions

4 that have been found of relevance by the Board or found of

5 relevance in the examination of a witness. '

6 JUDGE WOLFE: Mr. Blake?

9

7 MR. BLAKE: . ell, what I think I am hearing is aW

8 remarkable bootstrap. But let me return as well to earlier.

9 today when~I-talked about the limited nature, and we are
f

10 having the representation that all of this cross is based on
i

11 his credibility.
,

12 This particular alarm printer area is in fact the

-

13 portion of his deposition which was admitted as Licensee-

.

14
.

Exhibit 2 and which Ms. Bernabei, when we talked earlier on
!

15 December 14th about the need for Mr. Lentz, indicated she had

| 16 had adequate opportunity to cross-examine him on, and here we

i

; 17 are.

18 MR. GOLDBERG: Judge Smith, I think Ms. Bernabei's

19 claim that this is tied into the credibility of this witness

20; is an extremely weak argument. But even given the credibility

21 of such an argument about this witness' credibility, I think. -

O 22 TMIA ought to be precluded from pursuing this line of examina-

23 -tion based on-the representation of Ms. Bernabei three' weeks:

24 ago to'this Licensing Board about her satisfaction with the
Ass ressres nosoner , one.

25 deposition testimony of Mr. Lentz on the alarm printer.

!
, - .- - .-. - - .. - - . - - - - - - . - . -.-.- -. .- - . .- ..
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i

#13-13-Suet i Just three weeks ago, and Ms. Bernabei had this
.

2 document prior to three weeks ago, she represented the limited

;- 3 nature of her examination of this witness if he was brought

4 back for purposes of Licensee Exhibit 4. And I think she

5 should be estopped from further pursuing this examination.
.

6 MS. BERNABEI: That's a misrepresentation of

! 7 what --
,

8 JUDGE SMITH: Have you examined him on this docu-

9- ment'before?

10 MS. BERNABEI: No. No. And let me just state,4

11 Mr. Goldberg misrepresented what I stated.
;

I 12 The Board said to me: Why are you not objecting

- 13 to* portions of'Lentz's deposition going in and objecting to
,.

14 this portion?. I said we felt, in terms of the alarm printout,

15 we had a good opportunity to examine him and we focused on
,

16 it.

'
17 We didn't say we had all the opportunity we wanted.

i 18 We obviously didn't even have this TMIA Exhibit 43, so we

19 couldn't have. asked him about this.
.

20 JUDGE SMITH: So with respect to your position on

21 the alarm printout, you were satisfied with his testimony the

'O
22 way it was -- I mean, with his deposition, the way it was.

23 And-so you saw no need for any more --

24 MS. BERNABEI: No.
Aeesseres neuens,e, ins.

25 JUDGE SMITH: -- on alarm printout.
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33,020

#13-14-Suet 1 MS. BERNABEI: No, that's not true.

2 MR. GOLDBERG: Well, let's have Mr. Blake read

(G 3 back what Ms. Bernabei said on December 14th.

4 MS. BERNABEI: Excuse me, Mr. Goldberg. I'm

5 stating what --

6 JUDGE SMITH:, Well, I'm just trying to characterize

7 her remark now. I'm trying to capture the --

8 MS. BERNABEI: The posture -- let me state what

9 the posture of the case was, because I thought it was very

10 inappropriate.

II The posture of the case was that the Licensee

12 didn't want to call Mr. Lentz. We spent, before at the last,s

( ) .s-
13 day of the hearing we spent abou't an ho'ur talking about

14 what portions of Mr. Lentz's deposition would come in. I

15 agreed to a long portion having to do with whether or not he

16 brought back the alarm printout because there was lengthy

17 cross-examination.

18 I said that I did not get a chance to cross-

19 examination and cross-examine him in similar depth on whether

20 or not the reactor building pressure spike was xeroxed and,

21
S therefore, I could not agree to it. The Board continued to

' a'
22 press me, saying they didn't think it was fair to bring him

23 a long distance to this hearing. And I continued to object.

24
. I did not say that I got all opportunity. If I
' Am-F deres neporars, Inc.

25
knew that Mr. Lentz was to come to this hearing, I would not

i
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#13-15-Suet have agreed to admitting the part about the alarm printer.j

2 And I say that the procedure that we have been following

('^) 3 with this witness is very different than the other witnesses.
'

R.J

4 And I think this has to do with credibility,

5 whether or not that portion that has already been admitted

6 is credible, that he didn't bring back an alarm printer to

7 the Observation Center.

8 WITNESS LENTZ: Can I explain in my own words

9 how I --

10 JUDGE SMITH: No, not yet.

11 (Laughter.)

12 Ms. Bernabei, I'm sorry. I simply did not under-
p
\-) 13 stand your last two sentences.' They wer'e very thought '

' ntensivat and they came too fast for me.i14 '

15 MS. BERNABEI: My point is that this goes to Mr.

16 Lentz's credibility.

17 JUDGE SMITH: Yes, I understand that.

18 MS. BERNABDI: Okay. We didn't have the document

19 at the time of the deposition.

20 JUDGE SMITH: Okay.

21 MS. BERNABEI: And my remarks about having an,

): .'''
22 adequate opportunity do cross-examine him came in the context

23 of' explaining to the Board a strategy decision. Okay.

24 JUDGE SMITH: Right.
: Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

-

25 MS. BERNABEI: Okay. It did not come in the context
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#13-1(-Suet 1 of -- |

2 JUDGE SMITH: Okay. We are saying --

3 MS. BERNABEI: -- we are forever estopped from

4 inquiring further.

5 JUDGE SMITH: We were saying, how is it that you

'

6 insist upon him here --

7 MS. BERNABEI: That's right.
;
'

3 JUDGE SMITH: -- when you have accepted large

9 ' portions of his deposition without cross-examination.

10 MS. BERNABEI: That's right.

11 JUDGE SMITH: And you said, well, unlike what

12 you want now --

13 MS. BERNABEI: That 's right. , *

,

14 JUDGE SMITH: -- then you had a full opportunity

-15 to examine him, and the point that I was trying to make, that

16 you overruled me on, was is it that you felt that you had

17 a full opportunity to cross-examine him with respect to the

18 substantive question of the alarm printout?

19 MS. BERNABEI: In terms of what we then knew. We

20 did not have, hwever, this document available.

.- 21 JUDGE SMITH: You did then, when you were talking,| c

v)t

22 when you were giving the remarks to us.

23 MS. BERNABEI: Let me put this in the context of

| 24 the remarks. The Board was trying to'get me to agree to say
Aesseness neuerises, ins.

,

25 that we would admit portions of Lentz's deposition which we did

;
.

.- ..
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il3-17-Suet i not agree to.

2 We thought that we, as I stated, were being very

|().

3 flexible and very accommodating to let in the portions we

4 did.

5 When you asked me why would we agree to part and

i

; 6 not all, I told you our strategy decision. I did in no way

7 bound ourselves tio that position at a later time,#

i g JUDGE SMITH: All right. Now, with respect, Mr.

9 'Goldberg,'to your remarks and to'the concerns that she is.

i 10 using under the stated avowed purpose of credibility, she

j 11 is using the opportunity to go beyond the scope of the
,

i .:

12 sponsored deposition in issue today, I don't know why she'

O
,

13 would want to'do that, and I don't think it's apparent that-

14 she is because to do that would avail her nothing.

15 Nothing that she is using today on cross examina- ,

i

e

16 tion, as far as I can see, can be the basis for a finding

17 with respect to the substantive matters covered in this,

|

18 document or in that cross-examination.
I

19 If sha cites, for example, TMIA Mailgram Exhibit 43
1

20 for the substantive, any substantive statement, contained
,

t

| 21 in that it would avail her nothing. .. , -

-( )'

.

22 MR. GOLDBERG: It would be assuming --

23 ' JUDGE' SMITH: 'We just would not accept it.

24 MR. GOLDBERG: ' Assuming that the document is even
; Ameeders Repersers. las.

FEND #13,. 25 accepted into evidence.
Mary flws

i

' '
|
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Sim[lf-l JUDGE SMITH: So we accept not only a representation

that it is for impeachraent purposes only, but that representa-

tion is consistent with the posture of the case as it is this

\_)
afternoon.

4

And we also have to and we quite readily accept

her representation with respect to her reasoning for agreeing

at one time and not agreeing at another time.

But I still don't see the end of the street and
8

I am concerned about too many branches being built upon this

redibility approach one upon another.
10

If y u don't refresh his memory, this document,
11

I can see no basis for you getting this document in evidence'

g

O,, as a direct impeaching document. That is where.I am hung*

g
.

up.
j4

But let's allow you to proceed and see what
15

happens.
16

MS. BERNABEI: Well, I don't want to suggest this,

but if GPU is not going to comply or go along with its
18

prior agreement, then I think we have to hav Abramovici here.
39

JUDGE SMITH: I can't look down the road that

far. The only thing I can say is if I look that far downg

b the road I see troubles, but I don't want to look any farther
22

23 than that. Let's take it as it comes.
.

24 BY MS. BERNABEI:
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 Q Mr. Lentz, now referring you to the pages of
,
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Sim 13-2 1 TMIA Exhibit 43 that you have before you, it appears that

2 this information was obtained from an alarm printer; is that

('.] 3 correct?
w.

4 A Yes.

5 Q Now referring you to the time column and given

6 your familiarity with the hard data such as alarm printers,

7 this would be time in real time; is that correct?

8 A In a 24-hour clock.

9 Q Okay. So the time that says, for instance, the

10 first time on'page 1 would be 8.o' clock? 8:09:14 a.m.

11 Q Okay. And that would be 8:09 and then 14 seconds?

12 A Right.

f) *
' ' ~ ' 13 Q Now according to these notes apparently available

14 to Mr. Abramovici at the time he wrote the notes was the

15 alarm printer for the period 8:09 until approximately 11:17

16 in the morning of March 28th?

17 A I guess if that is what he copied.it_off of

18 at that time.

19 Q And does this refresh your' recollection as to

20 whether or not you obtained.Lin the Unit 2 control room on

21 the evening of March 28th and brought back to the observation.,,

i )
22 center a portion of the alarm printer for March 28th?'

23
A Yes, I did bring, and I said before a portion

24
of the alarm printer back out. I don't think I have everwe n.pon.c , w

25 denied not bringing back a portion of the alarm printer.
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Sim 13-3 i Q You didn't deny that at your deposition?

2 A No. I denied bringing back 12 hours of it.

3 Q You at least brought back the period, would it

4 not appear, from 8 a.m. through '11:17 a.m. on March 28th?

5 A If he copied this on March the 28th, I guess I

6 did.

7 Q Now do you have any information today as to

8 what other portions of the alarm printer you brought back

9 to the observation center?

10 A As far as time-wise, I do not know. All I can

11 doiis kind of describe it in that there was a stack about

12 an inch and a half tall in the bottom of the basket behind

-

13 the printer th'at was.not attached. There was another stack
~ -

,

14 about two to three inches tall orimaybe four inches tall

15 that was attached. The portion that was not attached was

16 the earliest time frame starting at sometime'that morning

i
'17 or maybe'sometime the night before, whatever. The portion

18 that was still attached was the portion that was right there

19 at the tim that I was looking at it.
'

,

20 I took the portion that was not attached and

21 copied-that and I believe I carried it out with me, which

*h'
22 was a stack, like I.said, of somewhere around~an inch and

.

"23
L a' half or maybe three-quarters of an inch or so tall.

~ Q Now, Mr. Lentz, didn't you testify to the NRC
,,

that you spent about'two hours xeroxing the alarm printout?

~_.
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Sim 13-4 A Yes.j

Q And it isn't true that you told the NRC that
2

that was approximately 12 hours of printout?
d''I 3

A Just a wild guess of 12 hours.
4

Q Isn't that what you said, 12 hours?5

A Yes, about 12 hours.
6

O And didn't you say in your deposition that the
7 ,

am unt of the alarm printout, the one and a half inches to
8

three-quarter inches was in fact for a normal day, approxi-9

10 mately 24 hours?

11 A A normal day over 24 hours, that is about how

12 much you would get out of that thing.

C) MS. BERNABEI: I.have no other questions.
13 -

JUDGE SMITH: Are you participating.in th'is?
14 .

MR. JORDAN: No, sir.
- 15

16 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Au?

-

17 MR. AU: I have no questions.

18 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Goldberg.

19 CROSS-EXAMINATION

INDEX 20 BY MR. GOLDBERG:

21 -Q Mr. Lentz, you distinguished in your testimony

I)
22 today between the reactor. coolant system pressure indicators'

23 and the reactor building pressure indicators; is that correct?
y

24 A Yes.

m n o orwr., toe.

25 Q In trying to place yourself back in the time

,

~ ~ - . .
. ---
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S m 13-5 frame of March 28th and March 29th, 1979, at that time did
)

y u think that one of those two recorders might have been
2

,

m re significant in analyzing a transient or accident than

(v~') 3

the other?4

MS. BERNABEI: Objection, vague.
5

JUDGE SMITH: Overruled.
6

MR. GOLDBERG: You may answer, Mr. Lentz.
7

THE WITNESS: Yes, the reactor coolant pressure
8

would be the thing that I would look at.9

MR. GOLDBERG: Thank you.
10

11 No further questions.

JUDGE SMITH: You are excused, Mr. Lentz.
12

,,

's-) Thank you very much.- .

13

14
Oh, Mr. Lentz, have you had'an opportunity to

15 say everything you want to say?

16 THE WITNESS: This implication that I took 12

17 hours, during my original deposition with her I tried to

18 erase and nullify that thought, that that whole stack that

19 was about four to six inches tall was just for the date of

20 the 28th, the day of the accident.

21 Now there is a large portion of so many hours,
,

)(' ''
22 cnd I forget how many hours, and you can look somewhere else'

23 in some other record and find out, that was lost because

24 either the computer started writing over itself or somebody
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 cleared the computer's memory or something, I don't know,
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Sim 13-6 to get the alarm summary back up to date.j

All I know is that the only portion that I took
2

(^) 3 out and xeroxed is the portion that was not attached to the
\._).

4 printer at thetime, because if you disturb that printer while

5 it is printing and jerk it around a little bit and foul up

6 the paper, then it will stop printing and then you lose that

7 data:or the printing may print on top of itself.

luul working with that computer I know how sensitive
8

..

9 it is to getting upset and I do not in any way want to' disturb
_

10 that alarm printer from printing out the alarm points. So

11 I only xeroxed that lower portion of the alarm printer, and

12 you can go somewhere in some other file around here at
(-
's / Three Mile Island and find out what portion of that stack .13

.

14 that.it kas.

15 Now the reason it took me a long time to print

16 it is because that paper prints right over folds, and when

17 you try and xerox it on a standard xerox sheet of paper,

18 11 by 7, or 7h by 11, whatever it is, you end up with those

19 two lines lost.

20 So I carefully took that and made sure that

21 the center portion was centered on the screen and I had 14-
-_1-

~

22 inch paper in there and that way got an overlap. So it took

- 23 quite a bit longer xeroxing that portion of the data.

24 But all I do know is that the portion that was
Aco-Feseral Reportm. Inc.

25 unattached was all that I would.have copied that night off
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Sim[[-7 1 of that machine.

2 Now how much time that is, I don't know.

/~) 3 JUDGE SMITH: Okay.
(/

4 Ms. Bernabei.
CROSS-EXAMINATION

5 BY.MS. BERNABEI:
INDEX

6 O Mr. Lentz, on June st of 1979 didn't you tell

7 the NRC that you xeroxed approximately a-three-quarter of

8 an inch pile of 8 by 10 inch printout computer paper fanfolded?

9 A - Thatris three-quarters of an inch in my mind.

10 Q Three-quarters of an inch?

11 A Yes.

12 Q And that was three-quarters of an inch of computer
t*

-
~

13 paper fanfolded; is that correct? -

-
.

14 A Yes, about three-quarters of an inch.

15 Q Okay. And you said that it took you two hcurs

16 to xerox it, righ't?
!
~

17 A Yes.

18 O And you also told them when they asked you

19 what period did this cover, it covered a period of 12 hours

20 of data from about 8 or 8:30 in the morning until right

21 after they started the cooling pump.at 2000?
J,,\
'^'

22 -A I did not xerox any portion ---

-23 Q .No, no, Mr..Lentz. Isn't that what you told

24 the NRC7
' Ass.7ederes Reporters, Inc.

.25 Q I may have said that, but it would have been

|
- .-. - . . . , . . . . . .- -
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Sim 13-8 I impossible since the computer was four hours behind the time

2 at that time.

3 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Lentz, throughout this hearing
f')) _%

' 4 one of the purposes of asking questions has been simply to

5 establish what a person said before, and we are quite accus-

6 tomed in this phase of the hearing to having differences

-7 in things explained at one time as compared to now.
.

8 The point I am making is that it is necessary

9 'that you give a considered answer to her question. If that

10 is what you said, you should say it.

II If you. feel that you need to explain, you can

12 explain. But if you agree with her that you said something

(_,) -
-

13 like that, you should say.it.
.--

'

I4 We have to add up the whole picture and we will

15 listen to any explanation.,

I0 BY MS. BERNABEI:

I7 -Q Isn't it true that you told the NRC you xeroxed

18 12 hours of data on that night?

I' A During that initial hearing back in June or

20 whatever it was, yes, that is what I said.

21 JUDGE SMITH: I think you have--- at.least I.fs

U
22 think that you have. explained, but do you have anything

~

-23 else you~want to add?

THE WITNESS: Not that I can think of now.
Aes Feneres nemoners, Inc.

JUDGE SMITH: All right. Anything else that

.
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Sim 13-9
I you want to tell us about this narrow thing? I am not )
2 suggesting that there is anything that you are required to

Q,, 3 tell us, and you should not make any inferences from any

4 questions put to you as anybody having an attitude about you.

5 That is not possible for you to determine that from what

6 has happened in this room.

. 7 Okay then, we appreciate you coming very much,

8 Mr. Lentz.

9 (Witness Lentz excused.)

10 MS. BERNABEI: I would move TMIA Exhibit 43 into

Il evidence or at least those portions which I questioned

12 Mr. Lentz on.,

i '
.

'13 MR. BLAKE: What is the purpos*e of the motion?

I4 Or let me start by saying that I oppose if it

15 is for the substantive value of this exhibit based on its

16 use today through a witness who apparently had never seen

I7 it before, and it was in no position used I believe the

18 verbs "I guess" or "if I had brought, then he could have,"

l9 referring apparently to'Abramovici. I can't accept that

20 as a basis for this exhibit and assign any probative value

7~
21 and know how exactly to assign probative weight.

.

Cl
22 ' Now I expect to hear in response to that that

23 I am teniging on an earlier promise, and I will go back

24 over that once again.
Ace Federal Repor:ers, Inc.

25 It had to do with authenticity of documents, and

_
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I haven't resisted authenticity on any documents. But asSim 13-10 i

2 to what this is and when it was put together and exactly what

3 it means, I can't go that far, Judge Smith, and I sure can't
(])

4 do it today.

5 MS. BERNABEI: Let me state very clear what this

6 exhibit is. These are what have been represented by Licensee
.

7 and not by Mr. Abramovici, but by the company itself to

be Mr. Abramovici's notes and are labeled as such in the8

9 discovery room for March 28th.

10 We previously admitted as a TMIA exhibit, I

11 believe it was TMIA Exxibit 38, his notes for March 29th,
.

12 and we didn't hear any objection at that time, and M.r. Wilson

O
_

~

13 Jin his testimony referred to_them as such.
-

14 The company has represented these to be u -

15 Abramovici's notes from the time he was on the site on March

16 28th. The last pages about which I questioned Mr. Lentz

17 appear to be his notes during the period of time after Mr.

18 Lentz brought back data from the control room.

19 If there is something other than this, it seems

20 that the company has misrepresented what these notes are.

21 I simply can't believe that there is some question about
3

,G
~

22 what they purport to be or whether or not.they are reliable.

'23 -They are notes taken by one of the five top technical people

24 sent by the Service Corporation to the site on the first

, Aso-heerst Reporiers, Inc.
| 25 day of the accident.
:

! *

_ _ _ . _ _ ~_
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Sim 13-11
1 JUDGE SMITH: This argument has been put to<

2 this Board many, many times during this phase of the hearing.

3 I am sure it came up the first day and virtually every day

4 after that at least once, and it differs not at all that I

5 can see from other versions of this same argument.

6 You have a document as to which genuineness is
.

7 not disputed and as to which even in this instance perhapst

8 not even the author is disputed. But you have an objection

9 against-the use of.it.for the truth of the document, and-

i

10 in that case when those objections have been made with

i 11 respect to each. party. ,

!i 12 We have required that either some stipulation

1 13 he worked out o'r something else happen or that the author~

.

14 be brought in. Genuineness is not an issue.'

15 I say the objection is sustained.

16 MS. BERNABEI: Well, then we would propose to(

i
-

17 have Mr. Abramovici come here to testify that these are
+i

le 'his notes and'these are the notes taken from the information'

19 'Mr. Lentz brought back.

20 And I state very clearly that there is a letter

21 from Mr. Blake to me'in which the company said they would
f)
b# 22 not object to the introduction of documents of this sort

:

23 on the basis-of hearsay or authenticity.

24 JUDGE SMITH:- Well, is that correct, Mr. Blake,
Aes. pees,es neuern, , Inc.

.

25 'that you.would not object to documents based upon hearsay?

,
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Sim 13-12
1 MR. BLAKE: That is what I referred to as

2 authenticity.

{]']
3 JUDGE SMITH: Oh.

'

4 MS' BERNABEI: That is not what he said in his.

5
letter. That is not what was said in the letter because

6
I questioned him very clearly.

7 MR. BLAKE: That is only a part of the evidentiary

8
consideration. I am not gcing to resist that the documents

9
that come.out of.the company's files and are provided in

10

the course of discovery are authentic, and I haven't.
11

JUDGE SMITH: That issue is gone.
"2

MR. BLAKE: When you get on into what the do'umentf( ) -

c
13

'neans or what it is all about, or what weight ought to be'
- 14

assigned to it, or what use ought to be made of it, then

you are in a different area.

JUDGE SMITH: Well, this is what we have debated
17

virtually every day during this phase of the hearing and

|
18

: how does this differ from any other ruling?
! 19

'

MS. BERNABEI: When we sent into this hearing,
20

i I asked Mr. Blake, and I. asked for it in writing. I.said
21

, 7_

(_) I want to know what your position is going to be and whether
22a

we have to have individuals here to sponsor every single

i document that you have produced.
| 24

" " " ' " His letter to me says we are not going to contest
: 25

|
l
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authenticity. We will not contest hearsay. We may contestSim 13-13 j

the relevance of the document.j 2

Now what I hear now is that they are contestingh 3

the: hearsay, not relevance, but hearsay.4

JUDGE SMITH: Yes, that is right.
5

MS. BERNABEI: That is what I understand Mr. Blake
6

7 to be saying. I think this is reniging on a prior promise,
.

and what I would say is bring Abramovici here and Abramovici
8

can sponsor it and say-the-conditions-under which he tooki

9

10 these notes.
<

11 I would say if this document had been produced
,

12 to.us as it should have been produced in discovery, we would

. O '

have had it at the time of Abramovici's deposition and we
13 ,

. .

14 could have asked him about it, but we didn't have .it. And'

15 ' Abramovici himself identified it and then have a series of

y 16 correspondence they finally caughed up the document.
,

17 That is the situation under which this document
,,

13 . emerged, and given that,.I think it is quite unfair for
2

19 them now to say we are not going to identify the document.
e.,;

20 MR. BLAKE: I had no notice of this and I will

21 go back and re-read my letter which has'been represented

22 .tochave said the nature of any objections we would make. But

23 it~is' remarkable-that but-for our bringing Mr. Lentz here

24 we would never even have talked about a document which
- neoorme , inc.

.

-25 apparently Ms. Bernabei now says was important. We spent

':[
a

- - - . . . . . - . . _ - . - . . - - - . _ -
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* ~

1 three weeks here without any attempt to put it in.*

2 JUDGE SMITH: All right. There are other

3 Problems, too, with this letter, and that is if you want --~(}-
4 now do you want it in here for the truth of the statements,

5 in to the extent that the truth of the statements refute his

6 testimony?

7 MS. BERNABEI: ,,The purpose for which I want

8 this document, TMIA Exhibit 43, is to show that Mr. Lentz

9 did bring back alarm printouts specifically for the period

10 of 8:09 a.m. to 11:17 a.m. on March 28th, and not for ---

11 JUDGE SMITE: On March 28th?

gs MS. BERNABEI: On March 28th, right. These are

's~ ")
,

13 notes Mr. Abramovici took on the evening of March 28th

14
apparently from information, based on information Mr. Lentz

I
brought back to,him and others in the observation center that

16
evening.

JUDGE SMITH: And what does'that tell us then?

MS. BERNABEI: That the GPU Service Corporation

19
engineers had substantial portions of the alarm printout

0
available to them which would indicate that there had been

21
(~) a hydrogen burn.
\_/

22
JUDGE SMITH: Oh, no, no. Wait a minute. See,

23
that is where we come into problems. That has been litigated

24
and now we are talking about Mr. Lentz. What does that tellm, y

'

us about Lentz?
|

|

. . . - . - - _ - - - - _ _
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Simd%-15 MS. BERNABEI: That his prior testimony to thej

NRC, which is a Joint Mailgram Exhibit, is correct. He
2

did bring back 12 hours of the alarm printout, and his more/~1 3
V

recent testimony is in fact not credible.
4

JUDGE SMITH: I am still having difficulty, however.
5

All right. So you are saying is that at one time early in
6

1979 he said I brought back 12 hours and in the deposition
7

he doesn't talk about it.
8

cnd Sim 9
Joe fois

10

11

12

(3
\_/

'

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21,_

Is
w. -

23

24
Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
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1 MS. BERNABEI: No, h is deposition says --

2 JUDGE SMITH: No, I mean in the four pages.

3 MS. BERNABEI: In a prior Licensee Exhibit, it does.

4 JUDGE SMITH: In these four pages which he sponsored

5 today, he does not mention it.

6 MS. BERNABEI: Right.

7 JUDGE SMITH: So, you are saying okay, you are not

8 a very reliable witness because in 1979 you said 12 hours,

9 -but in October-1984, you said three-fourths of an inch?

10 MS. BERNABEI: No.

11 JUDGE SMITH: What did he say in October 1984?

12 MS. BERNABEI: He can't remember if he took back
-

.

. . .

%. -

13 any. He thinks it may have been four hours. But he is not

14 sure he took back any.

15 MR. BLAKE: What he said in October 1984 is in

16 Exhibit 2, which is already in evidence.
, .

17 NS. BERNABEI: And that is what he says. He doesn't

18 know if he took back any. Maybe he took back a few hours, but

19 he really is not sure.

20 JUDGE SMITH: Well, in any event you do have in

21 evidence now a statement from him that says-in October -- I mean
]A-- 22 you have an interview of him in 1979, which says he brought in

23 '12 hours, and then in October, what does he say? Maybe four

24 hours, he~doesn't know.
4 p s.res nemoren. Inc.

.25 MS. BERNABEI: 'Probably none.
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1 JUDGE SMITH: And today he says, well, it is a'

4

2 - small proportion of the total stack, therefore he believes

f 3 that 12 hours is not likely to be the case.

'

' 4 You say, ah, he is not credible'lately, because
!

5 here are Abramovici's notes, which demonstrate that he, indeed,

6 . brought back 12 hours. Is that --

7 MS. BERNABEI: He brought back a substantial

a portion. He brought back four hours in the middle of the event.

9 --JUDGE SMITH: -And then -- all right -- it is a

10 substantial proportion. You think that there is an adequate

11 basis for us to infer that Abramovici's notes represented

^

12 Lentz's delivery of -- and then we are to go the next step --

. 13 and you want it in evidence and Mr. Blake says, wel1, no,
'

-
.

_14 because it is hearsay, it is not reliable. We don't 1:now for

15 . what purpose it was produced, and then we say that is the

16 way we have been ruling, and then you say, well, let's get-

|

L 17 -Abramovici here, and that is where we are now.

18 MS. BERNABEI: I think it is highly reliable.p

19 If this Board remembers, Abramovici's notes were referred to,

- 20 and. formed part of the basis for Mr. Wilson's testim ny.

21 Mr. Wilson was explaining what he meant in an-

: o^- 22 afternoon --

-=23 JUDGE' SMITH: Oh, boy. -I tell you, you are taking

24 me so far away from --
A= Fessres neuerwrs, Inc.

25 MS. BERNABEI: I am talking about the reliability

,

i #

y w p- e-, y- +- --f.v--ws re--,w-+,.w. -e-e-ime,g,.--x--.-.madb-te---ew">w--weTzm-wr-t-rvir--w'-+*vw-* *w-ene---=*-Mnewe--e- +e--Yw-*. ~~mem - w
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i of Abramovici's notes. The Licensee, itself, has relied on

2 it, saying -- in Wilson's testimony he says: Well, there was

3 this afternoon meeting on March 29th.

f 4 And he refers to Abramovici's notes and Broughton's

5 notes. I mean, if they think they are reliable on March 29th

6 to refer and rely on them in Wilson's testimony, they certainly

7 should be reliable enough to base our testimony on.
,.

,

8 JUDGE SMITH: My difficulty is what we are being
,

-9 asked to find,-based-upon one inference.upon.another and upon

10 another, is -- some place along the line we have to see how

,
11 valuable is any additiinal information.

- .

| 12 Now, what if we brought Abramovici in here and

13 he says: Yeah, these are my notes, and that represents about

14 12 hours of alarm printer. What is he going to say?

15 MS. BERNABEI: All we are saying is these notes

16 represent Abramovici's notes, the data that Lentz brought back

- 17 to him, which includes alarm printout from the middle of the
!

-18 event.

19 And we think that supports Lentz's earliest testimony
,

20 that he brought back 12. hours of alarm printout.

i. 21 JUDGE SMITH: Okay. Let's assume that Abramovici
'] . ~.

' ' - 22 comes and supports your version. What is he going to say again?

33 MS.'BERNABEI: He is just going to say these are

.

my notes, I took them off the data Lentz brought back, and that24
I m noson m , sac.

L 25 is it. And that, we believe, corroborates Lentz's earlier

_- - . _ _ _ , . . . . _ _ . _ . . . _ . _ .. _ ._ __... ,_ _ _ _ ._ _. .._. _ _, _ _ _ .. _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 testimony, not his current testimony, but his earlier testimony

2 in 1979 that he collected 12 hours of alarm printout data.

3 JUDGE SMITH: Why do I only see -- three or

4 two and a half hours?

5 MS. HERNABEI: It is only a portion. We are not

; 6 saying that this shows 12 hours of alarm printout data.

; 7 Lentz's current testimony is he didn't take back anything
,

8 as far as he can remember.
,

9 JUDGE SMITH: Who?

10 MS. BERNABEI: Lentz's current testimony.

11 JUDGE SMITH: No. He says he took some back.

12 MS. BERNABEI: Well, it is different -- when I

() 13 4 peak about, ' current!, it is in*his deposition.
,

..

14 Let me redd to you what he says in his deposition,'

15 which is Licensee Exhibit 2.

| 16 JUDGE SMITH: Wait a minute. Before you load us

17 down with more information, would you tell us again why you

18 hand us a document, which document on the face of it seems

19 to be quantitatively consistent with Lentz's testimony -- well,
;

*

20 you say 12 hours,.and I look and I see two and a half hours.
r
'

21 So you are~ saying, ah, but it is a particular,

O
'k/ 22 two and a half hours that will demonstrate that indeed these

23 were 12 hours. -That is-the point that I missed. It is a special
i

| 24 two and a half hours, I think you are saying,
m n ,=,.. ine.

25 So,_here we are, we have an inference that this

.

L

- , , ,,.-...-,-..,.,-,..-,...-----,,,---,-..,.-.,n-,, ,,,,,..,.._,.--..,-,--rn,,.n-,-.,,,-
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special two and a half hours really demonstrates 12 hours,y,

which is an inference then that the witness, Mr. Lentz,
2

did not tell the truth or had an unreliable memory when he
3

'O '

says some three or four hours, small portion -- that he would4
'

5 only estimate based,upon a proportion of a stack, which stack
I 1.tself is not even reliable, which is an inference then that6

he is lying now, but was telling the truth in 1979, when there
7

is 12 hours.8

All of that which then relates to alarm printout.9

10 which doesn't have anything to do with the pressure spike oni

11 the printer.
..

12 MS. BERNABEI: It does.
4

13 JUDGE SMITH: But it doesn'.t. It is another kind
;

'

y of data.

15 MS. BERNABEI: Let me start from the beginning,

16 okay?

I JUDGE SMITH: What -- where does the pressure spike
17

;- ,

'

ig appear on this document?

19 MS. BERNABEI: ;Let me start from the beginning.

20 In 1979,.Lentz says to the NRC, on. June 1st, I collected 12
'

21 h'ours of data. It was for-the significant part of the event,
~

22 .off the alarm printout. It was from 4:00 a.m., until 7:30

.23 a.m. Twelve hours of. data, which would encompass the pressure

24 spike at 1:50 p.m. Okay? That is what he tells the NRC in
( m neo n.n. inc.
'

25 .1979.

. .-., - - .- - ... -.-_._. . - - - , - . - - - . - . . - , , . - - _ . - . . -
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1 Broughton in this hearing, has identified graphs that
i

2 he drew. At least one part of which the ES actuation only

3 could have come from the alarm printout.

4 In discovery, and this is part of the record at this

5 point through Lentz's deposition, in discovery GPU says Lentz
,

6 says he collected four hours of data from the time of the trip
.

7 at 4:00 a.m. That would be approximately 4:00 to 8:00 a.m.

8 Lentz comes to his deposition in October of this

9 . year,.an.d.says: I. don't.think I. collected any of the alarm

to printout, even though I did tell GPU about a month before I

11 collected four hours. Now I think I collected none.

12 And when his deposition that I go through with him,

() * he told th'e NRC in 1979 he' collected 12 hours, which would -13

14 include the part about the pressure spike, then he tells GPU

15 a month ago he only collected four hours, and now you come

16 to your deposition and you don't think you collected any, is

17 that right? And he says: Yeah, that is right.

18 That is -- that portion of the deposition that
f

19 is in evidence before you. We don't think his current testimony

20 is credible.

21 We think that Abramovici's notes show that in
. -s

- 22 fact alarm printer data, contrary to his testimony in his

.23 deposition, was brought back to.the observation center,
.

24 specifically the period of 8 :00 a.m. until about 11:30 a.m.
. Aso-Federal Recoriers, Inc.

25 That it is not from the period 4:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. as Lentz

_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ - _ - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . . _ _ _
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1 told GPU in September --

2 JUDGE SMITH: I am overloaded again. One of the

- 3 difficulties is that I am not familiar with the document.

4 Go back to 8:00 to 11:00.

5 MS. B$RNABEI: Mr. Lentz's testimony at most is

6 that he collected maybe -- it has been changing, okay? It
-

7 has been changing since September. In September it was that

8 I collected data from 4:00 to 8:00 a.m., in the morning; from

9 .the trip until four hours into the trip. Four hours into the

10 . accident.

11 He comes to the deposition in October and says I

12 didn't collect any alarm printout data, I made a mistake when

13 I told the G.PU lawyers what I told them.> .

14 We think he was right what he told the NRC, 12

15 hours of data. Now, Abramovici's notes support the earlier

16 version, because here is a portion of data from chock in the

17 middle of the event. It is 8:00 a.m. until approximately

18 11:30 a.m. It is not what Lentz told GPU in September of ' 84.

19 And it is not what he told us in the deposition, which there

20 was no alarm printout data, and it doesn't even fit into his

21 story today, that it was some undefined period of data.

(D'' 22 It is chock into the middle of the event, from-

23 4:00 a.m. until approximately 7:30 p.m. And we think it makes,

24 sense that if ythey collected this portion of the data, he
. A=-Fass se neoori e., Inc.

25 collected the whole 20 hours, such as he told the NRC --

[-
_-
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L JUDGE SMITH: Twenty?j

MS. BERNABEI: Twelve hours, excuse me. Until
2

20:00.
'O JUDGE SMITH: Anything further on 4t.
4

MR. GOLDBERG: I object'to the introduction of this
5

into evidence for the truth of the mr.tter es asserted .for
6

two retsons.
7,

As the Board indicated, at most this should be used
8

in connection with the credibility of this witness on the issue
9

.

10 for which he appears today, namely whether or not he was shown

si a portion of the pressure strip recorder on the evening of
.

12 March 28th.

JUDGE SMITH: And that is all it.is offered for.
. 13 .'

'
'

14 Is that correct?

15 MS. BERNABEI: .I don't see credibility quite as Mr.

16 Goldberg.. I think a person's credibility is singular. In
.

17 other words, his credibility on all issues.

18 JUDGE SMITH: You are offering it, however, only

19 for as impeaching Lentz?
.

,

20 JUDGE SMITH: Impeaching his credibility, that

21 is right.,

O/d JUDGE SMITH: You are not going to try to prove that22

23 any event happened as stated here for the purpose of establishing
|

24 an event happened. Only that these documents, the truth thereof,'

; A=-Fames noor=n. inc.

25 impeaches Lentz.

i

. - - - . _ , . , - - - _ _ , . _ . . _ , , - _ , . . _ - . , . - . , , ,,, . _ , - . - . - , _ _ _ . . . - - . . - - - - . . - _ . . _ _ . . . , - . _ . . _ . , .
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i#15-9-Wal 1 MS. BERNABEI: His current testimony, that's right.

| 2 JUDGE SMITH: His current testimony.

3 MR. GOLDBERG: And on that, I object on the grounds

4 that it's impeachment on a collateral matter.

5 Nothing in this goes to the credibility of this;

1 8 witness' testimony about whether he was shown the strip chart

7 recorder, pressure strip chart recorder, on the evening of

8 March 28th.
.

^9 JUDGE SMITH: Well I'm not familiar with.the rule

10 of evidence that says that you cannot attack the credibility

" of a witness because he is unreliable on a collateral matter.
12'

I mean that's --

Ov 13 .

MS. BERNABEI: It's riot . collateral. It's before

Id
this Board as Licensee Exhibit 2.

15 .MR. GOLDBERG: It's collateral --
16 MS. BERNABEI: It's not a collateral issue.

II whether or not -- we think it's central, whether or not he

18 brought back the alarm printout.

I' JUDGE SMITH: Okay. Well we have heard the

20 arguments. We will consult and rule. u

21 Shall we take an afternoon break?
A

22 (Short recess taken)
23 JUDGE SMITH: Ms.-Bernabei, the Board -- as we

24 went to consult, we had different understandings of your
A -Feesem neo.em, inc.

25 position.

, - , - _ _ _ . _ . _ . _ . _ - . _ ~ . _ - . . . _ _ . _ . _ . , _ ~ . . - _ . _ _ . .
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1
We believe that you are offering this document

2 ultimately in support of the credibility of Mr. Lentz when he

made a statement in 1979 that he had delivered 12 hours of^'T 3
G

4 data.

5 MS. BERNABEI: That is correct, and against his

6 current testimony.

JUDGE SMITH: Of a shorter period of time?
7

MS. BERNABEI: .Or none --8

JUDGE SMITH: Or none at all. If that is the
9

10 purpose for it, the objection is sustained.

11 MS. BERNABEI: All right. Then I would propose

in the alternative that Mr. Abramovici be brought to testify
12

,-
,

and sponsor the document.13
.

14 JUDGE SMITH: -No, because in making our ruling,

15 we actually read the document and gave it the reading you wanted

16 us to give it. Do you understand that point?

17 It would avail you nothing. We gave it the reading

18 you wanted us to give it.

19 All right, Mr. Lentz is gone, and that session is

20 over, right?

21 MS. BERNABEI: Yes, it is. There is one matter, and
,

22 I have to apologize. There is one remaining interview which

the Licensee and TMIA have proposed that the record be reopened23

24 to admit -- and Mr. Blake and I have proposed a letter -- with
Ace-Federal Rooorters, Inc.

25 the one interview -- to interview Mr. Plumlee.
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|

! l

:

1 Unfortunately, I left that in Washington. But
i

; 2 I should have it before the end of the day. And I have asked
.

3 Mr. Goldberg, and I will ask Mr. Au if they have any objections

4 to adding that to the Joint Mailgrams, or -- the Joint Mailgram

5 exhibits, or reopening the record for that very narrow purpose .

, e

4 of admitting it. '

,

!
'

7 JUDGE SMITH: And no one has any objection?

8 MS. LERNABEI: I have spoken to Mr. Goldberg, but
,

.

i
'

9 he has not yet seen the interview or the letter.

10 MR. BLAKE: We have no objection, Judge Smith. It

! 'I was an interview which Ms. Bernabei discussed, I think not

12 only off the record, prior to the record being closed, but

V(3 ~

-r. . .

13 as well I think there.were several references to it on the3

, ..
,

'

14 record. -

15 I think in the closing day she just plain forgot
;

16 was my sense, and therefore I didn't object to having it
'

:

17 added afterwards. Is that not right?
!

18 MS. BERNABEI: Well, we simply didn't have the [
'

i

l' resources to bring it to the Board's attention and make

20 sufficient copies before the record.
!

;. . 21 MR. BLAKE: One way or the other. It was something

Oc 22 that was discussed before.
,

23 MR. GOLDBERG: I have not seen the letter, nor |

24 the particular interview, and I don't have any position at
, Ass renne nes.c= , ine. -

25 this time..
i

..,, _ - n - . - ,, - - .- - ,.- ,,,,, - - . _ ... - - - -.,,.,,,, _ ,.--.~ ,, - - ~ , - . _ , -- - ..,-- . . . , - .
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|

|

i JUDGE SMITH: What shall we do?

2 MS. BERNABEI: I propose we should have it before

3 the end of the day today, and I propose to show it to Mr.(}
4 Goldberg and Mr. Au, and see if there is any objection.

5 MR. GOLDBERG: I may not be able to determine by
,

e raading the letter whether I have any problems. I may have
i

7 to consult with some people who are not here today.~

8 JUDGE SMITH: I am just wondering if there is not ,

~9 some way -- it seems to me you are going to a lot of trouble

10 getting it up here. Couldn't it be handled --

'l MR. GOLDBERG: Why does it have to be resolved

12 today?

C) -

13 MS. BERNABEI Just because the record -- you wanted

,

14 to close out the record, which is understandable, and I thought

15 this was the one remaining item that should be dealt with'

;

le today.
|

17 JUDGE SMITH: How big an effort are you undergoing

'18 to get it here today for that narrow purpose?

19 MS. BERNABEI: It should be here in an hour.

20 JUDGE SMITH: All right. -

21 MS. BERNABEI: It is on its way.

.('

22 JUDGE SMITH: It is on its way. All right.
.

23 Now, with respect to rejected Exhibit 43, I want to remind you

24 that you should provide those anyway so it is in the rejected
am4meen===n.w. ,

'
25 exhibit file.
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|

1 JUDGE SMITH: All right.

-

2 MS. BAUSER: Are you ready to resume, Judge Smith?'

3 JUDGE SMITH: Beg your pardon?

4 MS. BAUSER: Are we ready to resume?

5 JUDGE SMITH: Yes.

6 Whereupon,

7 SAMUEL L. NEWTON,

3 - and -

9 BRUCE P. LEONARD,

10 - and -

11 MICHAEL J. ROSS,
.

12 having previously been sworn,, resume the stand and further

- . '13 testify as follows:
~

*-

- .

14 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

15 BY MS. BAUSER: (Continuing)

XXX INDEX 14 Q Mr. Leonard, Mr. Jordan asked you some questions

17 about your familiarity with an equation, which I understand

le is a heat transfer equation, that appeared on UCS Exhibit 31,

19 page 8. It is equation -- Question No. 12, I believe, and

20 was also a question asked of you during your deposition by

21 UCS.
O(V 22 Is it correct -- first of all, let me clarify

,

21 .something. The question, - the -equation that was on your

24 deposition quiz, that equation is not the same equation, is it,
Aetennen neeerm. Ine.

25 as the equation that is provided in the answer key which is
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|

|

|

1 UCS Exhibit'31, is that correct?

2 A (Witness Leonard) No, ma'am. What you stated is

3 correct. The equation that was used in the UCS Training

4 Exhibit 35, which is thermal efficiency is equal to QN minus
,

5 Q ejected over Q ejected.

6 It was an incorrect equation provided in the

7 exhibit. UCS Exhibit 31, page 8, question No. 12, and the

8 answer key provided for the same question as on Exhibit 35,

9 the equation is correctly stated as thermal efficiency is

10 equal to QN minus Q out over QN.

End 15. M

Suet fois.
12

'13
'

*

.

.

t

.

15

16

17

le

19

20

21

'
' 22

- 23

24
'Ase paswes mese<=es, ine.

25

. .. . . . _ . . _ _ . . _ . _ . ._ ._.. _ _ _.._.____ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . _ _ _ . , _ - _ _ _ - - _
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#16-1-Suet .1 Q And, Mr. Leonard, during --

2 JUDGE SMITH: 35 being the --

3 MS. BAUSER: The quiz.,

4 . JUDGE SMITH: The quiz that you used during your

5 deposition?

.

6 MR. JORDAN: Yes, sir.

7 MS. BAUSER: And that was admitted as a --

8 JUDGE SMITH: No, it wasn't. It wasn't ever
,

9 offered. I threw'that.away.

10 In fact, he did not examine him on -- yes, you did.

11 You did examine him. We came to the conclusion that your

; 12 answer was wrong on your preparation sheet.

13 ", MR. JORDAN: Well, you may h* ave -'you came to the

14 conclusion that the -- I believe you probably came to the

15 conclusion that the equation given on our so-called Exhibit 35

16 was wrong; is that what you are referring to?
,

17 JUDGE SMITH: Yes. I --

18 MR. JORDAN: I want to emphasize that I don't know

19 why that's wrong. I'm not sure whether it's because we made

20 an error or because we pulled it off of an equation sheet of

21 theirs that was wrong. And I didn't pursue it because I
OV 22 couldn't clear up that particular factual point. -

,

23 JUDGE SMITH: Yes. Now, I just wanted to catch

24 'up.
: Moderet Reponen, Inc.

25 BY MS. BAUSER: (Continuing),

>

- . . .
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#16-2-Suet j Q I simply wanted to ask you, Mr. Leonard, when you

2 were shown this question during your deposition and asked

3 to, answer it you identified it as an incorrect equation;

T
4 isn't that correct?

1

5 A (Witness Leonard) Yes, ma'am, that's correct.

6 JUDGE SMITH: As an incorrect equation?
.

7 MS. BAUSER: Yes, sir.

8 JUDGE SMITH: Oh, I see what you are doing. You --

9 what .you are doing here .is, he asked him the ones that he made

10 the mistake on and now you are getting the ones that he was

11 right on.

12 MS. BAUSER: No, sir. I was concerned that -- for a
'

() 13 few things. One, that the mistake, Mr.. Leonard, without any

14 Prompting was able to identify that this was an incorrect

15 equation. So he knew the material.

16 And I thought that there might be some suggestion

17 that he didn't know it well enough to know that or not.

16 JUDGE SMITH: All right.

19 BY MS. BAUSER: (Continuing)

'

20 Q During your deposition, Mr. Leonard, you were

21 also -- one of the questions on the quiz which was UCS Exhibit

.7)(/ 22 35 had to do with the manner in which the gentille flow tube

'

.23 . measured flow, I believe.

24 And you were asked on cross-examination, both you
m norwe, Inc.

25 and Mr. Ross I believe were asked questions, about the principle s

_ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ - . _ _ . _ _ _ . . . . _ . . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , . - _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ _
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#16-3-Suet 1
,

that were applicable there and this particular device.
1

2 Can you explain, Mr. Leonard, why -- well, first

3 let me ask you this. During your deposition when you answered;

,

' 4 that question, you answered incorrectly; is that correct, Mr.

5 Leonard?
:

| 6 A (Witness Leonard) Yes, ma'am. In answering the
i

7 question that Mr. Jordan presented to me, he had me read the
I

.

".
8 question and in the response to that I explained some principles

,

9 of fluid flow which relate to the general energy equations,
,

10 stating that as, in a closed system, that as you increase the

U
_ velocity of a fluid such as through a throttling process that<

!. 12 the pressure drops, and-in relationship to that theory my

"O 13'
.

answer to the question would be that it would be true, if I,

Id remamher correctly.*

j 15 That most of the flow measuring devices that I've

I'
t been exposed to through my experience in the nuclear power

I7 program and as an engineering officer' watch on navy plants,
.

|
I8 the flow measuring devices used are venturi devices which use

19
that principle that as you increase the velocity the pressure

20
.

changes, and by using that pressure change in a square root

21
extractor or a mechanical or electrical or an electronics,

O ,,
square root extractor, you can come up with the velocity of

.

23
the fluid.

4

24

} The gentille flow tube, as it implies, is a tube.%, ,,

'
In the testimony the other day, Mr. Ross mentioned it. That is,.

t

-- - . ~ _ , , - . _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ , _ . . . _ _ _ _ . - _ . _ _ . _ - . _ . _ . . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . - _
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#16-4-Suet 1 the RCS flow instrumentation is used. I did not equate that

2 terminology, gentille flow tube, with the RCS flow instrumenta-

3 tion, the one used to measure RCS flow.
,

4 I have received training on that flow instrumenta-

5 tion that's using the reactor coolant system during our train-

6 ing session in 1983. It was some other member of the mechanical

7 training section in-the Training Department. And my recollection
3

8 of how that works is that it's not a tube. It's essentially a

9 collar inside the RCS piping, and that's to minimize head losses

10 in the system.

11 On one side of the collar, you basically dead-end

12 the. water to a zero velocity, and on the other side of the

O -

13 collar you get a measure of actual system pressure, so that

14 the change -- the pressure sense on one side is a contribution
.

15 of both the velocity head and the static head, and the contri-

16 bution on the other side is the same static head.
'

17 So what you end up getting is a change in head due

18 to the velocity of fluid. And that's how this gentille flow tubst,

l' as.they call it, works.

20 And based on my lack of knowledge of what that --
'

21 where that flow tube is used, its application in the RCS system,

O 22 I was unable to answer the question.

23 Q During Mr. Jordan's cross-examination of you, Mr.

24 Newton, you were asked a question about your. qualifications
Am.pessem neos,is . inc.

25 to instruct on the basic principles trainer. Are you -- and

4
,
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#16-5-Suet 1 I believe that you said ;ou were not qualified to instruct on i
1

2 that trainer. ;

.

3 Are you qualified to evaluate the adequacy of

4 instruction on that trainer; and, if so, could you explain,

5 why?

6 MR. JORDAN: I object. The question that I was

7 asking on cross was -- had to do with whether he was qualified

8 to instruct on the BPT. That's not the same area as what the

9 question-is that has now been asked.
.

10 It doesn't seem to me that this is within the

11 scope of the cross, at least as explained thus far by the
, ,

12 counsel.

13 MS. BAUSER: I guess.I disagree that it*'s not*
*

'

14 within the scope. I think that UCS could draw many inferencesp

15 from Mr. Newton's statement that he didn't feel personally

16 qualified to instruct. And I think one inference might be so

17 then how can he go about evaluating peopig which he does.

18 And I would like to address that inference'.

19 JUDGE SMITH: It looks like we are almost ready.

20 for an accommodation. If she is correct in her concerns,

21 well then she should proceed. If she's not, then you would

() 22 seem to be foreclosed.-

23 MR. JORDAN: I guess I need a moment, Your Honor,

24 to focus in on exactly what we are talking about in terms
m nesenere, ins.

'
25 of what I had asked Mr. Newton.

<

-r- - ---, , - , ,-n-- .,-nrar,,,-w----.-nr.~,---m-,-n.-- ..,,,v.,--,,e--e----,----,-,--~,---,,e-,,,.-e,-n-- ,-,-,e--rm- w., -- , - - - - - -~,-m
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#16-6-Suet I (Mr. Jordan is looking at his notes.)
1

2 May I ask, is the transcript of my cross examination

. f 3 available so that I could see definitely what that was?
*

J
4 MS. BAUSER:' Yes, it's available.

;

5 JUDGE SMITH: 'I wonder if we might perhaps have

6 someone else look that up for you and we might move on? Here

7 is the transcript.

8 Can you give him any help where --

9 MS. BAUSER: Yes. I just found my note. It's
< -

10 the -- it was early on January 3.

II JUDGE SMITH: Oh, January 3.

12 MS. BAUSER: Yes. Jordan cross-examination of ,

4
-

g . ..
,

13 Newton, Ross and Leonard. Does that not make sense? That's -

14 what my note says.
,

15 JUDGE SMITH: Yes, it makes sense. Time has

16 whipped by. '

I7
; MR. JORDAN: No.

I8 MS. BAUSER: Pardon me? No?
4

l' MR. JORDAN: Well, I thought on January 3rd we

20 were addressing the OARP -- I'm sorry. No.

2I'
(Pause.)

'

22 MS. BAUSER: Judge Smith, why don't we continue,

23 and I can go back to this and perhaps we can resolve it?
'

JUDGE SMITH: All right. In the meantime somebody

'25
can be looking for the citation. We found a volunteer.

,

,- . c --, .---- ,, ,c,-., - - - . , . ..,_,..n_w,, ,,,,,._,-,--.,n.. . _ . - - , , , _,-n,,,-.
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-fl6-7-Suet 1 MR. JORDAN: Your Honor, frankly I don't recall

2 whether I would have made that inference or not. And I need

3 to see that in order to determine that.n
L)

4 MS. BAUSER: I don't know myself whether the

5 inference was made in the transcript. I was concerned about

6 inferences being made without any discussion on the transcript.

7 That's why I asked the question.

8 JUDGE SMITH: All right.

9 BY MS.~BAUSER: (Continuing)

10 Q Mr. Newton, Mr. Jordan also asked you some

I.I questions about evaluating operator instructors, and I

12 believe after a series of questions he asked you whether he --

I3 he said then: You only evaluated those instructors once.
,

Id It's correct, is it not, that those were formal

15 evaluations of those instructors?

I'
'

A (Witness Newton) That's correct.

II Q And, do you do any other evaluations of instructors?

I8 A Yes, ma'am. I do. .And, furthermore I also review

I' every formal evaluation which any of the rest of my people do.

20 Q Mr. Newton, in discussing Mr. Frederick you

21 described Mr. Frederick I believe in a document as a lawyer's
O

22'

favorite.

23 I wonder if you could tell me, does that mean

2 that you -- do you intend any suggestion that Mr. Frederick
,

25 is slick or superficial in any way by that characterization?

_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ - _ _ _ _ - - _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ._. _ . - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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#16-8-Suet) A No, ma'am.

2 Q Do you -- could you describe Mr. Frederick's

3 attitude, first of all, towards his job when he was the
(

4 supervisor of licensed operator training?

3 A I would describe it as extremely conscientious.

4 Q Mr. Ross, UCS has pointed to the fact that

y there have been a number of new instructors in the licensed

8 operator training group at Three Mile Island.

9 Do you believe -- what do you think has been

10 the effect, both on the training program and on the operators

11 themselves, of these new members of the training organization?

12 A (Witness Ross) First of all, in the. program it-
, .

'

13 self, I think it brings to. training some fresh experience

14 from the actual plant and.~ increases their credibility very

15 much.

16 From the operators' standpoint, I think the,

17 operators now can relate to their instructors.a little bit

18 better knowing that they have been operators and they have

19 undergone the same type of thing they have in the plant. And
i

20 I think it.makes. training a little more palatable and a little

21 more acceptable to them.

h'- 22 Q Any members of the panel, have you reviewed the

23 instructor -- have there been instructor evaluations done, on

24 these new people since they have been in the positions that
ass.esene nes== , w.

'

25 they are in?
4 .
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#16-9-Suet 1 A (Witness Leonard) Yes, there have. There are

2 required instructor evaluations as part of the instructor

3 evaluation procedure which you referenced with Mr. Newton

4 a few minutes ago.

5 In addition to that, each instructor, prior to

4 being hired on as an instructor in the Training Department,

,, 7 has to do a practice teach in order to be permanently assigned

8 as an instructor, so that is one process by which we evaluate

9 their instructor capabilities.

10 Also, as part of their certification process to'

11 teach in the classroom or in any environment they are required

12 to do a practice teach, either in the instructor development

N-) 13 one-week program or as part of an intern certification pro-

' 14 cess by which we certify their abilities as an instructor.

15 So, in summary, the instructor evaluation program
.

16 addresses required evaluations. That's not to say that those

17 are the only evaluations that are done. There are other

18 evaluations done on an informal basis, and a hiring evalua-

I' tion is done. In addition to that, the intern certification

20 or instructor development certification evaluation is done.

.

21 It is part of the evaluation process of their instructor
,

!}\ 22 abilities.

23 Q Mr. Newton, can you explain why it is that

24 there seems to have been an influx of instructors in the
meessnes neswwe. Ins.

25 licensed operator group in the past several years?
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#16-10-Suet A (Witness Newton) Yes, ma'am. Several reasons.

2 First of all, I think at the time of the initial hearings

3 in the 1980/81 time frame, as far as strictly relating to

4 licensed operator training in Unit 1, there were basically

5 three individuals who were doing that instruction, Mr. Brown,

6 Mr. Boltz and Mr. Husted.
.

7 Following -- well, first of all, Mr. Boltz was

,
8 promoted initially to the position of supervisor of simulator

9 instruction as-we moved-into expanding our capabilities in

10 the Training Department, which obviously created an instructor

11 vacancy. Mr. Brown indicated a desire to leave his supervisor

12 of. licensed operator training position in 1983, which created

,() *

13 another vacancy. -

14 And based on.several other decisions precluded

15 from using Mr. Husted as a licensed operator instructor.

16 Furthermore, when we originally laid out the scope of our

17 training programs in 1980 and '81 it was done with the

' 18 intention that basically three people could conduct -- excuse

19 me,- the classroom portion of the ongoing classroom portion of

'
20 two programs at any one time.

21 It has become clear to us that'we are often
A
f 22 involved in doing more than two programs at any one given

.23 time and so I think with the 1983 budget we expanded the

24 number of licensed operator instructor billets to five,
Am.penses neewws,ine.

25 which also obviously creates a need to bring in new people.

t
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#16-11-Suet And I guess finally other new people -- and we
2 have alluded to them in other discussions -- have been

,

3 brought in as part of the manning effort to prepare for the,

4 training on the simulator.

5 Q Mr. Ross, in response to questions I believe also
4

6 by Mr. Jordan, you testified that to the best of your recol-
'7 lection no operator had been removed from licensed duties

notwit[hstanding a , good training record because of any8

9 behavioral problem.
4

s 10 Do you still have -- do you have the same
1

II recollection today?

12
_ _

A (Witness Ross) No, ma'am. On further review,
~ -

..

\ 13
"

our second senior most operator and probably the one with
.

Id
the best training record was, in fact, removed from licensed

i 15 duty for attendance problems for a period of approximately
I' '

thirty days. -

\
IIEND #16t

I8Mary f1ws

19

20
1

21

.h
22

23
,

24
ase.pessres nepeessee,Inc.

25'

- -. - - . . - . - - - - . . , . - - . , . - . - . - . - _ _ _ _ . - - .---.-. - . . . . -
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%

Sim 17-1 Q So the fact that he had a good training record

did not include his being removed fron licensed duties for

other reasons?
3

' A (Witness Ross) That is correct.

Q Mr. Ross, did you participate in an NRC forum

on how to give simulator examinations?
er 6

; A Yes, ma'am,.I'did.

Q' I take it you were asked to participate in

that by the NRC staff?

A I received an invitation letter from the NRC
10

11 staff. I feel it was at the urging of our B&W vendor because

I2 of the type of exams we do give. .

/'i .

3 MR. JdRDAN: I object to any further, and in'

.

Id
fact even to that. The question itself wasn't objectionable,.,-

15
but the hearsay discussion of what B&W may have known and

16 what I expect to become hearsay discussion of why someone !

I
II at NRC may have sought Mr. Ross' participation is precisely

18 that. And it seems to me it is rather rank hearsay coming

from the person about whom these favorable, presumably

20 favorable views would have been held.

-

- -2 MS. BAUSER: I didn't know that hearsay was
i !

2'-

necessarily objectionable in these proceedings. I think if

--23
the witness was invited to attend a meeting, Mr. Jordan is

24
~ Ase Federal Reporters, Inc.

free to ask who also was there and any other questions he
25

.

-e- +r-e- -- - - - -p., , . - ,,,e , ,-e.n.. . ,-,,_~ w - m e ,,ee,. , , , , , ,,m , w a-, 4- , -,
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would like to follow up on that. But this is very responsivej

t a line that Mr. Jordan has pursued, namely, why Mr. Ross
2

has any capability to give simulator exams. And I think if
3

O he was invited to participate in something that that certainly
4

g es to show that he is considered by somebody to have some
5

aPability.
6'

JUDGE SMITH: I think that is the. very reason,
7

Y***8

MR. JORDAN: I don't object to testimony that
9

10 in fact if Mr. Ross was to testify, yes, I was invited to

y participate in this, and I believe that was the question
.

j7 and that is why the question wasn't objectionable.

13
The issue then is well why? Who thought you -

,

y were such a great guy and what do they thing and so on. It,
,

indeed, is the case where there is some room for hearsay15

16 testimony and I think there has been quite a bit. But I

j7 think it is a question.of reliability and where the individual

18
in qusstion about whom positive statements have been made

39 is the one relating them, I guess I question whether that

. 20 is the approproprd. ate time for hearsay testimony.

21 JUDGE SMITH: That is somewhat of an indication

k of.questioltable reliability of hearsay. I think we should22

23 . Permit counsel to explore the basis, any possible basis

24 for.him to know why they selected him.before we allow him
Am.FedwW Rooorms, Inc.t

25 to answer.

|'

i
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cim 17-3 See if you can find out the basis for his~

I

understanding of why-he was selected.
2

|
.,

MR. JORDAN: I am'also concerned, Your Honor,
3 ,s

. - that certainly with this discussion we really have quite
4 .

i

essentially a leading examination by the company here,

6 leading him up to the questions that the company clearly

7 wants the answers, that the company clearly wants him to
,

g give.

9 MS. BAUSER: My question was why. I don't con-

10 sider that to be a leading question, and I think that is

11 when Mr. Jordan interceded here, if he knew why he had

I? been chosen. I don't believe that that is a leading

l'h .

(_) . 13 question.

14 JUDGE SMITH: I don't think that in itself is

15 a leading question. It certainly doesn't suggest the

i

16 answer. But it exacerbates the hearsay nature of it as |

If compared to was a reason stated. But I don't think that

18 is the nature of your objection anyway. I don't know.

i

19 Just find out anything that was communicated

I,

' -20 to him as to the basis for his selection.

21 Did they tell you why they selected you, I mean

(3
\ J' 22 the staff?

23 - WITNESS ROSS: In the letter it said because of

24 your experience and interest in-the. simulator exams.
: Ams-Faderal Recotters, Inc.

25 BY MS. BAUSER:

-- - , - . - . . .-. - .-- - - . - . . . . - . - .. . . . -
.
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2

Sim'17-4 Q Mr. Ross, were there representatives there from
y

every utility in the country, this forum that you attended?
2

A (Witness Ross) No, ma'am. There was somewhat
'

O limited attendance.
4

Q Mr. Ross, during your cross-examination by
5

Mr. Jordan, refernce was made to page 16 and 17 of your
6

7 deposition which is dated October 25, and in particular to

8 a statement you made about the oral examination evaluations

9 you give'which involved "some arbitrary judgment." And I

10 beli6ve that you use the word " arbitrary" both in reference

11 to judgments you make and in terms of the number at which

17 people pass when they take an oral exam.
(~3
V 13 Could you explain.what you meant by the word

14 " arbitrary"?

15 A The word " arbitrary," I truely would not have

16 wanted to use. I think a better word would be subjective

17 type judgment, and I think in my follow-up testimony I

18 did'use the word " subjective."

19 Q Mr. Ross, do you believe that the oral examinations

20 are useful in predicting an operator's performance on the

21 job?
.-

kJ 22 .A Very much so.

2? Q 'Why, or how I guess..is a better question.

24 A I will attempt to answer both. I think it
: Acessupre amo.wes, Inc.

25 gives you a unique opportunity, first of all, to do some

_ _ _ _ = _ . . . - . . - __ . ..- - _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _-_...- _ _ , _ . - , . - _ . _ _
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Sfm17-5 1 things that can't be done any place else. It is to go into

2 the plant and see if he truely has an understanding of

(~) 3 the equipment.
'O

4 It also gives you an opportunity not afforded

5 you on a written exam nor applicable when you are in a

6 shnulator upset condition to exlore avenues where you feel

7 he has a weakness. He has said something that leads you

8
to believe that he doesn't know what he is talking about and

9
on a written exam it may get by. You will say well.show me

10
how that is done, or something like that. I think it

11
affords you a unique opportunity to really interrogate the

17
<w guy and determine the level of his performance as it is
(_) ''

' '

13
applicable to the job. -

14
Q Am I correct, Mr. Ross, that when oral examinatione

15

are given to individuals on shift by a supervisory personnel, |
16 '

a foreman or supervisor, that the examination is not given

17
by a supervisor of people on his own shift? Is that right? .

18
MR. JORDAN: I object. That is about as

!

19
leading as a question can get.

20
JUDGE SMITH: Well, it was already asked and

21

(] answered ---
\_/

22
MS. BAUSER: It reallyfis just a predicate,

23

Judge Smith. I think it was asked and answered, too, but-

Ace-F.ww.i neoonm, inc.

25 I wanted to have some context for my next question.

J~. .i _ -

-s

,. - . _ __
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Sim 17-6 JUDGE SMITH: To the extent that you are justj

P acing your next question in context, we will allow thel
2

answer, r y u can remind us that that was the previous
3

O testimony, whatever you choose.
4

That was your testimony, wasn't it?
5

WITNESS ROSS: Yes, sir, for purposes of
6

requal. Other personnel that they don't work directly for
7 ,

give the oral examinations.
8

BY MS. BAUSER:
9

0 Is this process regarded favorably or what do
10

y the operators think acout this process?

MR. JORDAN: I object. Again there needs
1?

to be a basis for any statement by someone who is not an
13

'

operator as to h'ow they know what the operators think ab'outy

15 the process.

16 MS. BAUSER: I don't understand the objection.

17 MR. JORDAN: No foundation for the question.
..

|
18 MS. BAUSER: Mr. Ross' testimony is directed almostl

!
39 exclusively, his prefiled testimony, to the operator attitude

,

20
approach to the job. There has been a tremendous amount

21
of testimony on Ross' familiarity with the operators' views.

O. 22
MR. JORDAN: This is a very specific point that

23
is being asked about it. It is not a general question of

24
Ace-Federst Renotters, Inc. operator attitudes.

25
MS. BAUSER: If he doesn't know, he can say I

a'
= _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _
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Sim 17-7 1 don't know.

2 JUDGE SMITH: That is right, but I think his

3(3 answer should begin with any basis that he has for knowing
V

4 what they think about it. But he has already testified about

5 his interchanges with them. So he has given us already a

4 broad basis. Now you are talking about the narrow basis and|

7 do you have a basis for answering the question, Mr. Ross?

8 WITNESS ROSS: Yes, sir, I think I do.

9 JUDGE SMITH: The question being what do operators

10 think about somebody from another shift.

II MS. BAUSER; What do they think about the process

|
12 of.a co-worker I think was the word you used in earlier

|'r): ? . testimony 'giving them an oral exam.Is 13

.
.

Id WITNESS ROSS: I think they feel positive about

15 it, if I may answer the question.
i

30 JUDGE SMITH: Well, wait a minute. .

II MR. JORDAN: There exactly is the problem. We ;

18
| didn't get a foundation before there was an opinion given.

39 This is a specific question, and in order to have an opinion

20 about it, Mr.-Ross has to talk to people about the specific

21 issue,

n);
22 MS. BAUSER: Well, let me ask him this.

'23 ~ BY MS. BAUSER:.

,

24
Q Have anybody complained?

A.pe no,,,, ine.

JUDGE SMITH: Well, in the first place, how did

i
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you get from -- and I am going now to the substance of the

questioni-- how did you get from supervisory people from
2

another shift to co-worker?- How did you get there?
3

g-)s\_ MS. BAUSER: Let me explain. I think this is

my doing, Judge Smith.

I was going to ask the question that I ultimately

asked about co-workers giving orals and how that was viewed,
7

but I didn't want the question to be ambiguous because the

co-worker is in fact not somebody on that shift. So I

wanted to clarify the point before I used the language that
10

was.used earlier in this proceeding about co-workers giving3,

17 orals -and that.~ I did not mean by that somebody on the same

/~3 -
.

-(J 13 shift.
*

-
t

-
.

14 So I simply wanted to clarify that point first

15 and then move on to the point that I really wanted the
.

16 witness to address.

17 JUDGE SMITH: Did you want to be heard?

18 MR. JORDAN: I am not sure where we are.
|

'
19 JUDGE SMITH: So what you mean by co-worker are

20 those people who give the exam from the other. shift?

21 MS. BAUSER: .Another licensed operator.

L22 JUDGE SMITH: Of whatever. rank and from whatever

23 ' source. 'All right.

24 Now that you understand the question, now before
| Ame-Faulsral Reporters, Inc.

25 you answer the question please explain if you have a basis

\
, . - . _ - - - . - . - - . - - . -
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Sim 17-94

1 for answering the question. Do you have any information that

2 enables you to answer the question?

- 3 WITNESS ROSS: Yes, sir, I think I have the

4 information. I make out the schedule for which these are'

5 given and there has never been what I would call a complaint

6 or any disrespect voiced to me over how we do this and,how

7 we administer or orals at the time of requalification.

.

8 Additionally, I am very close to the operators

9 Land I talk to them often,'and I am sure, they are a very

10 vocal bunch, that if there was a problem with this procedure,

'I that I would surely know about it.

U JUDGE SMITH: So your testimony is not that you
.,

s 13 have heard affirmative statements favoring the-process, but

14 it is that you believe you would have. heard disparging remarks

15 about the process-if they had felt that way?.

'
- 16 WITNESS ROSS: That is true.

II BY MS. BAUSER:

18 Q Mr. Ross, do you believe that the operators

'I' would respond. favorably _to being given oral examinations
i

20 by individuals who work at Three Mile Island who were not

21 licensed.on the plant? .

V)% . 22 MR. JORDAN: 'I object again. I think the last

"23 question and colloquy demonstrated exactly the reason'that.

24 a foundation is needed to understand ~ precisely what the
: As.-r.e-e n anc.

25 basis for an answer is, and the same problem exists here.

.r .__ _ _ . , . . . . _ _ _ , _ . _ . _ ._._.__._ _ _ ___,._ _ _._._
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Sim'17-10 Do you believe that the operators would react in such andj

such a way.i

2

MS. BAUSER: I think Mr. Ross is entitled to give
3

his opinion. Whether Mr. Jordan thinks that is not very
4

valuable is his entitlement.
5

MR. JORDAN: The question is whether he has6

talked to somebody about it or not. What is the basis for
7

the statement he would make?
8

9 .
He works.every day with these people.MS. BAUSER:

.

10 JUDGE SMITH: Let's make an accommodation. He

'

has already testified in this hearing and in other hearingsu

37 of his close involvement with the operators in the operation'

'

13 and in the training process. He has testified serveral times.

14 that he' talks to them a lot. So we have already established

15
that there is a broad basis, as you have observed, and that

16
there is opportunity.-

17
Now instead of going through each time saying

,

18
well, let's have a particular basis, let's ask Mr. Ross

19
to. explain the basis for his answer and be sensitive to not

-20
making. answers for which he has no basis for. And then if

21
- you are not happy with his explanation, well then we can

h: 22
'

address it.

-. 21 - f
I think he has already laid the broad base for

i 24
.

4 p.inse n n ine. having an opportunity to know the answers to these questions,
' 25

but let's ask him if he will give the particular reason for

t:
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Sim 17-11 his answer.
1

MR. JORDAN: I am perfectly happy with that,
2

Your Honor. The trouble that I am having, and I have no

desire to string this csut, is that I think the last -- perhaps
4

with your guidance just given that will solve the problem,
5

but the last set of questions resulted in precisely the
6

problem that could have arisen.
7

The question was what do they think about the
8

co-workers giving the orals, and I believe his testimony
9

initially was to the effect of oh, very positive.

Well, it turned out that he didn't know whether

it wa's positive or not. What he knew was he hadn't gotten

[]
any objections to it.

JUDGE SMITH: All right. -

,

MR. JORDAN: So it is very important that it

be specific when a question is specific. It is.notta

general attitude question.

JUDGE SMITH: All right. Now you have heard

this, discussion, Mr. Ross. What we are going to ask you

to do is if you don't have a basis for the' question, explain

'that. If.you'do have a basis for the question, answer it

and explain your opportunity to know your answer.

WITNESS ROSS: In response to Ms. Bauser's last

question, I do have firsthand information to answer that.

""*']' We had many times, or at times we had oral
"

:
-

. _ _ _ _
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Sim 17-12 schedules that were a little different than we are doing now,
1

and the operators expressed violent opposition to people
,

examining them who they felt were not as qualified as they. I
3 1q

' kJ One, didn't possess a license or, two, in some cases weren't
4

currently knowledgeable in the plant.

One of the things we did was to take and break

up and have a hierarchy of oral examinations, and from what

I have gotten back I know that it is a positive response.
,

They respect their suparvisory people and they look forward
9

to demonstrating their knowledge to them.
10

MR. JORDAN: What was the question that was
ij

.

being answered?
12

'

' JUDGE SMITH: To see what would be the reaction-

y ,

*

of operators to be examined by non-licensed people other thany,

Co-Workers, outsiders.

iMS. BAUSER: People working at Three Mile Island
16

who were not licensed was I think the' terminology I used.
j7

JUDGE SMITH: As contrasted to the earlier question'

where they didn't complain about being examined by licensedi- 19.

I - 20
people.

.MR. JORDAN: Okay. I am not clear that is what
21

X.(). 22
was answered, but I guess we will proceed.

JUDGE SMITH:- I thought it was pretty clear..23

MR. JORDAN: Well, I understood the answer to24
As.4esers n co,$.e., Inc.

25 be that there was great opposition to people examining

\;
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Sim 17-13
1 the operators when those people were not as knowledgeable

2 - as the operators were, and this was at a time when they 1

_ 3 had different schedles for these orals, and that, further,

4 they respected the supervisory people and want to show-

5 their knowlege to the supervisors.

6 I didn't get anything about who the people were

7 that they didn't like to be examined by.

8 JUDGE SMITH: Well, that was in the question.

9 .I.donft-think'that was the question he was answering. So

' 10 we have to assume that he was ---

U MR. JORDAN: I think this illustrates the problem
i

12 of proceeding with the general without establishing the

! ]h 13 foundation.' Ireallydon'tthinkthatit is necessarily-

14
the case that -- it may be the case, but it is certainly

15 not1necessarily-the case, and I don't think really'the
16

record.would fairly reveal that.Mr. Ross was talking about

17
non-licensed people.1

,; 19
All..I could get.out of what he said was he

19 i
was talking 'about, people not as qualified as the people who_ i

20
were being examined.

~

21
JUDGE SMITH: That is if you take his answer9. 3

|}~) '22
i separated from the question he was answering.

,

.23
In any event, let's establish it. I think,

24

, a e.s=3 n oorm., inc. Mr. Jordan, that the point is worth hearing about.

25
MR. JORDAN: Oh, I agree.

;--. - - - - . - - - . - . . - - - . - - . - - - - . - . . . . - - - . - . . . - . . - - - . .,
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*
1 JUDGE SMITH: And I think that one way or the

2 other we will accommodate your concerns. I would just as

3 soon accommodate them as the question is asked and answered

4 rather than wait until cross because that is messy.

5 MR. JORDAN: I decided to pursue it now rather

6 than wait for cross for the record.

7 JUDGE SMITH: And I think that is quite

8 appropriate.

9 Now let's hear from Mr. Ross. In your last

10 answer were you speaking in the examples you gave of that

'I experience in which others other than licensed supervisors>

12 were gliring the orals? To whom were you alluding?

13 WITNESS ROSS: I was alluding to that. I was

Id alluding to some training personnel who perhaps did not have

15 as high a license classification or perhaps not a current
I,.

16 license, had been licensed previously. The operators really

17 objected to that. They felt that the shift supervisory i

18 personnel were the most qualified available, and since we

" have instituted the program that is how we do our oral

20 examinations. We have had no complaints other than the fact

21 that they are.hard, but that is something we can live with.

(vD 22 JUDGE SMITH: Do you see any additional benefit

23 ininhaving the teacher student relationship enjoying the
i

24 supervisory / supervised relationship? The point I am getting
: was-w n.oonn., inc.

25 to is is that a desirable relationship to have a supervisor

_ . -__ . _ _ _ _ ._ ._ . ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ - _ . _ _ _ _ . _ .
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Sim 17-15 looked to both as a person of authority and as a person
3

who teaches, or don't you know?
2

WITNESS ROSS: I think that is a desirable

.

relationship, yes.4

JUDGE SMITH: However, as you pointed out, you5

6 g from supervisors from other shifts.

WITNESS ROSS: Yes, sir.7

. cnd Sim 8
Joe fois

.9

10

11

17

'

13 ,

14 .

15

,

16

17.

.
18

1

19

20

21

/3 .

U 22
.

'

-23

24
: Am.Fasere neooriers, Inc.

,

25

l.
_ . . . . _ . . . - _ _ . . _ . . _
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1 Q Mr. Newton, TMIA asked some questions about the

2 management interface meetings that are conducted at Three
a

3 Mile Island. Do you know -- could you explain who established

'

those meetings, and what the purpose was of establishing those4

.

5 meetings?

6 A (Witness Newton) Yes, ma'am. The management

7 interface meetings were, in fact, established by Mr. Hukill,
,,

8 and the purpose was really several fold.

9 One,- to provide -an opportunity for the people at

10 the operator level, or at the maintenance worker level, to

11 be given an updated status on numerous things, specifically

12 current events, if you will, current involvement 6f the

q\_/ - 13 Company in various areas. . ,

*

14 It was also provided to give them an opportunity

15 to ask questions that they had. We did discuss this yesterday.

16 I have participated in the management interface meetings

17 because typicalIly Mr. Hukill, in addition to either he or

18 one of his direct reports, that is Mr. Colletz or Mr. Toole,

19 in addition to those individuals rotating through these

20 interface meetings, they bring typically a supervisor or
,

21 manager from a support division, or one of the other divisions
.

\- 22 at the plant to talk about interfaces that are going on.

23 For example, when I-spoke, or was involved in the

24 meeting, it was to do -- I briefed the individuals there on
m n wewr., Inc.

25 where we were with the status of the simulators.
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1
One of the things that Mr. Hukill points out to

2 people, from the last one that I was with him at, the last

3 series, was that he made the point repeatedly that he has an
f

4 open door policy, but that he also believes in the chain of

5 command, and that he would expect people before they came to

6 him with a problem to attempt to resolve that problem at

7 their other levels of supervision.

8 The kinds -- some of the other kinds of questions

9 that -he gets are of a general nature, such that when is the
,.

10 North parking lot going to get paved?

11 Things like that. Specific questions relating to

12 the questions we had yesterday relate back to the chain of

13 command issue, and he has specifically told people, in addition

' ' -
14 to himself having an open door, and encouraging people to see

15 their supervisor in an attempt to resolve them, resolve their

16 problems with them prior to coming to him. He has also reminded

peoplethatiftheydon'tfeeltheycangetsatisfactionanywheqe17

18 in their line of responsibility, that there is an Ombudsman

19 Program,.and Mr.~Ross referred to that yesterday.

20 Q I have a question, and I am not sure which of the

21 panel members would be the best to answer it. With respect

<^3
kl 22 to some questions you were asked by the Board about procedural

23 - modifications and changes that are made to the operations plant

24 manual, one of you stated that these documents were assigned to
m menorms. Inc.

25 an owner. Is that correct? Am I restating what you said this
,

,_ - - -. .-_v --r--..,.-,_m- -.-- e . , . . , , _ . . , , . . . , . . , . , , , . e. .,, . _ , . - _ . _ . , . . _ - . . - , , -
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1

1
morning correctly?

2 A (Witness Ross) I believe that was me, Ms. Bauser,

3 and yes, the operations manual sections are assigned to an

O
4 owner. Procedures in the plant are, in fact, assigned to

5 an owner, and wherever possible, those two are the same person.

6 Q What kind of person, in terms of job classification,

7 can be an owner?

8 A To be an owner, in the case of operating procedures,

9 they are the shift stpervisors. We. broke down amongst the
.

10 six shifts, so nobody below a shift supervisor in our chain

11 basically owns a procedure.

12 There are some exceptions to that. Engineers may

/~'s .
.

(/ 13' own procedures. 'Mr. Toole may own a procedure, particularly

14 in the Admin area, but I guess the thing is below that level

15 there_are no procedure owners. 'There is no level down to the

16 worker or clerical type person. .

17 Q When a change is made in a procedure, for example

-18 due to a modification in the plant, why do you have confidence,

19 Mr. Ross, that procedure has, in fact, been changed to

20 correspond to the modification?

21 A In trying to explain that previously, I don't think
.;, ,

N-} 22 I really laid out what I wanted to say. What I mean to say is

23 that we have -a check list as part of our Admin procedures, that

24 when a change in the plant goes in there are certain things,
m n poewe , Inc.

25 and I think it is 42 steps that must be completed.

e
. - . - . - - - - _
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|
1

i Among those steps, are the fact that procedure
'

2 changes must be made, completed. The power plant manual

3 or operations manual, whatever you wish to call it, must be

4 changed.

"3 Under some circumstances, and it is not my decision,

6 it is Mr. "oole -- what happens, they bring us a package and

7 say: Here is a piece we installed in your plant. Will you
<

8 accept?

9 At-that-point, Mr. Toole will go over the check

10 list and say the procedure changes aren't issued to the field.

11 on that check list it will tell them where they are, and he will

12 say I will not accept ~it until that is done, in which case we
-

(- .

, f ( )y 13 go back and get it issued..

14 If the changes are udnor, and we are going to issue

15 -it, it still doesn't drop through the crack, so to speak. There

16 is a PCR issued, and that is a Procedure Change Request, issued<

17 from each department.

18 Additionally, on the tracking meeting that we have

19 is'on-going, the plant status meeting. The incomplete items

20 are tracked on' a basis by our plant management a level 'above

21 me, so there is no way for it to disappear. Plus, it is
~

3-- 22 already in the chain at the individual department level.

' 23 Q Mr.. Newton, was-Mr. Husted under your supervision.

;

24 .at the time that the Special Masters Report and then the
| m Repo,w,s, Inc.

25 Licensing Board. decision came out in this case?

'
. _ _ _ _ _ _.
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1 MR. JORDAN: I object. I don't recall that

.

3eing within the scope of the cross examination.2

.

3 MS. BAUSER: This is a follow up to questions askede-

.f
4 by the Licensing Board of Dr. Long, and I thought that Mr.

5 Newton, because of his position in the organization, could

6 respond with more first hand information on what happened to

7 Mr. Husted in the training organization at TMI after those

8 decisions.

9 "MR.' JORDAN: It is peculiar to use some other

i

10 cross to establish what should be done here.

II JUDGE SMITH: It is difficult for parties to know
,

12 how to handl,e Board questions. If you don't object I would
(3 -

.

(_) 13 like to hear the answer. I think it is important. .

.

14 MR. JORDAN: I am sorry. Could I have the question

15 back.

16 MS. BAUSER: The' question was really just a

17 preliminary one of whether- a' Mr. Husted was within Mr. Newton's

18 organization at the time. That is not the important question.

I9 MR.~ JORDAN: What is the important question?

20 MS. BAUSER: Well, I am getting there.

2I JUDGE SMITH: Do you recall the context in which the
p :-
"") 22 question was asked?
t

-23 MR. JORDAN: The question you are referring to, Your

24
| m Reporem,Inc. Honor, is the question asked by the Board of Dr. Long?
;
; 25 JUDGE SMITH: By me, yes.

. - .- -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . . _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ . - - _ _ .
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MR. JORDAN: No, I don't.j

JUDGE SMITH: The direct testimony of that panel
2

3 was that they have a system of treating their training

O'

4 personnel appropriately, promotions, and they have a nice,
>

5 happy'little shop there, and I asked them to reconcile that

6 testimony with what happened to Mr. Husted, as to whose treatment
; .

7 I sagg6sted was unfair.
..

MR. JORDAN: And that was within the scope of Dr.g

:9 Iong's testimony?

10 JUDGE SMITH: Yes, that was in the scope of Dr.

~ 11 Long's testimony. It was squarely in the scope of Dr. Long's
,

12 testimony. He was, in fact, discussing this. At the top of

1, O is 'the gaea he said We11, we surrendered his 11 cense at the
-

-

14 request of the Governor, and the next paragraph says: We

15 got a real good promotion management policy going here which'

16 really instil'ls good morale among our people, and.I asked him
,

17 to reconcile those two actions. -

18 And I suggested that the treatment to Mr. Husted

19 was unfair, and inconsistent with that testimony.

~ 20 It is a Board question, and I think they should

21 address it.

22 MR. JORDAN: It wasn't within the scope of this

t

- 23 panel'. s . tes timony .

' 24 JUDGE SMITH: You are correct, it was not. I

, Ass.passrm neserwr., Inc.

25 said if you don't object, I would like to hear the answers.

.

0

,,,-,,--e , - , ., .w---- r- , . , . , , , - - , ,,,_n-,,+.,-,--,,,,-..,n-n,n-,,---,,.---._--_.n..,~ , - + _ . - , _ . - --
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j MR. JORDAN: That is what I was pondering. Dr.
.

2 Long did answer the question, right?
f

3 JUDGE SMITH: Yeah. He said, well, we have a

O'
4 qualification in there.

5 MR. JORDAN: I am sorry.

6 JUDGE SMITH: Yeah, he did answer the question.

7 He said read this statement carefully, we have a qualification,

8 and there was one. I wish I had the testimony, but I don't.

9 MS.-BAUSER: The statement was: In summary, I

10 believe that as with Mr. Frederick, GPUN's handling of Mr.

11 Husted since the cheating hearings demonstrated our commitment

12 to address employee performance attitude problems, resolve

13 them if possible, and then to advance employees appropriately

14 based on their performance.

15 JUDGE. SMITH: -And then he pointed out the phrase,

16 'if possible.''

1- 17 MS. BAUSER: Yes.

18 MR. JORDAN: Well, I won't object then.

,

19 MR. AU:- I am not sure that was the' response to the

20 question.

-21 JUDGE SMITH: Perhaps the parties have not had a
-

22 ' full appreciation of why I have raised this point. I think,

23 'I have-explained it, but let me explain it again.- I have

24 two considerations. One is that Board's have responsibilities
Am.pensee inesenses, ins.

25 not only to decide the facts before them, but as representatives-

~ ~
.. . . - _ - - - - - - . . . . - _ _ _ . _ _ - - - _ - - - _ _ _ . ,
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1 of the Commissioners, we have a responsibility to assure that

2 the hearing process itself is fair, and does not bring about

3 unfair results.

4 We have -- let me explore that. I have a concern

5 that the hearing process has resulted in unfair treatment to

6 Mr. Husted. That virtually a one snapshot of his career,

7 his employment'. history, has seriously affected his career.

8 Not only that, but that one snapshot happened to.

9 be'a snapshot'~of a man' showing his disagreement with the U.

10 S. Government, and that is the worst kind of attitude to

11 punish somebody for in a Federal Government proceeding.

12 I mean this is a fundamental constitutional right

(- ), '

s 13 to disagria with your " government * so long as you comply with

14 its laws.

15 Now, that was my concern about the first. My

16 second point is that I am concerned about an adverse effect

17 on' safety when persons found to be competent are removed from

18 their role, a substitute placed, and the respect, the adverse

19 effect to safety, that disrespect for our process might

; 20 engender.
|

21 I think for our process to gain respect, it must
r f,~)

N/ 22 be fair. And that is my concern within the scope of adjudication.
|
'

23 I don't know if'that has ever been explained. I think it is

24 an'important matter, and I am not sure how far our jurisdiction
, Aeresores neporwes,ine.

25 goes, but I think it does encompass this concern.

_-
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1 MR. AU: With respect to the first concern that
1

2 you had, I have some concern about your perceived unfairness

3 of the settlement the Commonwealth entered into with the

4 Licensee.

5 The problem in this hearing, and it is a closed

6 matter, it is not before this tribunal, and was fully adjudicated,

7 before the Appeals Board. Now, my reading of the Appeals Board

8 decision indicates that they have a different assessment of

9 .the facts than yours.
:

10 JUDGE SMITH: That is right,

i :

11 MR. AU: And my concern here is that you are imposing
i :
'

12 your view of the' facts on the rest of us, who were personally

l'3 not involved' in the discussions, the settlemefit of dispdtes.'

.
. .

.

14 JUDGE. SMITH:- I am imposing my view of the facts

15 on persons who were not involveed in the settlement of the

16 disputes.

17 MR. AU: Yes. I mean you asked Dr. Long concerning

.

18 a version of the facts which you had on that setitlement, and
!

i19 then you questioned me about it, and I was not personally

20 familiar with the facts of that matter.
&

'

21 JUDGE SMITH: My concern, and you in fact have not

.
22 been'a party to the hearing, from the very beginning of this

1

.23 hearing we have afforded the Commonwealth a special -- special
.

24 privileges, and the Licensee has never objected. We have,

mm.sesww nes==re, i e.,

25 allowed the, particularly in the emergency planning aspect of it ;
,

,

' =
_ . - . - - - - - . - . . - - - . - _ - - . . - . - .
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1 to inquire into virtually anything they want to.

2 And they have taken advantage of it, and produced

3 I believe a lot of good information. We have allowed them to

4 use the hearing process just simply to learn things, in

5 addition to litigate things, and there has been, as a result,

i

6 I think a very good contribution.

7 Now, you say it is a matter that is not within our

8 perview. I think it is. We are not attempting to disobey the

9 Appeal-Board's ruling that we'did not' handle Mr. Husted

10 correctly. That is the law of the case, and I understand

11 that.
.

12 However, the remand to us is of a broad nature, I

13 guess.' The parties have interpreted it as being broad, and

14 the question of operator attitude has come into the hearing,

15 and the question of employee attitute has come into the hearing,

16 and the statement was made in the direct' testimony. I thought

17 that the two facts were inconsistent. I do not have to accept

18 intellectually, for the purpose of making findings of fact,

19 inconsistences in testimony where they exist.

20 I mean, I don't have to accept intellectually
7

21 where I see what I perceive to be an inconsistency in Dr.
,
,

- 22 Long's testimony.

23 My particular concern was when we listened to the

24 evidence -- we listened to a large record, and we make a
Amfederal Repe,ters, Inc.

25 decision based upon some understanding of what the result will

_ - - . - - - . - - - - _ _ . - . . _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ .._.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _.- _ _ -
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1 be, and then there is an outside the record adjustment of

2 the result, perhaps had we known of that adjustment, we would

_

3 have come to a different conclusion on the evidentiary record.

End 18- 4
Su1T fols.
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#19-1-Suet 1 Perhaps there would have been other conditions.

2 Perhaps we would have taken some other actions. We would

3 have placed other conditions.

4 MR. AU: But in the context of adjudication and

5 contested litigations parties settle disputes all the time
,

,

6 outside the. courtroom. And I --
.

7 JUDGE SMITH: Yes, that's true, they do. But

8 this is not a hearing in which we were assigned the re->

.

9 sponsibility to simply decide who, between you parties, has

! 10 prevailed by the preponderance of the evidence.
p

11 The Commission, in this particular Notice of4

12 Hearing, charged this Board with, independent of what the

- 13 parties do, making basic findings. k
'

14 Furthermore, we are remanded on one issue, the

15 Dieckamp mailgram issue, simply because we failed to pursue

16 on our own a correct result.

17 So this is a different case. This is not simply
, ,

18 an adversary case. We have been given special instructions

19 from the Commission to come up with a correct result.

20 MR. AU: Well, I don't perceive it as broadly

21 as that.- I thought --
,

' - 22 JUDGE SMITH: Well, that's why we are back here

'23 on'the mailgram issue.

24 MR. AU: I thought that was to define additional
A m. pense neuer m e,ine.

25 facts which were not discovered before --

_. __ _ ._ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ , . _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _
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#19-2-Suet 1 JUDGE SMITH: Have you read the Notice of

2 Hearing?

|'~} 3 MR. AU : Yes, I have.
O

4 JUDGE SMITH: Okay. Well, that's our interpreta-

5 tion of it.

6 MS. BERNABEI: Judge Smith, I didn't mean to

7 interrupt but I would just like to put TMIA's position on

8 the record., And I haven't been privy to the earlier parts

9 of this hearing so perhaps I'm misspeaking.

10 But, first of all, I think the Board is charged

11 with making a decision with only on-the-record evidence.

12 JUDGE SMITH: That's right.
g ,

,V 13 MS. BERNABEI: And I think this Board, just as

14 any adjudicatory -- any Board or Judge that sits in a case

15 such as this should encourage, not discourage, accommodations

V 16 and compromises between the parties.

17 JUDGE SMITH: Yes.

18 MS. BERNABEI: And I think comments that discourage

19 those are not good. And that would be my first comment.

20 But I think more importantly, and I know we had

21 this disagreement with the Board on the Dieckamp mailgram_x

)
#

22 issue as well, I think Ehe Board's focus should be on the
*| :

lEe 23 management's integrity, not'the individual operators or any

24 individuals such as Mr. Husted.
'

www H.po,w,3, Inc.

25 TMIA's position has always been that the problems

.

9

N
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#19-3-Suet 1 in operator attitudes start at the top. And the Board's

2 focus should be on the top. And just as we felt in the

n 3 Dieckamp mailgram issue, it was not a criminal type of
V

4 proceedings to put Mr. Dieckamp himself but rather the
; ,3

5 corporation and its management in question.
,

6 Similarly, in this proceeding the operator;,

7 attitudes, including Mr. Husted's, we believe reflect on
*

I

8 management's attitude and that's really the.important thing

9 I think since they are the people that manage the corpora-
1 .\-.

'

;- 10 tion and ultimately responsible for.the safety at TMI.

11 With regard to Mr. Husted, it's not merely he -

12 had a disagreement with the government. I think Intervenors,

13 _such as TMI, and in proceedings such as this, have large *

,

-r

14 disagreements with the government, the NRC staff. The' *
3

'
15 ' problem is he didn't cooperate with the NRC staff in the

16 investigation. And that's a very different matter than merely
i
,

17 disagreeing on principles. And that is in violation of NRC

.

18 regulations, the spirit if not the letter.

19 JUDGE SMITH: I don't know if we have -found that.

20 ,'I don't know if he has ever been found to be in violation of

-. 21 regulations.
'

'

22 MS. BERNABEI( What I'm saying, that would be'-

'
L ,

'

23 TMIA's position and other parties position in this hearing.
'

I' 24 And I think it is a trivialization of that to
m n ,w., inc. .

,

25 simply say he had.an intellectual disagreement with the
p ,-

,
,:

* ~

I. . _ _ . . . . _ _ . . . _ . . . _ . _ _ . . - _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ . _ . _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ . - . _ - _ _ , , . _ . . _ . . ~ _.-_ -
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#19-4-Suet 1 government. That's not the case. And it is a serious

2 matter.

(} But I think the larger issue really is whether3

4 or not the Board should be focusing on Mr. Husted and the

5 kind of disciplinary action that was taken against Mr. Husted,

6 on management and whether they are responsible for Mr. Husted

7 and others like him with that kind of poor attitude.

8 JUDGE SMITH: I appreciate your advice on it.

9 MS. BAUSER: Judge Smith, I would like to simply

10 say that I agree with TMIA's suggestion here that the focus

II of this issue in this proceeding is on management's. treatment

12 of Mr. Husted; and, in fact, the reason I raised the issue
,

( )
'''

13 here today with Mr. Newton is precisely for that reason,
-

,

14 because of a concern that implications were being drawn about

IS Dr. Long, in particular, and management in general and how,,

.

16 the Company handled that question.

17 And this witness is in the best position I

18 think to talk about that in detail.

19 MR. JORDAN: Your Honor, I think I kicked off

20 thic littic -- what we are just going through.

21,m (Laughter.)
)

'

22 And I will return to, I think, where I began on

23 a much narrower point than has been discussed, and I think I

24 will stand on the objection that the issue was not part of
' Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 the cross to which this is to be redirect. And I don't even
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#19-5-Suet 1 perceive it to have been part of the testimony in the first

2 place.

(~} 3 And the Board did address the issue of concern
x_/

4 to it in discussing with Dr. Long, whose testimony did

5 address the issue. This is not the appropriate place to do

6 it. And I, therefore, object.

7 JUDGE SMITH: So it's your position that -- is

8 it your position that the Board's inquiry was inappropriate,

9 Mr. Jordan?

10 MR. JORDAN: I'm sorry. With Dr. Long?

11 JUDGE SMITH: Yes.

12 MR. JORDAN: No. I'm not addressing that, Your
o .

('-')
'

-

13 Honor. This is not Dr. Long's testimony.
'

,

14 JUDGE SMITH: You are talking simply about the,

15 scope?

16 MR. JORDAN: Yes. You examined Dr. Long with

17 respect to an issue that was within the scope of his

18 testimony. That's not objectionable.

19 JUDGE SMITH: You are concerned that the Board

20 is going to make an inference based upon my remarks that the

21 management has not handled Mr. Husted's --,s

t 1

22 MS. BAUSER: I think one of two things --

~ 23 JUDGE SMITH: -- reassignment fairly, therefore,

24 we make bad inferences about the management's abilities?
Acefederal Reporters, Inc.

25 MS. BAUSER: Well, I think there is that, and
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#19-6-Suet 1 there is also the one that you have alluded to a few minutes

2 ago, namely whether Dr. L'ong had really thought through his

3 statement in his testimony and whether he was in fact in-
d(~s

4 consistent in terms of whether this Company is committed

5 to resolving problems that may arise with its employees and

6 providing them with opportunities as they become available.

7 Mr. Newton worked hand in hand with Mr. Husted.

8 He can address the question of Mr..Husted's reaction. He

'9 can talk'about'how the' people around Mr. Husted reacted; and

10 if we are interested in the attitudes of people, which these

11 parties seem to be particularly interested in this hearing,

12 this witness c,an address that question.
4

. ( 13 (The Board members are conferring.)
.

14 JUDGE SMITH: I have even an additional concern,

15 and that is, as I stated in the exchange with Dr. Long, I

16 said my concern was that when the time comes th'at a person's

17 career is damaged because he didn't show the proper. respect

18 to an agency of the U. S. Government, then I want to make

19 sure that my participation in that process does not add to

20 diat - eff ect . And that is a concern I do have.

21 And I even have a larger concern, and that is

O 22 that we have moved into an area which, as Mr. Au points out,

23 was a settlement made after the record was closed. And, as

24 he points out, is an area in which the Appeal Board has
A= Fessres nepoems, Inc.

25 obviously disagreed with me. And my concern about the abuse
|

._ _ _- _ _. . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . , _ _ - - - . ._ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ , . _ _ _
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#19-7-Suet) of the process in which I am participating in is a very

|_ 2 subtle point. And I don't believe that I can, in the
:

.

_

3 environment present, I don't believe that I can explain it.-

4 And I don't believe that I can -- I certainly cannot convince,
,

5 or I haven't been able to convince so far anybody of my point.
i

6 But I move to another point, and that is after

j 7 we make our decision we are powerless. And I'm concerned --

8 and we don't have much power as we sit here now. And I'm

9 concerned that if we make these too sharp of an issue, and

10 these people become the focus of bitterness and dispute, we

11 will.even hurt them more.
i

12 And I simply don't know what to do. But I am
j . .

,

s 13 concern'd that the process which I am charged, with the othere

: 14 otwo Board members, of managing fair ends up in a result which
i.

15 is abhorrent to me and I'm powerless to control it. Just

16 appreciate my_ frustration, and I think that I will just, for

17 fear of doing greater damage, I think I will just be silent-

18 on it for now.
'

s-
.

'

19 Except I want to clarify one point. I did not --

20 yes, I was critical -- I was putting Dr. Long in a difficult

21 position there in the question and I will have to say I took

22 the opportunity -- the opportunity was there, and I took ad-

23 vantage of it because it was a point that I wanted to make.

24 And I used the testimony as an opportunity. And
Ase.csserm neswim,Inc.

25 I had the chance to do it. But I'm also sensitive to the

.. . - - .-_-.---- - - -
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|

#19-8-Suet 1 fact that there are many people in many jobs involved and

2 that decisions can't always be made ideally for everybody.

- 3 So I really don't see any need for any further pursuing of it.

4 If I am concerned that the process is being

I 5 abused, under Commission procedures I can communicate directly

'

6 with the commissioners.

7 Still, there is this one point, and I would,,

8 appreciate cooperation. If the record that we are being --

9 'tdun record 'that we are managing, and the record we are

'

10 building here, is being used for a purpose that we don't know

11 about, it simply isn't fair to anybody and we ought to have

12 full disclosure, because it could effect the conditions that

-

13 we might impose and the results we*might come to.
:

I - 14 How.do we -- how can we recommend proper condi-

15 tions, proper results and proper conclusions if we don't
i

16 know what they are going to be? That's the one point that I
~

17 think has to be addressed.
.

*

18 With that, I don't see any need to pursue it

I' except -- I think that you probably prevail. I mean, you
> -

20 have beat me down on it, and I don't want to make things

21 worse. So, you have prevailed for now.

O 22 MS. BAUSER: Judge Smith, I believe -- I would -
d

23 like a minute to check my notes. I believe the only other

24 question I have is that one question that we deferred having
mes.seenes noe,wr., ene.

25 -to do with Mr. Newton's ability to evaluate the adequacy of
,

r .

.+ , - . . - , ~ - . .-,---,. ,- -_,....-.,.- -., .-. , _ -,,-,,,----.-,. ,-,..n.-----. . - -.,,- ,._.-,-n....- ,_,, ,. _ n.-_..,,-.n......
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#19-9-Suet) the instruction on the BPT. I don't know -- has Mr. Jordan

2 had the opportunity to --

3 MR. JORDAN: No, I haven't.

4 MS. BAUSER: Perhaps we could take just a five

5 minute break and I could review my notes and he could review

6 that.

7 JUDGE SMITH:' All right.

3 (Whereupon, a recess is had at 4:28 p.m., to

9 reconvene ~at 4:35 p.m.,.this same day.)
.

10 JUDGE SMITH: All right.

11 MR. JORDAN: Judge Smith, having reviewed the

12 transcript, I don't -- the reason I had some confusipn I

- c 13 think in that cross I was-just fellowing up.what he had
-

.

- 14 said and didn't know what my intention was. But I think I

15 could easily draw an inference from it upon writing the.

16 . brief.,

.

17 So I would withdraw the objection.

18 JUDGE SMITH: All right..
;

19 . - REDIRECT EXAMINATION

20 BY MS. BAUSER: (Continuing)

21 Q Let me repeat the question, Mr. Newton. The

|OV' 22 question was whether you considered yourself to be qualified

23 -to evaluate the adequacy of instruction on the basic principles; -

24 trainer; and, if so, why?
m neswim, eac.

25 A (Witness Newton) Yes, I do consider myself

.
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#19-10-Suet qualified to evaluate instruction or the adequacy of

2 instruction on the basic principle trainer. The reason for

3 that is -- there are several reasons.

4 First of all, for that training, as with any |

5 other training, we do have specified objectives laid out

6 which I, as an evaluator, have access to. I can evaluate

7 whether or not the training meets those objectives by --

e certainly by looking at the -- observing operators' responses,

9 -by' listening to the points that the instructor makes, by

10 looking at indications on the basic principles trainer itself

11 simply from the fact that the basic principles trainer is

12 just that, it's a trainer on basic principles.

' ~ ~

- 13 ' Also,"I should say that the ' format of the*

-14 training on the basic principles trainer is such that it

~

15 is different than the classroom. The training that goes on

16 is very similar in nature to the kinds of training which, as

17 -first a division officer and then as the chief engineer on a

18 nuclear submarine, I conducted on a routine daily basis.

19 'From the standpoint of operator interfaces, opera-

20 tor responses, observing whether or not operators follow
>

L21 procedures, one of my major functions as the engineer officer

22 on a ship was to conduct power plant drills. And many times

23 more so than specifics'related to the intimate detailed,

24 knowledge of the technical aspect of the plant. Some of the
m neo.n , ine.

25 kinds of things you look'for in conducting power plant drills
,

4 1

m---
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#19-11-Suet is how well do individuals work together, how well does4

'

2 the senior guy assume control of a situation, how well do
1

| 3 they follow procedures. I could go on and on.

4 But basically I believe firmly that my experience

'5 in observing the -- in conducting oral examinations as a

6 naval officer, in running power plant drills on my crews on

7 a submarine qualifies me to evaluate instruction on the,

8 basic principle trainer.

-9 Q Mr. Newton, during your experience at the Naval

10 Academy did you have any experiences in evaluating what

11 kind of people cheat on tests?

12 A I don't know that I would call it exactly an
,

13 evaluation done'for the purpose of an evaluation, but my
!- .

14 experience was along the lines of participating first as a-

15 midshipman on the Midshipman Honor Committee, or Honor Council,

16 and that was a long time ago and I forget exactly what it was

17 titled.
4

! -18 Basically though under the Naval Academy's honor

19 concept, the brigade of' midshipmen is charged with operating,
,

L 20 that program such that when charges of cheating are leveled

21 against another midshipman those charges are heard before the

22 Brigade Honor Committee. I was involved with that for several

.23 . years..

24 And certainly then as a company officer in a
A penses noonen,Inc. , -

25 supervisory role from the Summer of 1974 until the Summer of

'
.

~~

_ . _ , _ .
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#19-12-Suet 1976 where midshipmen were my major renponsibility, I was

2 also involved in the results of some of those kinds of

3 situations.

4 Q Do you have any view, and if so could you state

5 it, as to whether there is a certain kind of -- whether

6 there-is any correlation between individuals success in

7 taking tests and their inclination to cheat?

8 MR. JORDAN: I object. I don't recall this

9 being within'the scope of either Mr. Newton's direct or

10 anybody else's cross.

Il MS. BAUSER: Judge Smith, this is rebuttal

12 testimony. I believe that I'm entitled to --
'

' (~) -
.

k./ 13 MR. JORDAN: In that case, I believe I.need,

14 some voir dire. -

15 JUDGE SMITH: I think that --

16 MR. JORDAN: And I also would have appreciated,

17 some notice.
f

18 JUDGE SMITH: Yes, he is entirely right. -You

19 are exactly right. I don't know about the voir dire, I,

20 don't understand the point, but you certainly are entitled

21 to notice.

Q 22 However, if you have to make the point, let's

; 23 do what is required to be done.

24 MS.'BAUSER: Yes. I'm a little surprised only
Ass.sessem nopermes,Inc.

25 because the resumes of Mr. Newton and, in fact, Mr. Leonard

- - _- - ,_- -. -.-., - -.- -._...,-.-,...-- - ..._._.
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-#19-13-Suet as well, reflect their experience in the navy. I think,

2 that Mr. Jordan has pursued, and various people, and I

3
) think the Board as well, with the OARP Committee, and Dr.

4 Regan has pursued the point of what kinds of people cheat.

5 And I thought that two of these witnesses could
i

6 provide something useful on the point.
i .

7 JUDGE SMITH: I don't question the opportunity

8 and the practicality of it. But I agree with Mr. Jordan
,

'
9 that --

i

10 MS. BAUSER: I appreciate that, Judge Smith.

11 I just -- I either ask them now or they don't testify on

12 the subject, or we call them back. And I don't think it's'

,,

.(
'ufficiently significant to call the witnesses back.\ '*

13 s

14 MR. JORDAN: Two points, Your Honor. I don't
*

15 honestly know whether it makes any difference whether it's

16 -tonight or tomorrow morning, but I have a sneaking suspicion
.

17 these folks will be back in the morning.
;.

18 Secondly, and the voir dire point, I think you

I9 have seen the testimony, particularly the OARP Committee

20 raises pretty good questions about what you -- what kind of

- - 21 training you need to know, what kind of expertise, et cetera
-

22 in order to make judgments about why people cheat. And so,

23 if the witness is going to testify to that point, I certainly
'

24 have some opportunity to pursue the basis for making any
Am.peners neowners,Inc.

25 kind of determination.

. - . -
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l
#19-14-Suet JUDGE SMITH: I agree. I understand.

2 MR. JORDAN: There is the matter of determining

(] 3 the man's expertise to make the statement.
o

4 JUDGE SMITH: I did not appreciate, when I said

5 I don't understand your voir dire point, I did not at that

6 time understand it. You are entirely right.

7 I don't --

8 MS. BAUSER: I would --

~

9 JUDGE SMITH: I don't think simply being at

10 the Naval Academy itself is -- in the first place, it

Il certainly is not notice and --

12 MS. BAUSER: No.

9 13 . JUDGE ' SMITH: -- not to the subject matter. And

I4 it is not sufficient to replace voir dire.

15 MR. BAUSER: I agree that it's not sufficient

16 notice. The reason I asked the question, the preliminary

17 question, about Mr. Newton's background at the Naval Academy

18 was in order to establish that he had some experience that

I9 would enable him to contribute to this point.

20 I think that this goes more again to the weight

21 of what he would say than to whether he should be allowedf s,

I ;

22 to talk about the experience he had.

23 JUDGE SMITH: Well, this --

24 MS. BAUSER: I don't mean to suggest though that
Ass-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25END #19 this is anything other than rebuttal. It is.

Mary flws
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Sim 20-1
1 JUDGE SMITH: So you concede, or you apparently

2 are withdrawing the question, or you concede that the merits

3 of the objection ---f

4 MS. BAUSER: Well, my view is, Judge Smith,

5 that notwithstanding the fact that it is rebuttal, I think

6 that -- I don't appreciate the significance I guess of finding

7 out about this now with respect to that one narrow issue,

8 and it seems to me to be unfortunate not to get some useful

9 information from witnesses who have something to say about

10 the subqect.

'I JUDGE SMITH: I suggest that perhaps you discuss

12 it with Mr. Jordan, discuss with him what you are trying

'

13 to establish and maybe he 'will feel it is sufficient notice.

Id MR. JORDAN: I have another concern. If this

15 is rebuttal, I don't recall, and I don't have Dr. Regan's
-

16 testimony with me, but I thought that he made his point in f
|

17 his written testimony, am I incorrect, about people cheating

18 orbnot cheating if they know the answers? And if so, the

I' licensee filed rebuttal to that.

20 MS. BAUSER: No. It was in his deposition, I j

21 believe.

22 MR. JORDAN: If it was in his deposition, then

23
he did that a long time ago.

24
AeFederal Reporters, Inc. MS. BAUSER: I did not intend to call this panel

25
back for the sole purpose of asking that one question, and
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Si"' 20-2
I that is why I don't have rebuttal prefiled testimony from

2 this panel. I can't ask this question of any other panel, >

(^ 3 and I can't divert the question. These are the individuals
v

4 who have the experience, and I either ask it of these

5 people or I don't ask it at all.

6 JUDGE SMITH: All right. I don't think you

7 are getting the thrust of it. Even assuming that you are

8 allowed to ask the questions, Mr. Jordon is asking for

9
further clarification as to what it is you are rebutting,

10
which would all be a part of the notice that he is entitled

,
'

il

to.

12
Why don't you talk about it and see if you can

9 13 '

explain to him what'you want and_why you want it an$ seezif
14 -

you can't work it out.

15
Anybody who is informed at all knows that the

16
' 'Academy has had honor code difficulties in the years, and

17
I do feel that his insight into the problem might contribute '

19
to the record.

19 ,

However, I agree with you and you are entirely

20
right on virtually everything you have said in your

21

objections and they will have to be sustained I guess.

MR. JORDAN: I will be glad to discuss the

matter with Ms. Bauser. As I say, I think we will be back

As-Federal Reporters, Inc.
tomorrow with this panel in the morning.

25

JUDGE SMITH: Well, see if you can't work it

u
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Sim 20-3 out in the interest of full notice and reliability compared
3

to some information which I think properly somehow would
2

be useful in the record.
3-

/ i

MR. JORDAN: I do want to emphasize, Judge Smith,
4

!that I really question how useful it will be. I was subject
5

t an honor code when I was in high school of a very similar
6

nature and very strictly enforced, and, you know, we have
7

had some very credentialed people talking about the difficulties
8 ,

of cheating and_. determining why and so on.9

10 That is why getting into voir dire is important

'I and why I just say I don't think that the opinions will be

12 particularly useful. -

u 13 JUDGE SMITH: All right.
*

.

14 MS. BAUSER: I have to try to finish my cross

15 this evening.

i
16 BY MS. BAUSER: !

i

17 Q Mr. Leonard, UCS Training Exhibits 31 and 32 |
I

18 are the RO-1 answer key, which includes the questions and

19 the answers, and the SRO-3 answer key for I believe the '

20 requalification training program, the most recent requalifica-

<' 21 tion training program; is.that correct?

22 MR. JORDAN: Would you repeat the question? I

23 am sorry, I missed it.

I24 (Pause.)
Am-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 MS. BAUSER: I am simply asking the witness to
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|Sim 20-4 1 confirm that UCS Exhibit 31 is the RO-1 answer key for

2 requalification training for 1984, and the UCS Exhibit 32

3 3 is the SRO-3 answer key for requalification training in 1984
;)

4 and that those documents have on them the questions and the

5 answers for those examinations.

6 WITNESS LEONAPD: Yes, ma'am, that appears that

7 31 and 32 are the requalification exams.
.

8 BY MS. BAUSER:

9 Q Do you have an opinion as to the quality of

10 those examinations?

11 MR. JORDAN: I object. I don't think we raised

12 any questions about the quality of those examinations. I

*

13 don't think you discussed the matter.*

14 MS. BAUSER: I believe you did because I think

15 you pointed to several questions in the examination and ;
i,

16 suggested that there were problems with those questions and {

17 again I am drawing the inference that you were suggesting

18 that there is something wrong with the examination.

19 I would be happy to withdraw my question is

20 that is not the intended inference.

21 MR. JORDAN: My inference would not go to the

22 quality of the exam as a whole, but would go to the facts -

23 related to.the specific questions.that were used and we
__.

24 did not address the exams as a whole.
Ase-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25
MS. BAUSER: And no inference will be drawn from
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Sim 20-5
1 the quality of that question as to the quality of the

2 questions generally?

p) 3 MR. JORDAN: Not as to the quality of the
tj

4 particular exams, in other words, the particular exams as

5 a whole.

6 JUDGE SMITH: I don't think I understand the
,

7 limitation. I did not understand the use of these exams

8 that you were attacking the exams -- well, I guess you were

'9 at that, some particular questions on them.

10 MR. JORDAN: Yes.

'I JUDGE SMITH: But it would be pointless for ,

12 you to attack particular questions if you are not trying

13 to attack the validity of the exam.

14 (Pause.)

15 MR. JORDAN: My point is not to attack the

16 quality of those particular exams. We would not propose a

l
17 finding, for example, that the UCS Exhibits 31 or 32 are j

18 themselves as a whole inadequate, or that the particular

19 questions that we addressed within those exams are inadequate

20 and thus render the entire examination inadequate.

21 JUDGE SMITH: All right. What do we infer from

# 22 the weaknesses that I think you pointed out in particular

23 questions?

24
~

MR. JORDAN: That here are exams created in
Aca-Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 this time period or time frame, to use a popular phrase,
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Sim 20-6 i in which these exam questions that we addressed were

2 included and had various failings that were identified in

r- 3 fact by Mr. Leonard. It doesn't attack the examination as
1

'

4 a whole, but what it demonstrates is that the examination

5 construction process failed at least with respect to these

6 examinations to the ' extent that Mr. Leonard was critical

7 of those questions.

8 MS. BAUSER: But you would draw no inference

9 as to whether it failed.on any other. questions or any other

10 exams?

11 JUDGE SMITH: I think he made that clear. ;

12 MR. JORDAN: What I can say is that I would not

13 ' attempt to propose findings that these exams were* inadequate.

14 It does raise the question, the overall question of the

I
15 adequacy of the exam construction process. But that is 4

16 a different matter from attacking the quality of the exam,

17 which is the question that is now being asked. I
I

i

18 JUDGE SMITH: Well, if you attack the exam

19 construction prccess, you are attacking its product, and

20 that would be the. only reason for raising it. If a defective

21 exam construction process nevertheless turned out valid

# 22 examinations, it would be irrelevant.

23 You really can't make the point unless you are i

I
,

24 doing what you say you are not doing. I mean you are
Am. Federal Reporters, Inc.

25 attacking the questions. You know, I don't think it is a
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Si' 20-7 i very important point. We looked at the exam and we followed
"

2 the questions and we saw their defects and I think people

-

3 can argue whatever they want from the recard.

4 I forget what you are doing now.

5 (Laughter.)

6
MS. BAUSER: I was pursuing with the witness

7
their views on the exam. I think that with the representation

8
-- well, I have to admit that I am not quite sure what

9
UCS is now going to do in their findings, but I think I

10
am okay. So I think I will stop.

11

JUDGE SMITH: I think what you have now is that

12
he is: not using the identified weak questions as being

9 . 13 .

spbcimens of the exam as a whole. That,much can be agreed..
14.

MR. JORDAN: That is correct in the sense that

15
it is not some survey and we did a random sample, no, -

,

16 )

absolutely.
17

MS. BRADFORD: Judge Smith, just so I can be '

19

clear, does that foreclose TMIA from making ---
19

iMS. BERNABEI: Let me state it a little
I

20
differently.

21
Our position is that no matter what UCS's

position, that would not necessarily foreclose us from making .
23 I

!
that inference. Obviously Ms. Bauser is doing a redirect

24
AeFWWW Reorwes, lm on Mr, Jordon s recross. I think the question is improper,e

25
not for the reason that Mr. Jordan said, but that it is
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S o 20-8
j actaully in fact broader than the cross and it is not proper

redirect.2

rx 3
It seems to me that she could some questions,

"

4 but it is much, much broader and in the nature of eliciting

5 direct testimony.

6 MS. WAGNER: The staff thinks that in light of

the inferences which TMIA may draw from the testimony today7

that it is a perfectly proper line of questioning and is8

9 not overly broad.

10 JUDGE SMITH: Well, I don't.think we should

il sit here and take the rest of the questions and then try
.

12 to demonstrate that thej are all right.

13 The record I think han demonstrated what it-

does and I don't_think wha'tever TMIA wants to argue frdm14

15 it, I think that we have our record here which permits a

|16 reliable finding. .-

!

17 MS. BAUSER: I think my point was much more |
|

18 limited than perhaps some of the concern expressed, and

19 I really think I don't need to go any further.

20 JUDGE SMITH: Okay.

21 MS. BAUSER: I am through.
, - ,

(fs 22 (Laughter.)

23 JUDGE SMITH: I am sorry, I didn't hear your

!

24 last statement.
AceJedefel ReNeters, Inc.

25 MS. BAUSER: I said I was through as opposed
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Sim 20-9 .

to finished.j

2 (Laughter.)

r' 'T 3 (Board conferring.)^

L..J'
4 JUDGE SMITH: Would you rather adjourn or

5 go ahead with your recross?
,

6 MR. JORDAN: I guess I would rather adjourn.

7 I have notes scattered all over the place about the same

8 topics and I can consolidate them.

9 JUDGE SMITH: I think this really is a logical

10 adjourning point.

11 So we will adjourn until 9 a.m.

12 (Whereupon, at 5:00 p.m. , the hearing adjourned,

13 to reconvene at 9:0'0 a.m., Thursday, January 10, 1985.) .

'
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